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The most destructive and perpetuating
pandemic in humanity so far is the
ignorance of our Self which drags us into
the unconscious and the unconscious
pushes us into mad-ness and crime. All
other pandemics are nothing compared
to the ignorance of our Self. This is the
cause of the one side of the coin. The other side of the
coin is “no evil unmingled with Good” left to us by our
Enlightened Ancestors. It brings us back to the hope
that there is in us the antidote to ignorance which is
the Healing Knowledge of ourselves! Only It offers us
the Fulfillment and Clarity in order to feel Peaceful and
Pious like worthy creatures of our Creator. People nurture the child with a plastic pistol in his hand and when
he grows up they give him the real one so as to kill,
whereas God nurtures it as Incarnated Divine Purity.
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The Time Has Come for
Us to Experience Ambassadors of Peace (Greek)

The Predetermined
Unexpected Encounter
(Greek)

I was born in a slum in the old
vegetable market of Athens. My
Father was deprived of me in the
fabricated civil war of unconscious
politicians.
I tried a variety of jobs looking
for a better wage such as sailor and
immigrant at the age of 18, and
my last job was a taxi driver for 38
years gaining experiences from my
contact with people of different
psychosyntheses.
I considered the lessons at school
hollow because they do not contain
true love, respect and dignity. I am
like a free bird and I do not fit in
any of the countless cages of this
world of ignorance and illusion.
However, I have absolute respect
and obedience to the inner laws of
ourselves and to the healthy laws of
world society.
I feel indescribably grateful to
my Beloved Master, who showed
me how to study at the Higher
University of Self-Knowledge, and
helped me to graduate intact from
the University of the Street. That is
why Knowledge for me was and is
the unshakable foundation and my
inseparable compass.

The Predetermined
Unexpected Encounter
The weaving of my story
by the True Master of our era
Prem Rawat

T R A N S L AT I O N
HELEN SERGIOU

How indescribably I thank You, our
Beloved Master, for weaving the
Magnificent and Incredible Story of
My Life, revealing to me that You are
our Lord that most of us have been
waiting for, and anointing me to realize that I am an eternal creature of
yours and heir of your Divine
Eternity!
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I warmly thank my beloved mates and brothers in Knowledge Costas Panagopoulos, typesetter, and Helen Sergiou, translator, for the
kind collaboration to complete this book and I hope that it is constructive for the hearts of our fellow human beings.
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A f e w w or d s a b ou t t h e a u t h or

I

happened to be born on Christmas Day in 1947 in a very
poor family with four children, who have been orphaned
by a father since I was a 2-year-old child. I was born in a district with a low standard of living —in the vegetable market of
Athens— and I spent my childhood in the cafes of the area
where I learned to smoke and gamble, and in the taverns and
bars where I learned about alcohol and lust. I was so obsessed
with gambling and alcohol that they became second nature to
me —completely embedded in the daily habits of so many
years— that neither my marriage nor my children could pull me
out of this miserable life!
In a short time, until I was discharged from the army, I could
count that I had gone through at least twenty-two professions.
In search of a better wage, I was constantly changing jobs and
from a young age I started by dusting a barber shop for the tips.
Then I worked as an ice cream vendor with a donkey and a carriage, a grocer, a waiter, a shop assistant, a photographer, an
employee in billiards, a roller coaster, and a paint salesman. At
the age of 16 I became a sailor and then an immigrant for two
and a half years in Australia. I was also a worker in a factory
that made screens, a worker in a car industry, a confectioner, a
manufacturer of gym bags, a shirt ironer, a painter, a blacksmith, a builder, a distributor of fibers by a van, a driver of vehicles that curried water for civil works, a distributor of orthopedic articles and leaflets, until I decided after my marriage to
become a taxi driver, so as not to have a boss. My temperament
was, and is, that of a bird that flies out of the cages of this
7

world. I mingled with all the castes of this world, especially due
to my last job as a taxi driver for 38 years!
Imagine a child who from the age of 7 anticipated every day
for the moment to finish school, run home to throw the
schoolbag, and go to play soccer and gamble! I had become an
expert in the twisting game which was popular at the time, in
1960, and since not many cafes and billiards existed, we played
outside in the streets with coins heads or tails, twisting them in
the back of our palm. I remember that 3-4 times a week we
bought pasta and bread for our home; there were no maintenance resources from anywhere and it was a matter of survival.
So, I had become an expert in these games, so that they were
almost integrated into my True Nature. Gradually, as cafes
opened slowly-slowly in our small neighborhoods, and I had
grown a little, about 14-15 years old, and as there was not much
policing in those years, I started playing cards at the green felt
table.
For a child, playing cards and backgammon were so tempting that the passion that had been developed from the twisting
game and the necessity of profit led me very quickly to become a
gambler unimaginably passionate. Imagine that gambling was
so powerful on me that my brain cells were thinking even in my
sleep about gambling and dice so that even in my insomnia I
planned my tomorrow's card game. When I had a job I went to
my job, but my mind was on the moment of finishing and go to
the café to play. I remember becoming so addicted that whenever I gained money from dice or cards, I lent to my teammates
who lost in order to keep playing and, as a boomerang, I ended
up losing.
My poor wife often came to the cafe with my brother and his
wife to take me because after the neighborhood cafe closing, we
had found another one in Thissio area which stayed open at
night and we were going there to continue playing, not going
8

home for 30 or 48 hours, especially during the Christmas holidays. Out of shame that I lost all my weekly allowance, when I
got paid on Saturday, I went straight to the cafe and had no
money to give my wife going home on Sunday morning. Twice I
wanted to disappear, not to feel that I existed but the existence
of my children kept me going and I kept promising myself and
my wife that I would give up cards, but one promise followed
another. It was impossible for me to break free from my embodied —my second nature— destructive gambling habit. Imagine
that my long-term dream and my ultimate goal were to retire in
order to be able to be in the cafe all day! Honestly, I envied my
retired teammates because I was forced, after the end of my
work break 2-5 at noon, to stop gambling and run back to the
job I was given by each boss I had.
As far as alcohol is concerned, I was so addicted that I remember having a bottle of whiskey on the back of my bed so as
to sleep. And as soon as I woke up, my tongue had to taste whiskey so that I could get out of bed. And every hour of the day,
whether gambling or working or being in the car, I definitely
had to have by my side wine, beer or whiskey to take sips-sips
depending on the occasion. My hands started trembling, my
stomach was aching unbearably, I was taking pills to temporarily stop the pain, my headaches and the constant cigarette cough
were bothering me unimaginably. The incessant vulgar swearing, the unbridled lust, and the decay I felt, made me feel so
deeply ashamed of myself, seeing my increasing misery and degradation from human to subhuman.

H
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Dedication

I

feel the need to express to you the reason why I have
dedicated my Life to our True Master and to His Supreme work. Because he showed me a practical way how to
come into contact within me with the Indiscernible Divine
Energy, Life itself (God)! Then Life itself showed me that it
was the one who wove me in my Mother's womb without any
intervention from my biological mother during my weaving.
Therefore, the Inner Apprenticeship that my Life offers to me
has made me realize that This is my Primordial Mother who
wove me in an inconceivably wonderful way. It simply uses
our parents as its partners and mediators so as to come into
the world as new visitors, to recognize it, to realize its Indescribable Magic and its Magnificent Environment, which has
created only for our fulfillment and evolution!
Thus, when I realized that I am Its Creation and I have
made absolutely nothing in my body with my own hands, not
even the Sun, the Water, the Air and the Earth, which have
sustained us continuously for centuries, so I am totally one of
its Miracles and a Gift, so, I belong only to It! That is why I
mention it after my realization as my Primary Mother Life!
Because the fingers that I have now to write to you anything
about It, and the experiences and realizations that are so kindly and generously offered to me, are all its. So, recognizing
that everything is its, having absolutely nothing of my own to
offer it, the only thing I can do with its Gift, the Choice which
it has given me, is to dedicate my whole Existence to my
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Mother Life and to Its True Representative, who introduced it
to me inside of me, through his Gift of Self-Knowledge!
As a natural consequence, with the Grace of our Mother
Life and our Master, who have allowed me to write what I
have written so far, I dedicate it all to the whole of the Human
Nation as information. I hope and wish with technology my
writings will reach even the most remote part of the Earth,
touching some heart, and maybe it will become interested in
discovering and recognizing its Principle, Life itself through
the Knowledge of the Self! Our Current Living Master Prem
Rawat makes it possible for those who sincerely desire it in
this Incredible Era that we live NOW with him! In this book, I
recommend the way in which Man, and consequently Humanity, can be liberated and saved.
My statement comes from the experience of investing in
our Self-Knowledge. Only through the Living Knowledge of
the Living Master can the Liberation and Salvation of Man be
achieved now that he lives, and not after death as it is advocated by various religions. Which, of course, requires investing part of our time to become disciples of Life itself, because
only It offers the Supreme Experience that all human beings
seek, some consciously and some unconsciously. In the Bible
the evangelist JOHN in Chapter H΄ and verse 32 says, “And
you shall know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” Also,
in verse 36 he says, “So, if the Son makes you free, you shall be
free indeed.” No religion can save Man by its rules and formulas. And do you know why? The reason is because Life (God)
has absolutely nothing to do with religions. It is Freedom in
itself and cannot be molded by religions. You just need to become a student of Life itself in order to be free. And for this to
become possible, it sends each different time a Living True
Master. Whoever accepts this will be able to be saved! Whoev12

er rejects this in slavery will succumb. It is in our hand. We
have been offered the magical possibility of Choice.
I do not try to replace in my own words his Savior and
Blessed Words. I simply confess the Indescribable Love, Devotion, Gratitude and Respect to our Beloved Master and at the
same time I dig out the harvest I have gained from the magnificent apprenticeship of the Knowledge of Self!
I recommend him to you in order to be interested in experiencing the Incredible Magic that is inherent in each one of
us. He offers us a practical way to discover it so as to make our
daily trip as beautiful as possible!

H
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Introduction

S

elf-Knowledge is a purely personal Inner Practice, the
Highest Experience and learning the Art of how to become
acquainted with the Life itself within you, which is surrounded
in its entity by the most wonderful attributes of Divine Love, Divine Peace, Divine Freedom, Divine Bliss, Divine Wisdom and
every noble and beautiful that flows from its Pure Source within
us! These Divine qualities do not reside in the realm of the mind.
The mind is the residence of the senses, the imagination, the
thought and the perception only for learning the material world
that surrounds us. The Highest Learning of Our Self-Knowledge
resides on the Indiscernible Pulse of every BREATH, and provides the incredible Choice, Opportunity and Possibility to anyone who wishes to experience it.
Our Creator, who weaves his creations = our bodies, into the
bellies of our Mothers, without any intervention from them or
ours, has placed an Internal mechanism Invisible to the external
eyes, but Internally existing, so that Man can —his Creation— to
experience whenever he wishes The Divine Feeling with its
deepest mechanism, which has been identified with different
names of Humans: either soul or consciousness or heart or the
deepest being of ours. The Essence where one feels the Highest
Inner Fulfillment is not in the words, but in its depth and only
the one who experiences it knows it!
I feel the need to inform you with my written words hoping
to inspire even one heart, because if one is touched by this Inner
Magic of his, I am absolute that he will become the Bearer of the
Noblest and Most Wonderful of His Work, which has been man15

ifested incessantly with an increase for 54 years. He started it locally in India when he was 9 years old, when his father, a former
Honorable Master, left him as his successor before he died. So, at
the age of 13 he started on a global scale, where he found me and
showed me an Indescribable Inner Path, because I knew only external paths before I met him!
Let me express one of the most important realizations of
Inner Learning from the Divine Knowledge of ourselves. If
the Supreme Power had not sent in every age the Incarnate
True Enlightened Masters, the Human Nation would have
disappeared by ignorance, carnal worship, disrespect, arrogance, hatred, and the schizophrenia of the mind, being drifted away one by another! But fortunately, with the Grace of the
Infinite Kindness of our Creator, the Living True Masters
come to us as lifebuoys to the shipwrecked and as beacons in
our darkness offering us the most MIGHTY WEAPON, the
“KNOWLEDGE OF THE SELF”, which vanishes ignorance
along with all the evils that flow from it and annihilate us.
With the help of the power of Mental Discipline, carnal
worship is dominated and the student discovers in himself the
Highest Feeling of Respect, and eliminates disrespect, realizing within himself the Simplicity of Life itself. He eliminates
arrogance and feeling inside the indescribable Mental Health,
full of the deepest Gratitude, he eliminates the schizophrenia
of the mind! This incredible Inner State can happen to students who invest in the Highest Learning of Self-Knowledge!
I hope that when you search in the websites some speeches
and excerpts of the PREM RAWAT Global Fascinating Work,
the time of your attendance will be very constructive.
NOW it is OUR INCREDIBLE TIME to change personally so
as to change the History of the Human Nation, feeling each one
of us as a participant, to leave the Most Pious and Dignified
Traces to our Blessed Future Generations. Opportunity, Possibil16

ity and Unexpected Choice, are NOW HERE! We are very dynamically inspired by the Indescribable Universal Work of our
Master which is already manifested all over our Planet!
Let us unite all the visualizers of the “General Good” for
the realization of the most Magnificent and Noble Vision of
our Mother Life! The World Union of Its Creations for the
elimination of slavery, pain, misery and wars! Like the Mother
and the Father who seek to reconcile their children to be loved
again, because some misanthropes came in and divided them,
in order to give them weapons and all the similar so that they
could hate and kill each other.
Now it is time to wake up; the scattered brothers to hear
the SWEET CALL of the Master, to unite and not allow again
criminal manipulators to impose on us the “divide and rule.”
PEACE ON EARTH AND WELL-BEING IN MAN
WHAT OUR JESUS CHRIST HAS PROMISED!

Not religiously, but for every Human Existence on the face
of our Blessed Earth!
EXPERIENCE IT, IT'S HAPPENING RIGHT NOW!
IT IS THE BRIGHTEST TIME SINCE THE HUMAN SPECIES
WAS BORN!
A dedicated student
OF THE LIVING KNOWLEDGE
OF PREM RAWAT

H
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1
Socio-political Issues,
Realizations and Experiences

ur Self-Knowledge dominates our interest in the General Good, in Justice and in our Beloved Peace and
Freedom! Do not think that Knowledge isolates us from the
community, but on the contrary, it pushes us as a separate unit
for awakening and consolidation of Peace and Divine Beauty
inside and outside us!
You have a great responsibility
Keep in mind that you have a great responsibility with the
ones you vote because you represent your children and others
who do not vote! I have one wish; I have no other more important! Go back to your consciousness to start waking up, to
realize the rejection of your divisive parties because your
mind that you have given to their minds will send you either
to suicide or to madness like many of our fellow human beings.
Everything works like a DOMINO; no one can escape and
one day sooner or later the evil will knock on our door.
I remind you that all the current rulers are our early undertakers. Understand our necessary reunion!
Let us unlearn to vote for those who have been prepared
for us by the rotten system with the candies of WILL, WILL,
WILL, in order to learn later to vote for ourselves in the unifying and human-centered movement of the visualizers of the
General Good.
19

Only in this way will we create new rails to take the train
where we, the united people, want and not let the artificial
oppositions go on their rails continually by deceiving with
dishonest methods so as to keep us in divisions. Divisions
bring all the tragic sufferings to the peoples and through this
cunning trick the world dark system is perpetuated.
The cunning world system
Each state or power singles out the most vulnerable, the
most ambitious, the most insecure, the most selfish, the most
hypocritical, the most physically attractive, the most unconscious, the most enslaved, and puts them in the net of the
world rotten system. It places them into key positions with the
lure of money and promotion, and transforms them into rhetorical trappers and they in turn trap every generation, and
thus the global mafia grows and perpetuates. And with the
consolidation of the camouflaged industries below, “for the
benefit of the people,” they circumvent the debauchery, the
dependence, and the destiny of the crowds.
The music industry, the entertainment industry, sports industry, the media industry, “education” industry, money industry, gambling industry, alcohol industry, prostitution industry, drug industry, the medicine-diseases industry, food
industry, politics industry, classical science industry, philosophy industry, “spirit” industry, technology industry, weapons
industry, gang industry, and so on and so forth.
Now, the trapped fans of every industry know their set up
criminal game, and if you ever want to be un-trapped, I recommend our Liberating Self-Knowledge. If you do not want
to, at least let the new generations be informed in order not to
be trapped, so as for the gigantism of criminal colossal organizations to stop.
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We do not come here to the Magnificent Paradise from our
Creator to be slaves and unhappy but to be FREE and HAPPY!
The proof of the real joy is innate in all the blessed little children as we were as well, but they buried it in us and transform
us into human-devils, while our human nature is to be HUMAN-GODS! We can today, with the Knowledge of ourselves,
feel again truly HUMAN-GODS!
The money that the unconscious has
enslaves peoples and corrupts them
Money intervenes in almost our entire life. How can we not
imagine our life without money? Our culture without money?
Our society without money? How can we not see the opportunity that technology has given us? The time has come to
stop Trade and start Distribution. It's time to stop selling and
start sharing. Technology and science allow us to do that.
Never has it been found something to be as bad for people
as money. This destroys states, leads people away from their
homes to adventurous life, entices and corrupts the honest
and pushes them into lewd deeds. Money taught people deceit
and disrespect, said Sophocles (Ancient tragic 496-406 BC). I
absolutely agree!
The necessary and imperative pursuit of money has
brought about individual and global catastrophe with indescribable tragedies. The greatest tragedy of all is that we have
become so attached to the pursuit of money and we have been
completely alienated from God within us and now we are lifelong prisoners to our tyrants and we constantly vote for those
who consider us as mosquitoes and they are presented to us as
our representatives because they “love” us very much. They
will drink our blood with a straw little by little, and when we
have been completely weakened, we will curse the day we
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were born, for those who will not have contact with the Savior
Knowledge of Ourselves. However, it will be too late!

I have the exclusive right to issue money, and I
lend you the money you use.
And what do you want as a rent?
Interest, that is, more money!
But since only you have the right to issue money, where can I find more money to pay you interest?
Ha ha ... you won’t find it!
Then;
Then you will be indebted, you will be confiscated and you will live as a slave until you die.
When a state does not define its currency, it
becomes a slave to those who lend it to it.
Do you understand why you are never going
to pay back?

Why should some have the exclusive right to issue money
and lend it to us to live on? Therefore, we and our children
will always be enslaved to the usurers on their own terms,
who will want our misery and our whole country to be conquered as it has already been done by their own, who have
given us as “our rulers.”
So, it remains to issue our own money and in order to do
that we must replace them with genuine, honest servants of
the people, so as to take the reins of our lives and get rid of
our false leaders! That is why we have created a socio-political
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movement of the “Visualizers of the General Good” to find
real people to work together for this noble purpose of our liberation and for the General Good! For this reason we rented a
room to get to know each other face to face, to gather regularly, to exchange views and to work together honestly and responsibly for a better world!
Let the New Year be the BEGINNING of a constant effort
full of passion, awareness, dignity, to shake off the dark history that has been imposed on us from the depths of centuries.
Let’s create a new Light History for us and our blessed generations to come!
They issue money for the slavery of peoples. We will print
money for the liberation of our people and we will awaken
other people to adopt it.
And when the world brotherhood is achieved, then we will
not need money because everything is made by our hands and
not by money.
Today We Can Make a Difference! The Strength in Unity!
The benefits of issuing money from the real government
of the Visualizers of the General Good
Let us now look at the wonderful results that can result
from the obligation and care of the new state to the people.
First of all, elimination of the stress for tomorrow because
they will not be chased by any debt since they will have their basics secured. Rent, food, clothing, by the salary of community
service, water supply, electricity, heating, telephone and free
transportation, so that we can all live with dignity. Recovering
the hope in them, that at last there are some representatives of
the people who want to reduce the problems to extinction, and
not to create and increase them as the former un-conscientious
politicians did with their predatory cliques.
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They will have no anxiety about their studies, nor will they
think about migrating, but they will have their choice. The
salaries of all associate employees will be sustainable, for dignity. They will not be forced to resort to prostitution, gambling, alcohol, drugs, fraud and crime in order to cover their
natural needs, resulting in reduction in suicides, divorces,
prisons, hospitals, insane asylums and wars.
The media of the new state will present daily programs for
the Self Knowledge and Peace education in order to promote
the exaltation of the heart and the realization of Peace, Love,
Respect, Freedom, Prosperity and Dignity. Instead of paying
the unemployed, we will have community service everywhere,
especially for the safety of the citizens as much as possible.
Each neighborhood will have its police station in villages,
islands, cottages, suburbs, cities with continuous patrols on a
24-hour basis to prevent theft in houses, shops, cars, motorcycles, etc. that lead to crime. We will develop the IDEA OF THE
GENERAL GOOD and the individualism along with “my life is
your death” will evaporate. Also, the gradual total disappearance of all the “gangs of state”, which are presented as if to protect the “state” as a ministry, tax offices and state games because the state will not need to drain the people since we will
print our own money.
And in education, as a priority, we will incorporate the
Salutary Self-Knowledge for Internal Development. And
then the noble collective development follows. When we discover in our hearts Love, Understanding and Respect, we can
effortlessly replace hatred, unconsciousness, and disrespect of
the mind that have prevailed so far due to ignorance of ourselves! Love, Recognition, Appreciation, and Respect for our
Mother Nature that is the Conservator of all of us, and training the body with a healthy diet, so that young children cannot be trapped in criminal substitutes.
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This is the real feat and true service of a ruler being a servant of the people. And not the fact that they are constantly
changing every 4 years and with the media, which are theirs,
they deceive the people 24 hours a day and push them into division, alcohol, gambling, prostitution, drugs, fraud and
crime. Today we are given the incredible opportunity to
make the beginning of the uprooting of the rotten root and to
re-establish a Peaceful and Just World, worthy of our Creator
and our Noble Enlightened Ancestors! These are the indisputable fundamental rights of the people that must be
guaranteed by the state.
Today's dark world history
Today's dark world history is so tragic that all the events
are calling us from everywhere to WAKE UP and BECOME INTERESTED in a collective effort, to join our forces and to do
whatever we can, so as to jointly solve the problems we face
from the indifference of the governments, which have exposed us to fraud, drugs, crimes, wars, the sale of the whole
country —if anything is left— and generally to a pre-planned
darker future.
If we realize, even a little bit, the responsibility we have as
parents for our children and grandchildren, we will feel great
shame but at the same time it can awaken us to get up from
the chair and start meeting in places for a serious discussion
for a new Bright History! Because as long as the politicians
still put us to sleep with their false promises and we think that
they will change our lives for the better, this states, and I feel
sorry about it, our nonsense. And I feel that human beings
should not accept languor and enslavement after so much
tragic suffering caused to us by our early undertakers.
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As long as we are indifferent to our much-needed reunion,
let us not shout about the suffering we are receiving and we
will receive more and more.
I hope that my so obvious simple prophecy does not come
true but unfortunately, it is the fate of our foolish divisions
until we learn!
The dark ones are waging wars
for recruiting children masses
Wars are also waged for recruiting children masses as a sacrifice of the murderers of their dark bosses, who have special organizations and gather the orphans for their emancipation with
subhuman beastly works to the helpless children. The obscure
big bosses who anoint their own “sold” as rulers of the peoples,
who have been given their whole life, mind, soul and body to the
“satanic world organization”, there comes a time when they are
asked to sacrifice in return for their anointing peoples that the
dark ones want. They artificially put the rulers of different countries to start arguments to end up in a war to fulfill their required
sacrifice for their god of darkness Satan, who is also an incarnate
man as the Divine Energy (God) comes in human incarnation
(Masters). And if they do not obey, they threaten them and their
families with death, and so they succumb justifying their obedience, that they could not do otherwise since the whole family
would lose their lives. That is why there are lodges everywhere in
every country as centers of decision and satanic organizations of
sacrifices with blood and human flesh with the lure of money,
ranks and glory.
Imagine the artificial poverty they create for the acquisition of consciences and flesh. And workers in the arms industry, disguised as “defense ministries” in every country drink
beer and whiskey to the health of their gunsmiths because
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they are given jobs even though they are forced to make
weapons to kill people. Just as a people take orders from a
pseudo-ruler, so the small amount of people, a group of pseudo-rulers, take orders from other rulers, closest to the pyramid of the “world mind”, which is completely obscure but
rules everyone into darkness and total destruction. The proof
is the chemical, electronic and nuclear weapons that have inspired its cloned students who made them and they are ready
at any time to destroy all kinds of life on our Blessed Planet.
Like the clique of state economists, in order to gain their
favor and secure their position, they make starvation and
misery wages at the behest of the rulers, completely indifferent to the poor people and interested only in their own selves.
So, the pseudo-rulers obeying their obscure bosses for their
favor, securing their position, their travels, their luxury, their
big salary and bribes, and their human guards, are completely
indifferent to the misery of their people which they cause
themselves as intermediates of their dark masters.
Just as there are contracts of assassination on an individual
and group level, so there are contracts of murder and destruction of various countries of the dark source (mafia) with the
intentionally placed subhuman pseudo-rulers of the unfortunate peoples.
That is why our True Living Master has come to stop the
irreparable destruction of humanity with his Divine Grace
and Divine Love for our Human Nation!
Our fundamental priorities
Our fundamental priorities in the individual level are to
know our Divine Self! And in the collective level, to realize
the much-needed union to work together for the General
Good! Unfortunately, the cunning manipulators of the system
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teach us as a priority a lot of garbage and make us their production units. They make the acquired needs with countless
substitutes of our true innate joy, and they take us more and
more away from the “Knowledge of Ourselves!” And in the
collective level, they divide us with their deadly labels of a
party, ethnic, racial and religious, and under the pretext that
they label us they incorporate our sick fanaticism, they create
dirty wars, and we kill each other in the face of our Blessed
Planet to perpetuate their dark history.
If we do not wake up and realize our two aforementioned
primary priorities, we will participate in the indescribable
miserable history and load it on every blessed future generation. I would feel unbearably ashamed and would not want to
live in this world if I did not participate in the effort to change
the dark and inhuman structures of this corrupt world system
which are presented to us as civilized leaders of the peoples.
Today we are invited to come together, to unite in order to
work together for the liberation of ourselves and our children,
and we close our ears to the noblest and most effortless invitation, and when the warring demagogues call us blackmailing
us against our will to fight for our mother homeland, we run
in fear and unite like sheep and our patriotic leaders take us to
slaughter us. And those who create wars watch on TV in their
fortresses-villas their people killing each other.
That is why we have created a socio-political movement,
for those who envision a peaceful and free world, to have the
option of freeing ourselves from the global dynasty of darkness.
I remind you of communicating the true and awakening messages because the more we wake up, the faster we
will shake off our enslaved hypocritical false leaders and
their associates.
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The two criteria of pseudo-leaders
of the world dark system
If you study this text constantly until you understand it,
you can change your destiny by inspiring those around you
for a peaceful and happy life. Therefore, it is necessary to realize the two criteria of the false leaders and their associates,
in order to wake up from the deception, so that we can save
our future blessed generations as well.
1) A government that does not reject the label of its party
and prefers to have the people divided for civil wars,
works for the “divide and rule” that their bosses have
put it in this role.
2) And a government that does not issue money for its
people to free them from the usurers, who go like beggars to their masters for loans, so that they always have
every generation indebted and enslaved, are employees
of the “rotten world faceless system”. What other criteria do we need to wake up?
Do we sleep too deep, and are we worthy of our fate?
And in order not to admit it, do we constantly blame those
who we vote with our own hands? Seeing that, they are always
pre-selected by the global mafia.
To change the dark situation, my dear friends, we need
awakening and sincerity. The utopians, the indifferent, the
desperate and the well-to-do of the system say, “A cuckoo does
not bring spring”. I answer to them by asking, aren’t other
people cuckoos? So, it is not just a cuckoo; we can be countless cuckoos, to bring the spring of the most incredible
Bright History with the help of our contemporary Master
who has prepared the ground very well for 54 years all
over our planet!
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The dark systems
The dark systems shape the circumstances in such a way
that everyone can sell their patent no matter how destructive
it is. They have created a cunning reasoning as a given in all
areas, which says that if I do not take advantage of him, someone else will do it. If I do not rob him, someone else will do it.
Every alcohol dealer thinks that, if I do not kill them, the drug
dealer will kill them. And drug dealers think that if we do not
kill them, the arms dealers will kill them. As a result, death
hovers over everyone's head every moment, as if we were in
“high security prisons” with the most expert exploiters, swindlers and criminals.
They instill fear in our minds with the destructive media
every day, to trust for protection more the dogs, the cameras,
the iron fences, the bodyguards and the weapons; the tragic
result is to be afraid of one another and to have forgotten the
courage of our heart and the trust in God within us.
The worst thing that happens to man every day and all day
is the disconnection of our contact with God within us! And
the world mind with the cloned minds of unconscious people
has achieved this in innumerable ways, and especially through
fear, trapping one generation after another from the depths of
centuries, and thus, we perpetuate deep darkness.
The theft of our hope, our trust and our attention
They all ask for our hope, our trust and our attention to
make us their fans-clients in their ideas, songs, theaters,
sports, gambling, alcohol, drugs, parties, dogmas, heresies,
philosophies; each with a different lure. In the same way the
fishermen throwing different baits, their first obvious act —
according to the innocent children— are presented as friends
of the fish to feed them. None of them is different from the
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cunning motives of the fishermen, whose purpose is to catch
them in order to eat them or to sell them. Each of them has a
special cover to bite us.
In order to get rid of all these wolves in sheep's disguise, we
must have a sincere relationship with our Inner Companion
and our Truest Friend, who is the Salutary Knowledge of ourselves and offers us such Clarity so that we never fall into the
traps of werewolves. That is why I recommend you our Master
who offers the practical way to start an inner acquaintance
with our Supreme Self! And by saving ourselves, we inform
our children and those around us if they too want to be saved.
If they do not want to, we have done the duty of our heart and
we are calm in our conscience! I hope you take full advantage!

***
“The fine you pay for your indifference to the public is that
your fate is determined by idiots”.
PLATO

***
“Know what you are worth as a human being, and become
God of yourself!”
SOCRATES
I do not parrot what I write to you but I confirm and remind you of the timeless words of our Beloved Masters of that
time because I have experienced them from the Divine
Knowledge of ourselves which our Beloved Master offered
me, otherwise I would not write all these to you.
The criteria of shame for each government
• How is it possible that the brain-moved leaders, if they do
not learn from the Knowledge of the Self and ignore the
kingdom of the heart, to inspire the people to discover the
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kingdom of the heart where the inexhaustible wealth of our
Wisdom, Harmony and Freedom reside?
How is it possible for selfish leaders to inspire people to be
selfless?
How is it possible for unbalanced leaders to inspire people
to balance?
How is it possible for the leaders of individualism to inspire people for the idea of the General Good?
How is it possible for unconscious leaders and their associates to guide conscious citizens who have nothing to do
with Shepherd Syndrome?
How is it possible for the indecent to inspire people for
dignity?
How is it possible for the disrespectful to inspire people
and have their respect?
How is it possible that arivists inspire simplicity in the
people?
How is it possible people who are unhappy inside to inspire
people for inner happiness?
How is it possible for the trapped to untrap the people?
How is it possible for the illiberal to lead people to liberty?
How is it possible for liars to lead people to the truth?
How can hypocrites inspire authenticity in people?
How is it possible for the obscurantists to lead people to
light?
How is it possible for leaders who are unaware of themselves to inspire people to evolve internally with our SelfKnowledge?

If these criteria are not enough for the leaders and their associates who are untimely undertakers of the people, then
something very serious is happening. Either we are so infected
that we do not care at all about the quality of our leaders, or
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we are in complete languor or we have the global cancer disease of indifference. Fortunately, however, without any exception, there is the possibility of choice through our SelfKnowledge, for those who want healing and transformation!

This has been written in the book I gave to Kyriakos Mitsotakis

AS A CITIZEN OF THE UNIVERSE I DENOUNCE
ALL ETHICAL PERPETRATORS
OF CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY

T h e m o s t i l l e g a l : It is the state which is dominated by
obscure gangs and you impose illegal laws whenever you want,
guided by your big bosses.
T h e m o s t a r b i t r a r y : It is the authorities because you
have plundered the Blessed Land and made the in-plan for your
system and for the rich and the out-of-plan as small plots and
arbitrarily for the housing of the poor which is a fundamental
right of every human being. And you make him arbitrary and
run after him all his life with predatory fines up to madness and
suicide.
T h e m o s t c h i e f f r a u d s : It is the authorities because
under the pretext of “business activities” and especially with the
“tax office” instead of the word “mafia” you are exploiting peoples with astronomical sums of money every month. Billions of
euros in tolls from millions of cars, billions from rental rates 15
percent from millions of houses and shops, billions from tolls,
billions from promoted gambling, billions from “enfia tax”, billions from fuels, municipal fees, billions from public roads that
you made private parking lots, billions from tax authorities,
and so many other intriguing tricks, draining people as they
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wish and so formally, as if we were obliged to feed the drones
and enrich them with our sweat until we die.
So, only by issuing our own money Kyriakos Mitsotakis, will
you be able to realize your statement to eliminate the “mafia
circuits” because the noble state will not need to use its citizens
as collectors of the “mafia circuits.”
* T h e m o s t c r i m i n a l s : they are the ones who issue
money with the accomplices of their political bodies, who create
civil, religious and national wars around the world and mislead
people with the imposed criminal violence of artificial poverty
and force them to do innumerable evils in order to survive. And
all these happen due to your arrogance, greed and lack of
awareness of the Supreme Gift of Life!
Whereas, if we learn from the Divine Knowledge of ourselves, we will become conscious and we will respect the Incomparable Divine Gift of our Life and little by little we will reject
crime and everything related to it because we will respect the
Life of everyone else! Who will respond in your conscience to my
denunciation; from the “obscure global economic mafia” or from
political “governments”? I hope that it is not another voice roaring in the desert, as the evangelist PETER says in Bible in Chapter C΄ and verse 13. “And who wants to abuse you if you become
imitators of the good?” And in verse 14 it says, “but if you struggle for righteousness, you are blessed “do not be afraid of them
and do not be troubled.”
We might read them and see them, but it also requires
practical effort in order to avoid such miserable facts. As far
as I am concerned, in order to realize what I am saying, we
have created a socio-political movement of the “Visualizes of
the General Good” so as to work together to change the miserable situation in our country and to inspire other countries!
But so far, “Voice roaring in the desert!” I will hope until the
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end of my life that there will be some people who will understand my message.
Experiences in the taxi during my work
I also share some experiences in the taxi while working and
sold some books of timeless poems, which our Master whispered to me in my soul and I was the listener and the writer at
the same time, and he offered them to me with rhymes so as
to be sung by students of Knowledge when the time comes.
In order to avoid the same comments from the passengers
in the taxi which I had to listen to for so many years —before
I received our Master's Salutary Knowledge— and my head
became a rubbish bin, the passion that grew more and more
to speak for his message inspired me to make invitations to
give them information. And when they came into the taxi before they started talking to me I gave them the invitation and
immediately the comments and questions started, and thus I
got rid of the routine verbosity and gave them a choice to investigate for something incredibly important for the rest of
their lives.
Observing with his Grace the promotion of the message
made by our Master, inspired me to do the same as much as I
could in order to contribute to the faster informing and I created 4 different forms of promotion: Book writing, CD with
background music to listen to in their car, or in a DVD player
on TV to have a substantial choice, those who wanted to get
away from the routine of love songs and the bad news. And
then when I learned to use a computer, I still promoted his
noble message on Facebook and on YouTube with many videos, and I gave about 300.000 invitations in 38 years from 25 to
35 every day with verbal information face to face. Some came
and took the Knowledge and what a deep joy I felt, that I was
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offered the Incredible Honor to promote the Noble Message
of our Master!
After a while I realized that I was training without knowing
it, because I got to know all the different mental make-ups of
each person, classifying them into 4 categories: Recipients,
negatives, scoffers and opponents. With unbelievable comments and questions, with customers’ tears, negative words of
the priests because our religion when he was young had called
him a Satanist through shallow journalists. All these added a
lot of experience to me and I increased my understanding and
patience.
Once I took as a second race a priest, after I had first asked
the girl I had as a first passenger. I also gave him an invitation,
so that the girl could see that the message is for everyone and
so that he would not be left uninformed and underestimated.
When the girl asked me and I answered (I had given her a
video of our Master and an invitation to our events), as I
looked at her in the mirror, she shone with joy because her
heart was touched. Seeing the priest next to me, he was yellowed and ready to explode, and a little further down the girl
got out of the taxi and thanked me with great joy for receiving
this unexpected message.
The priest was holding the invitation and he asked me if I
was a heretic and I told him absolutely not. Then he told me,
come on, this fat Maharaji you worship and also kiss his feet is
the antichrist and I am responsible against heresies and I
know him. I replied that there are two different pilgrimages;
one our parents have taught us since we were little children
and we kiss the sacred icons and your hands, and the other
one is from the choice of my heart, kissing his living feet out
of Deep Gratitude, Deep Respect, Deep Love and Deep Devotion. I realized that he freaked out and he was silent due to the
power of my words, and when we reached his destination and
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he got out, he threw the invitation on the board of the taxi and
shouted to me, “the paper in my toilet is better”, and I managed to answer to him, “is that what the Christ you serve
teaches you?” And he left quickly.
Another priest, after midnight, as soon as he got into the taxi
in the front seat instead of saying good evening he told me, “I
just finished an erotic confession.” I turned to look at him and he
continued, “Eh, what can we do my friend, we are human too.” I
saw that he was young and I answered to him, the service to our
Christ requires discipline, but he was in his joy and did not get
into the matter. I thought that he would be an outsider and went
for a secure job, like those in the army.
I noticed that most of the Greek priests were negative to
my message, while the foreign priests were open for research
taking the invitation and video of our Master. Once upon a
time, an archimandrite named Theofilos got into the taxi and
I took him from Athens to Piraeus, and I told him that the
True Living Master had come and we should not wait for him
with the “he will, will, will come.” I also invited him to come
to an event and he answered to me with respect and humility
that he could not come because of the position he holds and
the rules of our church since anything outside the church is
considered to be heretical. He suggested that I should go and
tell Christodoulos about it but I did not feel it inside me when
he was alive and I did not go; maybe it was not the right time
for him, since we did not meet and he left before me. This is
what a high-ranking military officer told me as well when I
gave him an invitation. He asked if we film the audience because they are not allowed to attend public meetings other
than those scheduled for them.
I once asked a priest, when someone reveals God to you inside you, to come in face-to-face contact like we do now “but invisible within us,” who can he be? He answered to me immedi37

ately, only Christ! I too told him immediately, if you want, tell
me honestly, how would the church react if our Christ came
again? He replied bluntly that they would crucify him again. Of
course, from a real person regardless of his profession, I absolutely expected this answer because I know the wrath that religions have for our Master. The minds feel that this whole structure will collapse, the theoretical one that the Second Coming
will, will, will, will, will come, when people will know about the
existence of our Living Master. Just like the politicians with the
“we will, will, will, will, will improve your life”, and they make it
worse with the tyrannical acts of draining, the divisions and
wars. Their rotten structure will disappear as well because of the
Work of our Master that is establishing and the inner awakening
of our fellow human beings.
Many asked me, “Why do you call your Master True or
Perfect?” I answered to them: “Because I feel like expressing it.
Because simply, he has revealed to me inside of me the Truth,
the Perfection, the Divine! That is why I mention him as a
True or Perfect Master and I wholeheartedly wish you too to
experience it as soon as possible within you! As one teaches
you mathematics, you recommend him as a mathematician to
others if they want to learn mathematics. And if someone
teaches you how to drive a car, you recommend him to others
as a driving instructor if they want to learn how to drive.”
I remember a lady who came into the taxi with a sad voice
and face and I had a CD on reciting some poems with background music which I had in sections on the main topics that
we all come in contact with. She asked me, “Please, where can
I find these?” I looked at her in the mirror, she was in tears
and I replied that they are mine and I have written them in
books that I sell at an affordable price. She asked me, “Can I
have them too?” “Of course” I answered to her, with honor
and joy. And immediately the sorrow and the tears left her
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face and she looked very happy as if hope came alive in her.
She greeted me very happily, and I also thanked her with great
joy, that I saw that the poems of my heart had a great impact
on other hearts.
One time, a woman came into the taxi and sat in the front
seat wearing a provocative mini and I noticed that she pulled
up her dress to make it even more provocative. I immediately
gave her an invitation from our Master and she asked me what
this was. I replied that it was about the Knowledge of ourselves so as to find the source of our fulfillment so that we do
not depend on the circus of this world. As soon as I stopped at
the first traffic light, she opened the door and said to me,
come on .ash.... closing the door with a lot of anger because
she did not catch me in her nets. I felt incredibly happy that I
overcame temptations with the help of the Salutary
Knowledge because before Knowledge I was very vulnerable
to temptations.
I also share with you an experience out of many which was
very funny. Listening to my poems on the CD player, someone
came into the taxi and listened to some lyrics and I saw that he
was paying attention because I'm sure he would hear such words
for the first time. And when he heard the verse “God is in us and
we can experience him, to experience Peace and Freedom”, he
laughed so much mockingly telling me —without having understood that it was my voice— “Listen to that madman what he
says, God is within us; since he is so big, how can he fit within
us?” I laughed out loud, hearing him call me crazy —in my Unchanging Supreme Experience of Knowledge— and I replied
that it was my voice. He was a little embarrassed that he called
me crazy, and of course he could not understand to change his
mind immediately and the discussion remained in the writing of
my poems and I slowly told him to process what he heard that
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God is in us! And I reminded him that Christ also told us that
“God is in us!”
Most lawyers and doctors are very arrogant; the former because their clients are completely dependent on them for reduced sentences or unfair acquittal, since most bribe and are
bribed. Doctors also present themselves as saviors filling the
houses with fake pills and have turned them into small pharmacies, indifferent to the health of their fellow human beings
due to the bribery of the pharmaceutical manufacturers. From
both categories, when I gave them invitations, some of them
answered to me saying, “let the people in their problems” and
behind these words in their minds they had other thoughts
such as, if people learn in them Love, Respect and Understanding, the courts will stop and then what job will they look
for, since they are people of only blah, blah? And when people
learn to eat healthily and are not dependent on countless poisonous substitutes, what other job will they look for apart
from sitting at a chair prescribing drugs and take bribe for
surgeries they do not need to do. I paralleled it with the Crucifixion of our Christ between two robbers. Every person who
has Christ in them sooner or later is crucified by lawyers and
doctors and by politicians who wash their hands of it. Each
government delivers the people to the next like Pilate who delivered our Christ for Crucifixion!
I had sold more books and CDs in my taxi than the main
store of Konstantinos Papanikolas “Health Ecology” and the
bookstore “Pirinos Cosmos” that I had supplied to make the noble promotion of our Master's message. But then the financial
crisis came and at the same time it was time for me to retire.
I had indelible visual and acoustic experiences in the taxi,
which I realized as a “mobile university and street confessor.”
Many times the passengers felt the need to express serious
personal facts and they regarded me as their confessor. I
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would not desire any university education of this world compared to this face-to-face communication with all different
kinds of people.
The reason why I went to mountain Athos
In the taxi, with the invitation I gave to the clients, when
they asked me where he was from and I told them that he was
from India, the most religious people associated the message
with heresies and Hindu religion. Others cherished the
current saints of Mount Athos, led by the monk Paisios, and I
decided to go and give him the message, because I knew an
internal law. If he had come in contact with God within him,
he could understand the Master's message, even though I also
knew in my heart that I would meet ghetto people there. And
I asked three of my closest mates in Knowledge if they wanted
to go together and give them the message.
God honored us to go, and when we arrived, I asked some
monks who was the purest monk in order to find out if they
considered him in there as a top monk. He was indeed
mentioned to us, but to our sad surprise we were told that he
died 5 days ago, but he had left in his convent a young student
of his to whom he also gave him his name. We were kindly
hosted at the Monastery of Iveron for two days, then we went
to two other monasteries and then it was time to go and give
the message to his student. After the welcome, he asked us
where we came from and what profession we do. More
questions followed and answers from all of us, concluding
about Knowledge and our Master. And when we asked him
how he spent his time there, he replied that he was painting
pictures for his livelihood and when he finished, I said: Would
you like to meet the One you serve, because is he here now?
Of course, he was disturbed by such an unexpected question
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and in order to avoid the difficult answer of “no” or “yes”, he
replied that he was preparing to meet him in another life that
our religion has promised, that if you are good when you die
you will go to paradise.
We said goodbye to him, noticing the dissatisfaction he
felt, because his mind made him think that perhaps we had
gone to convert him to some heresy. Unfortunately, this was
verified because when we returned, he had called the
authorities of the monastery and he reported the incident and
they had left us a note in one of our beds. "Please leave
tomorrow, heretics are undesirable." And there have been
comments among us about the beliefs of religions, which have
made people believe in the afterlife that they will go to
paradise and put fences in their minds. And so, they do not
know the True Paradise that is right in our hearts and we can
experience it every Blessed day with the Divine Knowledge of
Ourselves! This is the greatest tragedy of mankind, and our
Master has come to stop this tragedy for each of us, revealing
the Divine within us in order to be completely freed from the
perpetuating tyrannical delusion.
The creation of our socio-political movement
With the constant more and more devotion and Love, recognizing, understanding, appreciating and respecting unconditionally the Majestic Divine Work of our Master, in 2013 I
started “always with his Divine inner guidance” a sociopolitical movement because I had tones of sorrow in me from
the growing injustice and looting of political gangs in order to
awaken the people with my closest mate in Knowledge and
“brother” Vassilis who trusted me and followed me.
We had as Primary Foundation “Self-Knowledge is Everything.” with the logo “The Visualizers of the General Good”
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which includes all people, animals and our Blessed planet and
presupposes the rejection of the most abhorrent —systemshaped— individualism. And I have found the solution to the
moral and economic crisis by writing a book “How to get rid
of the global economic mafia.” And so, I went to the Supreme
Court to the prosecutor's office to submit the declaration of
our movement and I ended up in Parliament for approval and
getting the deposition protocol. That is why I call the parliament “the temple of the devil.”
It does not matter if our movement did not develop, due to
phobia, despair, disappointment, indifference, distrust and
individualism of the people. It is currently inactive because we
did not have money to pay the rent due to default of some in
their participation. We performed the duty of our heart and it
was confirmed greatly when after some years I read the first
book of our Master who wrote to us: We must unite our forces, develop our inner understanding and do whatever we can
in order to increase the realization of humanity and together
we must face the problems. These are my own additions —
“not individually, but collectively.” And that we all have the
Superpower inside of us and we have to bring it to the surface.
My heart gave me the logo of our socio-political movement
“Visualizers of the General Good” which was perfectly in tune
with the encouraging words of our Master! My joy was unimaginable when I read it. Another confirmation of internal
contact and guidance!
As I was learning to get to where I am now and write to
you, I realized that our Master did not allow it. The reason
was to practice fearlessness and perseverance, of course when
I started I did not know that but I felt it was like a pre-stage
for something much more serious that would follow. Did I not
know that they would put obstacles and intimidation in me
when I am going to wipe out the intrigue of gangs and all the
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parties which compete with each other for subsidies and loans
from the state?
There was constant fear and despair of everyone around
me saying, “What are you going to do alone Notis? Will they
not take your head? How will you fight the sharks?” And the
frequent thoughts of instilling fear from everyone in my mind
kept saying, “Where are you going barefoot to the thorns?” I
knew that not even one in the million we could change the
situation on our own tearing down countless colossal organizations. But I also know the other side of the coin which they
do not know, that our Master will help us in everything, as
long as our vision is in tune with that of our Master!
And my “brother” Vassilis and I were trying to inform the
people with leaflets because we did not have the money to talk
on a channel that had a lot of viewers. And we were constantly
asking each other questions and being surprised that no one
came to our invitations. And he made me realize why our plan
was interrupted. Because his own plan has priority where he
prepares me now, to use me for what I have asked for: the
Therapist's Super-weapon and it is unimaginably more Important and more Active for all of us. As he prevented me
from buying a plot in Vari area, because the purchase would
be made with the money of gambling from the hippodrome
—it was before I met him— and he reserved for me another
flow in the journey of my Life. And when he found me, he
freed me from gambling and I made an honest purchase of a
plot of land in Anavyssos with my work, so similarly, with the
movement he prevented us from continuing because he reserves for me another flow for the rest of my life. Let us remember the profound saying “every obstacle is for good.”

H
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2
Knowledge,
Realizations and Experiences

inally, for the first time in the history of our Planet our
Current Master Prem Rawat offers the Unexpected
Choice and the Highest Opportunity worldwide.
A practical way for those who want to experience Inner
Peace, Freedom, Love, Wisdom and Clarity!
Today's Babel
Let's pay attention to something basic; each one for himself.
We are constantly asking for a change from others. Are we
asking for a change of mindset from ourselves? To replace the
base and destructive qualities of our mind such as selfishness,
indignity, hypocrisy, jealousy, disrespect, hatred, arrogance,
greed, confusion, rivalry, with the noble and saving qualities
of our Self-Knowledge such as disinterestedness, dignity, genuineness, joy, respect, love, simplicity, understanding, clarity,
collectivity?
A world cannot be built with ideas of the mind without the
feelings of the heart of Peace, love, respect, clarity and dignity.
We have a centuries-old experience today: the roar of ideas
like our well-known Babel. Humanity has been derailed. Although we have not realized this experience, we need to realize it
as soon as we can, so as not to participate in perpetuating the
global catastrophic trap of the negative qualities of our mind.
Let us finally become more responsible and more conscious!
By returning to our pure heart, as we were children!
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Change of destiny
With a single deepest realization that we are responsible
with our foolish indifference to the disgrace of humanity, our
destiny can be changed to an indescribable degree of beauty!
That is why we need the Knowledge of ourselves, in order to
consciously learn again from our Creator within us our humanization!
The Noblest Learning which contributes to the evolution of
everything!
The vicious circle of artificial outlets which are dead ends
All the artificial outlets which the human minds make up
in order to find peace, joy and freedom, on the contrary are
dead ends, so they constantly try to invent new ways but in
the end everything is dead ends. Peace, Freedom and Joy are
right in our hearts; the discovery of our Divine Self, realized
through the Divine Self-Knowledge in a practical way which
is offered today by our True Living Master, Prem Rawat!
The General Good
Only our Creator and his Magnificent Nature that sustains
us express the absolute Selflessness! Because they are interested in the General Good!
Only then, when we realize that we are part of our Creator
and our Mother Nature can we think and act for the General
Good, as our Master teaches us with his Miraculous Work and
silently our Mother Nature with its manifestations!
We can become the same when we realize their absolute
selflessness, and that they do not distinguish absolutely anyone, since everything is their creatures! Until we realize this
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unchanging reality, we will suffer in our unconsciousness, divisions, arrogance, selfishness, greed and hypocrisy.
And in order to reject these deadly qualities of our mind,
necessary, like the air we breathe, we must learn with the Divine Knowledge of ourselves, in order to be integrated with
the Divine qualities of our heart such as Consciousness,
Brotherhood, Simplicity, Selflessness, and Dignity!
• Until we discover the Truth within us, we will simply present ourselves as true.
• Until we recognize True Love within us, we will simply pretend that we love.
• Until we discover the Simplicity within us, we will simply
present ourselves as simple.
• Until we realize, to become Visualizers of the General Good,
we will live divided in the loneliness of individualism.
• Until man is given the opportunity to access the Supreme
Joy within us, he will run into the circus for joy, like our
unfortunate fellow human beings we see looking for food
in the bins.
• Until we deal with the Divine Knowledge of ourselves, we
will live in the inner darkness of ignorance and we will pretend to know.
The invisible shovel of Knowledge
Just as all deeds arise from thoughts, so all diseases arise
from the sick ideas of the mind, jealousy, selfishness, hatred,
cunning, hypocrisy, anger, greed, disrespect, audacity, deceit,
competition, and we must uproot them as we uproot the
weeds for the tree to bloom to give us its fruits so as to have
our health. If we do not uproot them, we will not eat fruit and
we will get sick. And because we do not care to eradicate
them, they are growing more and more and we are getting se47

riously ill and this disease is very contagious and fast. As a result, we have countless hospitals, prisons, insane asylums,
fraud, crimes and wars continually until now. Ignorance of
our Self carries the ugly qualities of the mind resulting in destructive acts.
I recommend to you the invisible shovel within us, the
Knowledge of ourselves, because in our minds even these
thorns or weeds are invisible, which is the only one for any
uprooting to heal our mind. The Salutary Knowledge of ourselves offers us the Divine qualities of our heart, the joy that
you cease to envy because you are happy (fulfilled), selflessness, love, clarity, honesty, meekness, appreciation of all the
goods that we have, respect, courage, authenticity, simplicity,
recognition, understanding, gratitude, and our daily journey
with these qualities becomes incredibly magical, enchanting
those around us. Just like the rose emitting its invisible aroma
and beauty attracts us all to admire it and others cut it.
Our Self-Knowledge holds the beautiful qualities of the
heart resulting in dignified deeds. The Choice here has indescribable weight for the rest of our Life! It is not a choice of
kataifi or baklava, whiskey or vodka, spaghetti with minced
meat, or squid, bouzouki or theater. It is between mortal and
Eternal.
I hope you take full advantage, my dear friends!
Our Divine Breath
Have we sat for a while to ponder that without our Divine
Breath we do not exist? Do we know anything about this unexplained Miracle of Miracles?
How sad, to be given to us every moment for years and to
leave without recognizing our Mother Life (Creator of our Existence)!
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Our Breath is our driving force and when we realize this,
the simplest and deepest event, then little by little the conscious person will understand the external delusion and what
is simplicity and humility.
During our sleep our body does absolutely nothing but at
the same time the most Essential Invisible Act takes place, the
coming and going of our Divine Breath which offers us the
Highest Gift of our Life! Similarly during Self-Concentration
(practice) with Knowledge our body does not do any work.
You are conscious in the focus of Breathing with the techniques of our Master and the most Essential Invisible Learning takes place! Connection and Guidance from the Life itself
(God) within us! That is why it is incredibly important that we
do not cut off from our fundamental dependencies that is the
Focus on our Divine Breath and practice Knowledge, because
if we cut off we will be sucked into the pseudo-luxurious acquired and transient dependencies and sooner or later we will
be recycled with them and we will lose the Supreme of the Supremes learning that we can become heirs of the Divine Eternity and not heirs of death.
Let us ponder this indescribable fact. Our Divine Breath is
completely weightless and holds the weight of our body. Once
the weightless is gone from inside us, our body will tangle
immediately down with absolutely no function. And it also
keeps, as weightless, all the planets floating and everything
that exists in the unexplored Infinity. And we, not even in a
moment of our day, give it our attention and our Unceasing
Gratitude for the Divine Gift of Life that offers us billions of
moments until it leaves us. This, even if it is not said, is the
greatest human tragedy.
Two things determine our Life: Our Divine Breath and the
thoughts that have two sides like a coin. The dark ones of the
mind which are destructive and the Bright ones of our heart
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which are Creative! Only when we cleanse our dirty mind and
connect it to our heart, then it will emit the Bright thoughts of
our heart! This is the Perfect Harmony of the Soul of our
mind and body that only with the Highest Knowledge of Ourselves can we experience what seems impossible to human beings. Our Breath allows us to think and not the thoughts to
breathe. Therefore, our Breath is the “A and Z” and the “Omnipresent and Everything Fulfills” written by our fellow-mates
of the time of our Christ in the verses of our Bible!
The four forces
Man is enchanted by the three forces of matter, money,
mind and body and he wastes his whole life to acquire them
carelessly ignoring that within us there is the fourth invisible
Power of our Soul which keeps us alive and we can do anything. Apart from the fact that he has consumed too much energy and wrong passion, he also has bad companions inside
him who accompany him until the end of his life. One of
them is the fear of losing what he has acquired, rightly or
wrongly, and how to maintain it. Another one is the competition, which is too damaging, to increase it, which has the tragic result in living in the hell of his mind every moment until
he reaches death faster for recycling. The True and right passion is to first know God within us through the Knowledge of
ourselves and to realize the existence of our soul with the goal
of learning our Eternal Creator that only He can guide us unmistakably for an incredibly beautiful everyday destiny. In the
bible according to LUKE in Chapter IB΄ verse 29 “And you do

not ask for what to eat or what to drink, and do not be suspended in the air.” And in verse 31 it says, “But seek the Kingdom of
God and all these things shall be added unto you.” So, it is so

obvious that only with the Knowledge and the Power of God
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can we defeat the power of the mind and all the destructive
habits of our body.
The invisible inner ring of every human being
In our inner ring every moment, every minute, every hour
and every day an invisible struggle unfolds between our mind
and our soul. Man constantly wins the battle with his mind
and constantly loses his soul, not understanding that this victory is at the same time his defeat, since one of his parts is defeated and therefore sad. Each mind seeks to show its power
to impose or enslave or level another mind so as to feel victorious. That is, a joy over the sorrow of the other, a victory over
the defeat of the other. And this happens because we cannot
defeat our minds, we compete with all means, rightly and
wrongly, in order to feel satisfied with the victory over the
other minds. This relentless competition slowly makes man
incredibly selfish and uncompromising to the end. Sick competition and individualism are cultivated by the global dark
school system. Under the pretext of the best degree, the insidious thorn of jealousy develops and manifests itself at all ages
and at all levels. From individual hostility to group, social and
global one, we reach the point in building super weapons systems with the most admirable goal of eliminating more people
and any form of life.
Now, fortunately, there is the other side of the coin, our silent and simple soul! Our soul has indescribable potential and
indescribable goodness because it is a creation of God, while
our mind and body come forth by the man and are shaped by
our parents and the world around us. The soul has absolutely
nothing to do with the qualities of the mind, and that is why it
strives in man and constantly invites him to listen to it in order to teach him how to be constantly victorious without
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harming anyone and absolutely without competition in any
level. This is where the Divine Knowledge of Ourselves enters
so that the soul may recognize its Creator within it, and if the
man wants to invest his mind in the innermost highest learning of his soul, the end of division and the inner war will
come. When you become a learner in your inner ring with seriousness and sincerity with your Divine Self, you will always
be a winner, master of your mind and body, and the mind will
feel a winner as well due to the daily fulfillment and bliss that
your soul feels as long as both coexist within our body. And
thus, you will never need your self-promotion and the applause of the spectators outside the ring to feel the temporary
joy at the expense of your fellow man. For me this is the True
Winner, when he dominates in his inner ring over his hypocritical mind every minute, every hour, and every day, inspiring with his soul Peace, Authenticity, Respect, Dignity, Kindness, Compassion, Wisdom and true Devotion for service, to
the inner collective evolution of humanity!
Anyone who wishes to experience what I write, I recommend the Divine Knowledge of Ourselves!
The Supreme Prize
Body gymnastics seeks out the show and therefore we have
the group or school gymnastics shows. Similarly, the external
individual or collective triumph seeks the external display, the
applause of the people. On the contrary, the inner gymnastics
of Self-Concentration in our Self-Knowledge and in our inner
triumph over our mind and body seeks the disappearance
from the world because it has found the inner recognition and
applause of our God!
Everyone is fighting for publicity, for prizes, degrees, etc.
and they say: if I do not become “something” I will be zero.
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They forget that death will make us zero anyway sooner or
later. While to achieve the true “something” is to know our
Creator within us who created us. Because the “something” of
matter will make you chase it until you die, since there will
always be someone superior to you and will supplant you. If
we knew that within us with our Self-Knowledge we would
win an eternal prize with rebirths to serve the Divine Work of
our Master, would we deal with the rubbish of this world,
wasting our most precious time with TV serials such as “The
Survivor”, “The Big brother”, “The voice” etc.? Eh, we would
definitely be crazy. According to MARK Gospel in Chapter H΄
verse 36 in the Bible it says, “For what will benefit a man, if he
shall gain the whole world and lose his own soul?” And in verse
37 it says, “What does the man want to give in exchange for his
soul?” What would you choose?
Everyone is looking for standing high acquaintances to have
access to our selfish purposes. If we ever understand what we
lose, constantly chasing acquaintances for enslavement and to
feel recognition, we will cry and be ashamed of our incredible
shallowness that we are indifferent to knowing our Divine Self
who has created us and we are his royal Princes or Princesses! A
Prince does not depend on anyone but his father, the King! He
cannot be enslaved, but serves humanity for its Exaltation! I
hope that someone will be touched by what I say because he or
she will change course towards Eternity.
Beyond the external “Survivor” which is about trying to survive with the lure of money, a car and fame, capturing millions of
people on TV, wasting their precious time for months —as in
other games— if we are interested in meeting our Supreme Self
with the passion we consume the external “Survivor” as players
or as spectators, an incredible Magnificent Victory awaits us
within us towards the Divine Eternity! Seeing that, the True Supreme Survivor takes place right inside us without competition
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with others. Knowledge teaches us how to fight to defeat all the
passions of our mind and body and to emerge victorious from
the corruption and delusion of this world. So, the Supreme Prize
is offered by God within us, through the study of the Knowledge
of ourselves, which offers us the unexpected and incredible
Honor of our Beloved Master!
And the prize, my dear friends, is not material such as gold
medals and belts, money, or degrees that all go in the trash
when you leave, but Eternal. The learning of the soul to be reborn for service with every True Successor Master! Unbelievable, isn’t it? And yet it’s True, if you try it seriously and honestly! Let us seize now the Highest Opportunity with Wisdom
that we are given this incredible CHOICE!
The defamers (hostile)
I feel that I have to clarify something that has been perpetuated for centuries regarding the religions and our True Living Master. Not that I will protect our Master; that would be
foolish. Of course, our Protector, and Lord does not need any
protection but my heart feels the need to express the reality no
matter how hard it is for those who cause it. What work will
the representatives of God do when they take off their robes?
Imagine how easily they become representatives of God those
who want to. How is it possible for me to become a representative of someone I do not even know and who has not
personally given me his mandate? And be self-titled as his
representative because I parrot the writings of his students?
I wonder if they did not have the scriptures to read and parrot
them, what they would talk about. And also, about whom there
would be theological universities worldwide and religions. Once
a sly guy who had set up a pizza shop, when someone else
opened a shop with better pizzas near him, his sly mind sensed
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that his shop would close and he had a policeman friend kill him
so as to keep his shop. Think now, countless sly ones who have
entered into religions appropriating God as his representatives,
how many they would kill at the first chance just as some did in
their dark past. As far as I am concerned, politics and religions
have the same rationale with different roles. The former are as
representatives of the peoples and the latter as representatives of
their imaginary God.
In the Bible, in MATTHEW gospel in verses 23, 27 it says,

“Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, for you are
like whited tombs, which indeed appear beautiful outward, but
are within full of dead bones and of all uncleanness.” And in the
verse 28 it says, “So, are you. Outwardly you appear righteous
unto men, but within you are full of hypocrisy and all unrighteousness.”

The religious court of the Jews condemned our Christ and
crucified him because they did not accept him as the Messiah
and attribute his resurrection as a historical myth. But we accepted him because of his Divine Teachings, in which he advised us “Do not do to others what you do not want others to do
to you.” which includes Love, Respect and Dignity. And he
told us that “The kingdom of God is within us.” For me he is a
successor of our Socrates, of “Knowing Thyself ” simply in a
different body just like our contemporary Master. Regardless
of the fact that they did not show us how to know him inside
us because the way was hidden by their opponents, but they
suggested mental prayers to us and this is a very good means.
Fortunately today is our time, when our Living True Master
Prem Rawat has come and shows us the way to come in contact with God within us, and from the very good of prayers we
jump to the very best so as to evolve. As you come in contact
with a person face to face, in the same way we come face to
face with our invisible heart to the “Kingdom of God within
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us”, for full learning of his Divine Eternity! That is, we do not
stay in the saying “the good stuff has been offered” but we
move towards the saying “the better are about to come” that
are waiting for us to discover them within us.
Then they had donkeys and covered the distances like our
Christ. Today we cover incredible distances by airplanes like
our Master, something which the minds of the people of that
time could not imagine. He was once met by some of our predecessors, and today we have met him before the coming generations. Unbelievable but True! It would be unfair if God did
not give the opportunity to people of other eras to get to know
to their Lord in His Divine Timeless Living Teaching!
Today, however, the Work of God is different. He did not
send him to be crucified again, but to eradicate the darkness
of the wicked and to show the Divine Light among the people
who want it. Those who do not want the Light and want their
dark deeds let them sit in their darkness and as a natural consequence the darkness disappears at the coming of the Light!
So, let us take advantage today, in this Incredibly Magnificent
era when our Beloved Master came and built a new building
and invites everyone no matter what kind of darkness they are
into, if they want to be transformed, they can participate in
the construction of this Great Building!
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HELLAS your greatness!

They died between 500 and 322 BC
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pythagoras, 500 BC, 80 years old, in exile from starvation
Miltiadis, 489 BC, 65 years old, in prison
Aristides, 468 BC, 72 years old, in exile from starvation
Themistocles, 461 BC, 66 years old, in exile
Aeschylus, 456 BC, 69 years old, in exile
Pericles, 429 BC, 66 years old, resigned due to accusation
Phidias, 429 BC, 66 years old, in prison
Anaxagoras, 428 BC, 72 years old, in exile
Herodotus, 426 BC, 59 years old, in exile
Ictinus, 420 BC, in exile
Sophocles, 406 BC, 90 years old, in exile from starvation
Euripides, 406 BC, 74 years old, in exile
Alcibiades, 404 BC, 48 years old, in exile
Socrates, 399 BC, 71 years old, they gave him the hemlock
Thucydides, 396 BC, 64 years old, in exile
Aristophanes, 385 BC, 61 years old, in exile from starvation
Plato, 347 BC, 80 years old in exile
Isocrates, 338 BC, 99 years old, in exile
Demosthenes, 322 BC, 63 years old, they gave him poison

The cause of death was the envy and ingratitude of the
Greeks.
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They killed, Crucified our True Enlightened Masters who
came to awaken the peoples for inner evolution and until now
their murderers rule with multiple masks. These things happen always everywhere by people and not only by the Greeks.
Let us not be confused with the labels; we are all fellow travelers and live together in our blessed planet Earth! The labels
that some people have plastered on us and we still carry them
with so much fanaticism are the cause of our perpetual annihilation through the sick wars.
Let us now cooperate for the General Good first in our
country, to understand the rejection of the labels of the parties
that have divided us and then, more awakening will follow to
be united worldwide. Let us slowly erase from our minds the
fanatical ideas of the homelands in order to finally stop the
dirty wars which are denouncing the Supreme Divine Gift of
our Mother Life. Socrates told us, “I am neither an Athenian
nor a Greek; I am a citizen of the Universe.” And our Christ
was not a Greek; he was a Jew but we accepted his Divine
Teaching even though we all know about the galleries that the
Jewish Masons have in all countries and cities, dividing the
whole world so as to kill each other with the storm of fanaticism for the “as if homelands” and sell their weapons.
It is so clear for our Current Master as well, because the
clergy have him first on the list as a leader of a sect and antichrist and they discredit him on the internet because they are
afraid of the awakening of the people. For those of you who
defame him and call him the antichrist, if you see his Work
for 54 years since he was a 9-year-old child, your mind will be
terrified so much that you will constantly run from shame
and have nowhere to hide. I am writing to you now not because I am irrelevant without knowing him, but I am writing
to you from the prestige of my apprenticeship 45 years from
our Master, and two public speeches, personal speeches of ex58

pressions of indescribable Gratitude that offered me the indescribable honor of becoming his student. Thus, now I can cry
out and write about Him incessantly in public.
You are no different from those who gave vinegar instead
of water that Christ asked of them, to have a testimony and
comparison from those who hate him and those who worship
him. It’s good to judge ugliness and to shout out the Truth,
but you not only do not judge ugliness, but falsely accuse the
True Representative of Life (God). Now, I wish you repentance and confession in your God, so that you can recognize
our True Savior of this Glorious age for your Salvation!
Now that our Master has come in my Life
When our Master came into my Life and revealed God to
me inside me, showing me the practical way to get in touch, I
gradually withdrew from the priests, the kissing of the icons
and the scriptures because I now communicate directly with
my Creator within me. Where's the weirdness? Did they not
parrot me through the scriptures that the Kingdom of God is
within us? So, since I found the path that our Master showed
me inside me, why should I go to listen to them or kiss their
hands and icons when I have him in front of me and he allows
me to kiss his Living feet when he gives us Darshan? According to evangelist JOHN in Chapter A΄ and verse 27 it says that

“I am not even worthy to untie the leash of his shoes!”

That is why they killed the True Masters in order to keep
their work that would be perpetuated by their greatgrandchildren. Who does not want the law that forbids them
to commit their illegalities? Of course only the illegals do.
When a prosecutor opposes the mafia, what do they do to
him? Do not they kill him? When one does not agree with the
gang establishment, what do they do to him? Do not they kill
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him? This my dear friends is the solution of the dark ones to
the Masters, to kill them for the continuation of their work.
We all know that the cold-hearted cliques remove any obstacle
presented to them to perform their dark works. And who
killed our Socrates? The sophists who taught their students
for money and Socrates gave us the Knowledge of God of
course without money. What would they do next? How would
they teach if people knew God in them? What do you do with
their pseudo-philosophy? To let them sell you the philosopher's degree? When you can come within yourself in connection with the Divine Source of the Wisdom of our God? I imagine those who have rejected and discredited our Master.
How much they will envy and hate him, especially the clergy
of the religions since he has overturned their notorious lies
with his Human Divine Work and as the World Ambassador
of Peace! The Divine Love of our Master forgives all so that we
can alleviate to feel his Love and to be freed from the inner
hell of our mind and to experience the True Inner Divine Paradise which lies in the hearts of all its creatures.
Our inner puzzle
Eventually, throughout our lives, unconsciously or consciously, we all chase different experiences so as to be fulfilled,
the same way as children seek to find the scattered pieces of
the puzzle to complete it in order to feel happy. I, too, could
not complete my inner puzzle until our Master found me and
showed me the most important piece that was missing to be
fulfilled, which is within us but I could not find it because I
had been taught to look outside of me for everything I asked
for. That is why I inform you that this Incredible and Salvation piece that we all seek so as to feel complete is within all of
us. And this is called the Knowledge of Self and we will find it
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in the address called INSIDE US! From within us begins the
search for joy to be fulfilled and within us there is the Source
of the Supreme Joy that fulfills us so that we are never dependent on anyone or anything outside.
The search for Love begins from within us and within us
there is the Divine Source of Love! The search for Peace begins from within us and within us there is the Divine Source
of Peace! The search for Freedom begins from within us and
within us there is the Divine Source of Freedom! The search
for Wisdom begins from within us and within us there is the
Divine Source of Wisdom! The search for recognition begins
from within us and within us there is the Divine Source of
Recognition from our Creator who has brought us to Life and
when we experience it, then, we will laugh at our descent that
we run everywhere and do everything to be recognized.
The mind makes us think that now that the world has recognized us we have become important; from zero we became the
number one. We are all number one but we do not know it and
we crave for conquests to be recognized. Look at it in the written
form as well; our Self-Knowledge is always the Number one! Any
zeros we put behind it —what we have conquered— get value
because of the one, i.e. 1,000,000,000. If our conquests —
whatever they might be— we put the zeros in front of the one
which is the Self-Knowledge, i.e. 000,000,000,1 are completely
useless without any value, while the one, The Knowledge, never
loses its value as a Number One.
So, when we put anything in front of Knowledge and underestimate it, we are fools because you see the example, all
zeros in front 000,000,000,1 and our achievements are completely useless. Whereas preserving our Dignity first with the
Divine Knowledge of ourselves 1,000,000,000 with all the zeros behind our achievements have value because they will be
used under the sound guidance of Knowledge for the General
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good of humanity and not for our part to pretend, rob and kill
for our useless conquests.
Even if it is not said, it is the Supreme Blessing and the Supreme Success of man with the help of the Self-Knowledge
that our Beloved Master connects us with!
First you become a student of Knowledge
and then you realize that you are the Son of God
First you become a student of Knowledge and then if you
are devoted, you pass into the awareness and you feel that you
are the Son of God! In the Apocalypse of the evangelist JOHN
in chapter KA΄ and verse 7 it says “and he shall be my Son.” In
a speech in Barcelona when our Master was young he said,

“How incredibly proud I feel to be a creature of my Creator!”
And he said to us: “You too should feel the same, incredibly
Proud that we are creatures of our Creator!” The mind can

never imagine or feel the feeling and experience of the student
who experiences the absolute relationship with his Beloved
Creator! It is a Divine Feeling of Love and Security like the
feeling a small child has with his or her Beloved Mother in her
arms, who feel ONE!
It is like the adopted child, when we are born our Mother
takes us by cutting our umbilical cord, since we were conceived in her blessed womb and we part with our Mother Life
who gave birth to us and weaved us in the womb of our biological mother. And when we grow up and deal seriously with
our Self-Knowledge, we recognize our Primary Mother Life
(Indiscernible Divine Energy) within us, and then we understand our biological Mother as well, that she is a Divine Mediator of her and we must recognize her with much Love and
Respect for her care since we live to this day. And not only
that, but we have the incredible LUCK to live today when the
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True Representative of Life who introduced us to her has
come, to spend the rest of our Life with her in her Divine
Eternity! This seems like an elusive dream. Not even the most
imaginative screenwriter can imagine it.
The Loyalty to Knowledge
decodes the verses of the scriptures
Our Master's Liberating Knowledge decoded for me the verse
of Bhagavad Gita, the Bible of my Indian “brothers.” It presents
Krishna in a photograph as their God in a very deep past who
leads the horse with the carriage and Arjuna is next to him.
Krishna (God) is the Driver, Arjuna (the Soul) is the reins, the
horse is our mind that directs the carriage and the carriage is our
body. That is why our Master had said that whoever dedicates
soul, mind and body then he will have the Grace of our Sat Guru
Maharaji, so that we may have the inner Indiscernible guidance
and protection of our Master. And Krishna said: “the time has

come before the gates of war — the inner war within us between
good and evil. Arjuna I will not fight for you; you will kill the evil
within you, and I will always be by your side, the rider of your
soul, your mind and your body, whereas the carriage, our body, all
three together are one.”

Decoding: Our Divine Breath is our Indiscernible Protector who always keeps death at a distance as a Driver. My offered soul is as reins to lead the mind-horse under the Driver.
And this Breath of mine is right between my ears, in my nose,
next to my mind and moves it and guides it along with my
body. When the Driver (My Divine Breath) retires, my mind
—horse— and my body as a carriage, our material parts cease
to function. But our soul as invisible, which we have offered as
reins to the Indiscernible Driver in our Breath, has taught us
the Unknowable for the minds. It has taught us about Infinity
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to our limited minds. It has taught us the unimaginable for
our imaginary minds. It has taught us the inexplicable to the
rationalization of our minds. And our soul is aware of its
Eternity which is unrecognizable to our minds. And since it
surrendered soul, mind and body voluntarily to its Lord (Creator) he has revealed to it the Highest Art of Life and the art
of death when it will retire for continual rebirths to serve the
respective Successor-Master and as a witness for the mankind
to inspire and elevate them.

“Whoever free from any attachment,
is not overwhelmed by joy in moments of happiness
and does not sink into sorrow in moments of pain,
he is at the level of the perfect Knowledge.
Whoever withdraws his senses from the objects of their
enjoyment,
as the turtle gathers its legs and head in its shell,
he possesses the true Knowledge.”

BHAGAVAD GITA, verses 57, 58

How grateful I am to you, my Beloved Master, for helping
me to experience these Divine Words in action!
The Inner Supreme Work of the Soul
This Inner Supreme Work of the soul of the devoted student
to his Master and his Lord is played every day based on the inner evolution towards the Divine Eternity! Not based on the
death of mind and body — they came they saw and left like the
blessed animals. It is beyond words and fantasies, what happens
with the constant provision of connection of the Divine Gift of
Life by our Creator who incarnates Himself to invite us and reveal it to us because no one is able to do it. Only the True Living Master as the Only Representative of our Invisible God who
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is Omnipresent and within us with his every momentary Divine Breath! It is like having a father who is a car manufacturer
and ensures that we constantly withdraw our old car with a new
one. As we exchange old cars with new ones, so we make body
exchanges with full consciousness when we have dedicated our
whole Life —soul mind and body— for the service of the Divine Universal Work of our Beloved Master Prem Rawat of this
era! In another era he will have another body but he will teach
the same Supreme Teaching of the Divine Knowledge of Ourselves for Peace, Love, Prosperity and Dignity worthy of our
Divine Nature!
Do not be deceived that the Master will tell you what I tell
you because it is not mathematics but an inner experience of
those who have invested their whole life! That is why he does
not make promises but instead he speaks of one Life. Because
if he says many lives, after we hear about other lives, we will
always leave it for the next life -as usual, we postpone something important that is to do today waiting for tomorrow- and
we will miss this Life going for food recycling in Earth. He
says one Life, to achieve it now in this Life. The Master does
not promise you another Life! But he has said for his devotees:
they have an Eternal Inseparable Union!
Do not listen to future-tellers, past-tellers, fortune-tellers,
and astrologers. They work for a living in a chair with blah,
blah, blah, blah, like politicians and countless other professions. The each time True Masters bearing the Timeless Supreme Teaching of the Divine Knowledge of Ourselves and
our Mother Nature work unceasingly for the General Good!
May we too be inspired, since we are integral parts of learning
from our True Master and from our Mother Nature to work
for the General Good to experience within us and outside of
us our Blessed True Paradise Now!
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The individual interest is destructive
for himself and for others
As long as man is motivated by his individual interest in
any of his activities they will be destructive for him and for
others, as long as he is not in tune with the General Good and
is cut off from the universal Power that is within all of us. This
world drama has been played from the depths of centuries,
unfortunately. Today it is time to change the poisonous and
inhuman reasoning of our minds which was shaped by previous generations. The Salutary Knowledge of Ourselves can
teach us to integrate with the healthy and noble reasoning of
our heart! So that our every thought and action aims for the
General Good that includes the Individual Good and so, we
will never fail.
The Knowledge of Ourselves is like water
Whoever rejects the water that quenches his thirst, purifies
him, and offers him Life, he becomes poisoned by the substitutes of his thirst, dirty and smells of decay. This is exactly
what happens to those who reject the Knowledge of Themselves; they are poisoned by the arrogance with the drink of
mental knowledge and degrees, they get dirty by the hypocrisy that they know and they are living dead. In the Gospel
Evangelist JOHN Α΄ in Chapter E΄ and verse 12 says, “He that

hath the Son hath life he that hath not the Son of God hath not
life.” Those who have no contact within them with the

Knowledge of God (Life) are living dead. Also, in MATTHEW
in Chapter H΄ and verses 21 and 22 another of his disciples
said to him, “Lord, forgive me for burying my father first.” But
Jesus said to him. “Follow me, and let the dead bury their
dead.” Isn't it so obvious that he is talking about the living
dead? Can a dead person bury a dead?
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In the desert without a camel
I feel like expressing an analogy to you before I met our Master! I was like a traveler in the desert without a camel, without a
compass, without a tent, food and water. You can imagine how
painful this journey is; you are anxious every moment so that
your end does not come. And my experience after I met our
Lord! Now that I have my companion the Divine Knowledge of
Ourselves, I travel in the same desert of the world every day but I
feel like as if I have a camel, a tent, a compass, food and water
and I can offer it to any of my fellow travelers!
The difference between this feeling and this tragic picture of
the journey without Knowledge is indescribable. Eventually, this
world without Knowledge is like a desert without the necessary
supplies for the traveler. That is why humanity suffers.
When people of Knowledge take over,
only then will the peoples cease to suffer
As long as the rulers do not study with the Divine
Knowledge of Ourselves, the people will suffer together with
them. When they take on as Leaders (Servants) who will study
the Knowledge of Ourselves and experience Peace every day,
then and only then will the peoples cease to suffer. Because
the Knowledgeable as rulers will promote the Salutary
Knowledge from the kindergartens and throughout the whole
learning scale and thus, we will have decent societies.
Our Life is the most True and Precious Wealth
Only if we allow incorporating in the palette of our heart
the simplest and most essential realization, that even today
through an Indiscernible Grace and Power we breathe and we
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exist, our heart will be full of Gratitude every day and our
foundation will be mighty, unshakable!
We have the most Precious and Abundant Wealth, Life,
which is not comparable to all the wealth of this world of delusion. Only the Knowledge of Ourselves can awaken and redeem us! We can make every day a celebration!

***
The Supreme Blessing is our Divine Breath, which coming
and going fills us with the Divine Gift of Life! When we realize deeply the Highest Incomparable Gift of our Existence, the
cup of the heart will be filled with the Divine Feeling of Gratitude and the man will then, and only then, feel Rich and totally Free!

***
When we discover Truth and Peace within us, we have
achieved the Supreme Success! And these are not just words
since our Master Prem Rawat offers a practical way to experience it and not just to believe it or to imagine it.

***
What an incredible honor and fortune to be able to feel
bliss today in contrast to this dark insanity we live in.

***
Let us not be indifferent to recognize within us the Supreme Wealth of our Creator who has put inherently in our
hearts because we will be constantly enslaved, trapping our
children in the set up circus of delusion and perversion.

***
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Lack of Divine Love, which we have not discovered in ourselves, since we do not practice the Divine Knowledge of ourselves, unfortunately perpetuates the most horrible martyrdoms by people against people and in all forms of Life.

***
To cure this tragic chronic illness, let us seek the Knowledge
of ourselves so that we can hope for a new bright story!

***
When we discover the kingdom of our hearts, then and only then, will we know our Inner King and we will realize that
we are all his princes! We are not at all what we see around us.
This formation in humans was incorporated by some who did
not know that they were princes and acted as beings without
eyes and logic of the heart! Let us not become participants in
the perpetuation of chaos and darkness. It is our time to chase
it, enlightening ourselves with our Divine Knowledge!

***
Allow me, my dear friends, to make a separation for your
benefit. Because we identify the word life with what we do to
rejoice. When the Master says enjoy life he means life itself
which is manifested in our Divine breath at every moment; he
does not mean enjoy life with all the rubbish of this world.

***
I feel the need to express myself, not for a show, but hoping
to inspire a heart, to turn within us, to know the most invulnerable foundation!
It is our Divine Self, which is revealed to us by learning the
Knowledge of our Self! Then and only then you will feel fulfilled, peaceful, free and clear! Now, it's up to you when you
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take the step! If I knew something more important, I would
let you know, but that for me is the most important!

***
The whole journey of our Life depends on our every momentary thought and action whether it will be beautiful or ugly. That
is why it is necessary to learn the Divine Knowledge of ourselves,
in order to learn the Highest Art of Life, how to live internally
fulfilled and with full consciousness in the Divine Present!

***
Eventually, everything we need is innate, placed in us by
the Creative power of God who wove us in our mother's
womb. It is up to us now to discover them. I urge an inner
turn in our Self-Knowledge because all adults have a little
more different experience, that all the turns of this world
threw us into ravines and everyone has suffered differently.
Let us finally learn from our pain bell.

***
A building without foundations will sooner or later be leveled and become broken pieces. You have seen earthquake results. So are people without foundations, Divine Love and Respect, sooner or later their relationships become broken pieces with each other. You have seen wars of self-destruction.
They do not kill each other in the insane asylums either. How
can this be stopped? When we engage in our Self-Knowledge,
we will realize the unshakable foundation of Love and Respect
and we will eliminate the hatred and disrespect that lead us to
our mutual annihilation.

***
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Whoever realizes, and empirically, the unimaginable importance of our Divine Breath, has achieved the Supreme Success because he unites with the Divine Eternity! UNBELIEVABLE
but TRUE, my dear friends! And as our Beloved Master says, our
Divine Breath is the Most Precious we have!

***
When we realize and begin to apply the idea of the General
Good which includes the individual good, then humanity will
surely evolve internally and externally! So, let each one of us
try to materialize it from today because today is yesterday's
tomorrow, and tomorrow will be like today. So, everything
happens in the Divine Present of today!

***
Let us observe the thirst for our joy, where does it begin?
Of course from within us! Inside us lies its source to quench
our thirst! But because we do not know it we are constantly
looking outside and drink muddy water from everywhere and
we are suffering more and more!

***
Today, our inner source is showed to us, for those of us
who want to get to know it! When we discover today that the
Incredible Opportunity is offered to us, the Peace within us,
and we invest, then and only then, we will know the True Paradise within us and we will understand the outer Paradise —
our blessed Planet Earth— which sustains us and all forms of
Life with its innumerable magical goods!
In the rest of our journey we will be full of Divine Gratitude,
Divine Peace and Divine Freedom! The Most Amazing Human
Achievement! As long as you are alive take full advantage!

***
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Everything we need to experience a beautiful daily destiny is
inherent in us by our Beloved Mother Life! With the Divine
Knowledge of ourselves, if we invest sincerely, we can achieve it!

***
When we keep telling the Truth, humanity will be cured of
the global mental illness of falsehood. It's up to us to achieve
this, starting with being honest with ourselves first! Little by
little there will be interaction and we will heal one by one!

***
When we discover our Divine Self within us, we will be liberated from everything and only in that way will we feel that
we have performed our Divine Work! Only the Knowledge of
Truth can set us free!

***
Those of us who sincerely wish to know the Truth within
us in order to reject the carcinogenic lie that we have incorporated in our every communication and in order to hope for a
new personal enlightened story, it requires sincere learning
with our Divine Knowledge of Ourselves.

***
When we know within ourselves the Divine Core of Life,
only then and then only, will we be able to write our daily story with incredible beauty!
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Incredible Blessing to write our story
in the palette of our hearts
It is an incredible blessing to feel like writing our personal
daily story on the palette of our heart instead of learning with
our minds the stories of others and copying them into books
or parroting them.
And this can be done only with the Divine Knowledge of
ourselves because each new day gives us a more evolutionary
learning of Inner Freedom, Clarity, Wisdom, Peace and Bliss!
I wholeheartedly hope to seize the Beautiful Opportunity!

H
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3
Our Beloved Master
who wove my incredible story!

I

felt like going back to the beginning of the thread and
express to you how my incredible inner story began,
wishing to touch some heart from the writings of my heart to
seek the Divine Gift of Knowledge from our Current Master
so as to pass in the Inner Supreme Apprenticeship of the Divine Knowledge of Ourselves!
My Inner Story with our Beloved Master began when I was
in the army without having known him before and I had not
even imagined that I would know him and such a Magical
Story would be born!
As I was preparing to recruit, I had a thought of getting a
book with me in order to learn something —because I did not
like reading— when I would have time after the exercises and
lookouts in the watch-towers. And when I went to my brother's house to greet him, I saw in his library a large book of
many pages and I pulled it to see the title, and it was, “World
History of Religions” and I felt, while telling him, it fits me
perfectly that something serious I will learn and I greeted him
with thanks for the book.
Finally, the time came and everything was arranged to go to
the army. As soon as I got the chance the next day, I started full
of thirst long hours of daily study of our religion. Something
started to wake up in me and to like reading with more and more
interest to the extent of being indifferent to presenting myself in
some invitations and in the reports, and as a result, I was de75

prived of my furloughs. My friends were unhappy that we did
not go out together but I was deeply pleased. The time came and
my captain asked me why I was absent; I explained to him, to
read more, and he asked me again, Kontomichalos, are you Jehovah? I had absolutely nothing to do with it I replied; I just like
to read about religions.
After all, my company and other companies in the army finally found out and a friend offered me a New Testament with
translation by Mr. Panagiotis Trembelas which I still have after 53 years as a souvenir. I read several verses and they
touched me so much that I decided to serve our Christ and
where else could I do it but in the church? I searched and I
found an address which was in Charilaou Trikoupi str. in Athens and I visited him without delay full of zeal to indicate to
me how I can start as a worker of our Christ in the clergy. His
answer was, “Do not enter the clergy or monasteries; if you
want to serve Christ serve him outside in the world”. I felt disappointment but at the same time relief because unfortunately
I heard and saw things that I would not like to see from the
representatives of our Christ! And thus, I felt calm that I had
done my duty and since a translator of Christ words advised
me not to wear the robe of the church, I saw it as for my own
good.
I had the feeling that our Christ would come again and
with great confidence and seriousness I began to express to
those closest to me that his Second Coming would come! I
was thinking that it is impossible for this downward misery of
humanity not to stop and it was transmitted by word of
mouth to captains and majors that Kontomichalos says that
the Second Coming will come! I had also given time limits for
Easter Holy Saturday, with our own data of time, not knowing
that timeless does not have our own meaning of the time, of
our calendars and clocks. In the New Testament PETER II
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Chapter C΄, verse 8 it says, “In this let us not mistake, dear

ones, that for the Lord one day is as a thousand years and a
thousand years is as one day.” And in verse 9 it says, “The Lord
does not slow down his promise, as it is considered slow, but he
forbears for us, not wanting some to be lost, but all to come to
repentance.” And so when Holy Saturday came some col-

leagues had stayed with me and we eagerly awaited the Second
Coming!
As time was passing without any Presence no one mocked
me because they knew my Respect and the seriousness of my
words that came from my heart and I remained steadfast in
my vision hoping that one day it will happen! And yet it happened beyond all expectations and imagination as you will
read below. I had not heard of the whisper of my heart that it
was not my vision. Because if our Christ had not come and I
did not know about him, how could I have envisioned him?
And if our Master had not found me through his disciples
who would have accomplished these REALIZED SUPREME VISIONS?
The more I read the Bible, regardless of my unsuccessful
first attempt, something in me grew and I felt stronger in discipline and purity and I could not remain still without doing
something due to the longing I had to serve our Christ in action, not only with parrot words of the scriptures I read and
was inspired by. And then the noble idea came to me to serve
him in something very serious: to prevent life being taken
away — a crime. And I called the state sociology service to tell
me if there was a “crime prevention branch.” I was told that I
must have finished high school to go to the university to study
psychology and criminology.
I went crazy from this answer too, because I had only
graduated from elementary school, I did not like studying at
all because I liked playing ball and the twist of coins much
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more in order to gain some money for some pasta since we
were 4 orphans from a Father that I lost in the made civil war
of political gangs, which I understood later when I went to the
army. My hope to serve him collapsed after their answers and
I envisioned deep in my heart that if I lived in the time of our
Christ, it would be incredibly enough for me to wash only the
floor that his Divine Feet would touch! After a while when I
finished my military service I met my wife and proposed to
her because I felt that I would be wasting my whole life in
prodigality, hoping to avoid the habits of the past that is omnivorous, cigarettes, alcohol, gambling and lust which I mentioned above.
The unexpected Encounter
was predetermined by our Master
Forty-five years ago in 1975, when I was working as a taxi
driver, I got two clients and they were talking on the road
about a film they were going to see. And although the working conditions in a taxi were very difficult, many of us waited
in the taxi driver's cafe for a break which a driver would do so
as to work. I was touched by the title they mentioned and I
stopped my work with the risk that my boss would not give
me work again if I presented few kilometers to him. And so, I
went to see the film “The Exorcist” at the Radio City cinema
in Patission str. in the center of Athens. At the entrance I met
two students of our Today Living Master who were handing
out invitations to the public and I also happened to be a recipient with the address in Kalamaki area.
I remember something shocking. Going there for the first
time, dark thoughts kept coming to scare me not to go. They
whispered in my mind that it could be black magic, to commit
crimes; how do you go alone? I remember that my search was
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very strong and I was not at all interested in these threats and
I went. After many years with many battles and victories by
the Grace of our Master, he helped me to understand that they
wanted me dead because I would not serve them. They had
rented a room and I could go to listen to the experiences that
each student told in their own way of expression for a Gift
given to them by their Master which he called it
KNOWLEDGE!
After I went every day and listened to them because they inspired me with their sincerity and selflessness, I quickly informed my brother, my cousins, an uncle and my friends, feeling
that our Christ had come without having seen our Master and
nor had I received His Knowledge! My friends told me that I lost
my mind a little from the great joy I felt, wondering how Notis, a
gambler, lustful and euphemist, tells us about the coming of
Christ! My brother and my cousin's wife took it very seriously
but my cousin laughed at me and did not want me to inform his
wife until the time came and they both got the Knowledge! None
of my friends took it; we were just for taverns, and gambling, and
the only one who got to our Master it was me who accepted him.
Finally, the time came for me too. And in six months I received
the Gift of Knowledge through an instructor who was sent to us
from India!
For the first 7-8 months I obeyed my instructor's recommendations which were three: first, not to show anyone the techniques, allowing everyone to go their own way to receive
Knowledge from its Source. Secondly, one hour of selfconcentration every day, and thirdly, to be in touch with the
speeches of our Master and in the company of the students who
have received the same Gift in order to inspire one the other. I
started a gentle inner turn to get to know and get acquainted
with another space and transceiver which we call consciousness
or heart or soul or the deepest being of ours. (Let’s not stick to
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words!) I felt so human, so happy and so peaceful that I wanted
to dedicate myself completely to what I was doing, which beautified my life more and more day by day!
I was married, I had two blessed children, we were expecting a third, the financial situation was very difficult and my
wife was completely opposite to what was starting to transform my daily life for the better and more beautiful. Unfortunately for that time, after 8 months of beauty, joy and humanity that I invested in my instructor's recommendations, the insidious subtle deviation came and I stopped concentrating.
The natural consequence was that I returned to the miserable
daily experiences of the past, where the patch of my habits
had been attached up to the deepest cells of my being. My abstention lasted for about four years. It pushed me so far away
from my inner home, crushed me and disintegrated me with
the routine, moldy vile experiences of this world, but at the
same time it strengthened my sense of shame and my sense of
returning to our Master's realm.
He had shown me the beautiful sanctuary that exists within
us and from which for the first 7-8 months I had felt the inner
joy, the inner freedom and the inner peace. And so I knew
that there was the real compass which makes the journey of
my daily life beautiful and clear! My repentance was so strong
and the invocation of the help of Knowledge within me for the
search for liberation was so sincere that I immediately began
to practice. I came in contact with the environment of the
students of Knowledge and its spreading! And so I resumed
the practice I had promised when I received the gift of
Knowledge!
This true repentance, the true pursuit, freed me from the material experiences of mind and body and self-concentration
made me very strong in self-discipline. He taught me how to discard painlessly and gradually all the substitutes of this world
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which I thought that they were achievements of my free choices.
The Salutary and Liberating Knowledge awakened me to see that
all my free choices to the outside world were heavily locked
chains which never unlocked with any key except the magic key
of the KNOWLEDGE of our Beloved Master!
You can imagine how much Gratitude and what Love is
created afterwards to the penitent prisoner for life towards
HIM who gave him the GRACE of his Liberation! This indescribable Love and Gratitude to our Master is so torrential
that it breaks all barriers! And I begged him because I knew
the Mercy of His Grace from my release. Can I, please, recommend you and give the message of hope to my fellow human beings around me because I know that they suffer from
lifelong submission to their desires and perceptions and the
unbearable weight of their chains? And of course the answer
of my Redeemer was and is: of course inform them because
only for this purpose I exist. To release those who have realized that they are slaves to their passions and sincerely seek
their release! And those who are not slaves to the desires of
the flesh and the senses of the mind but are slaves to perceptions and human mental knowledge and prejudices and do
not know the other form of inner chains and are slaves to
their minds; may these people as well know that there is a Redeemer for everyone and everything! And he has allowed me
with his Kindness and Grace giving me the most pleasant and
Noble Opportunity to inform everyone both orally and in
writing! Therefore, what I mentioned above in the word “I
succeeded” was only sincere repentance and the search for
liberation from the past of the artificial false paradises of this
world circus which the human minds created and had trapped
me like the moving sand that our Master has said! I do not
parrot but I experience it.
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The much-desired and indescribable in words sweetest result of my repentance and my search is his Accompanied
Goodness, Love and Grace!
So that with the practice of the Gift of Knowledge of his,
the flow of the wheel of my life changed and the rest of my
daily journey is so beautiful that I feel like I am chanting it to
every human being so that I can see my other fellow human
beings with this glorious Inner True Happiness to travel this
beautiful journey of Life, which provides us with the possibility and opportunity for inexhaustible learning of our Infinite
Inner Wisdom!
The Marriage of my Soul
My first Supreme Inner Experience after my return was
when I sat under a fig tree to pray to St Irene Chrysovalantou
after a ride I had as a taxi driver. My soul was ecstatic and next
to me was our Master in the form of his age at that time and
someone put me the wreath of the inner Marriage of my soul!
In the Bible in the book of JAMES Chapter A΄ and verse 12
says, “Blessed is the man who endures temptation, for after he is

tried, he will receive the crown of life, which the Lord hath
promised to them that love him.” My mind was constantly try-

ing to erase my unprecedented experience that it was a fantasy, but I answered it. Like today, those who met me after the
material marriage I had with my wife which they had not attended, may doubt about the wreath. However, I am so absolute that they put a wreath on me and my wife when we got
married, as absolute as I am on the wedding wreath with our
Master even if everyone doubts! And this Supreme Divine
Experience was becoming more and more established when I
remembered what I had read in the Bible: Apocalypse verses
2:10 “Be faithful until death, and I will give you the crown of
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life.” and I was steadfast for the Most Invisible Divine Fact of

my soul so that I was flooded with Divine Bliss, which I could
not express to anyone, not even to my family, because it is unproven and they would call me conceited. But now I reveal it
to you because so many other inner Divine Events follow,
which confirm all the above-mentioned facts and that is why
my devotion to our Beloved Master is absolute!
This Divine Experience of Marriage is accompanied by a
photograph which was also given to me by my knowledgemate Hadjikos in which our Master anointed with the diamond Tiara as in “Marriage” his brother Raja Ji. This photo
always reminds me of the time when we were young students
and he used to send us his brother as his representative and
other instructors and inspire us with the Love, Hope, Joy, Respect they received from our Master and stood like stakes in
the small trees so that we are not uprooted by the winds of
doubt, forgetfulness and the habits of our passions. Until we
too grew up with deep roots in the Divine Land of Knowledge
and our instructors continued their apprenticeship in other
roles. And so, I never forget his Divine Love and his Salvation
care from afar as well and I am always indescribably Grateful.
The Oracle
Another Supreme Experience that was offered to me was in
the hall in Joseph of the horns str. in Makrygiannis area,
where we went as young students of Knowledge, we stood up
and expressed what everyone felt about Knowledge in order to
inspire each other and at the end we sang a song which also
contained this verse “You Are Me and I Am You!” As I was
singing and feeling these words, an inexplicable inner stream
passed through me from my scalp to my toes and I was filled
with Indescribable Awe and left at the end without saying any83

thing to anyone. Because each inner experience is offered personally according to the investment of Love and Devotion that
you feel for your Master and I did not want to disturb their
“waters” as everyone felt from their own learning investment.
And of course, I did not seek confirmation of my personal inner experiences as long as I knew that the inner path is completely personal.
After a while I realized that this experience too, was offered
to me in order to understand that finally this Superpower is
within us and also to confirm to me the Divine Saying of my
then mates of our Christ, “The Omnipresent and everything
fulfills”, which I could not realize or experience through reading and listening until the God in me allowed me to be fully
aware of what is Omnipresent with the inexplicable current
that penetrated me throughout my body!
The Omnipresent after all, is our Divine Breath, without
which absolutely nothing works! It shrinks and expands the
universe and gives Life to everything! After a long time of apprenticeship and honest learning I experienced that this experience is an “oracle” to those devoted to the Divine with the
revelation and Grace of our Master!
Three days of fasting for awakening inner guidance
Another Supreme Experience was in the two-day event in
Birmingham where on the first day there wasn’t Greek translation —lack of translator— but I went to the two days event
even though I did not speak English. On the second day we
had a translator and the Master began his speech by saying, “I
also fasted for 3 days” and he turned to the seat where my
cousin's wife was sitting and she shook her head in surprise
because she remembered the words that I had told her 2
months ago that I had an unprecedented experience of fasting
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3 days with oranges even though I worked 12 hours a day in a
taxi and I was omnivorous. I went crazy wondering about his
report and my mind told me that it may be a coincidence.
But analyzing the case that he mentioned it on the second
day that there was translation and so I could hear it because if
he had said it on the first day, I would not have understood it
and this increased the consolidation in my soul that our Master was our Lord in me, the one all humanity is waiting for!
My Voluntary Marriage of Devotion
On my 33rd birthday at Christmas I felt that I should also
have my Voluntary Inner Marriage of Loyalty to our Master
no matter how far I sometimes deviated as if I were failing my
material marriage but the right time came and showed me
why I was deviating because I had not learned to be constantly
focused on my Divine Breath! Because due to our Breath everything happens in every moment and when you are focused
you are never trapped because the same Divine Indiscernible
Energy immediately helps you not to be trapped.
And so, you know that only with the Grace of your Master
you can always be a Winner, if you constantly ask for his contact, his guidance and Help through your focus on our Living
Divine Breath! In the Bible in JUDA Chapter A΄ and verse 24
it says, “And to him that is able to keep you faultless and to set

you before his glory blameless rejoicing.”

Protection and Salvation from certain deaths
After years of my apprenticeship in the Salutary Knowledge,
he allowed me to realize that these certain deaths and so many
other bad incidents, strokes and disabilities which were prevented, were not just a phrase we attribute as “luck” and nor to applaud God in me who literally saved me. But to realize His Abso85

lute Protection and Presence within me and that there is no accidental death for me. Our Master (our Lord) will inform me
within me during the inner conversation that takes place in my
self-concentration when I will leave this body.
I have told this my family and they laugh and wonder at
the same time if our father really does know something and I
understand them but the reason I have told them is so as to
believe in our Master that he is the One that I have told them,
when the time comes for me to leave. In the Bible in PETER B
Chapter A΄ and verse 14 it says, “Because I know that in a little
while I will lay down my body” as our Lord Jesus Christ has revealed it to me too. My destiny, by His Grace, I have completely dedicated to my Beloved Master because He literally saved
me from death from what I mention to you and I exist to this
day. It is for me an Unbelievable and yet True story!
Salvation of the 1st death in Chalkida
When I was 13-14 years old with 6 friends we left Koumoundourou Square at night for Chalkida with 3 motorbikes
and I was sitting in the back. In the old National Road I fell
asleep on the motorbike and I realized it when my friend who
spoke to me did not get an answer and woke me up scared,
grabbing me from behind with one hand and telling me, “Noti, wake up, you sleep, hold on, because in a little while we arrive.” Luckily I woke up and I was held because we were really
close indeed.
As a student of Knowledge afterwards, he helped me to
understand that This Power that is within each of us made my
friend wake me up without him knowing it. Because if he had
not woken me up, I would have relaxed and I would have fallen back and the cars that were coming fast on the highway
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would have dismembered me. By the way, when I worked in
the taxi for many hours every day my eyes had seen a lot.
Once on a large motorcycle in Vouliagmeni Avenue the
one sitting back would seem to have fallen asleep and I suddenly saw him leave the motorbike doing buttocks and fortunately no other cars were coming behind him, otherwise they
would have dismembered him. This unforgettable incident
reminded me of my salvation on the motorbike I had slept on.
Salvation of the 2nd death in the ocean
Another experience of salvation was when I boarded with a
friend of mine 16-17 years old on an old ship, a pirate truck
that we caught in Italy, because it never reached Greece for
unknown reasons. We were on our first voyage in an ocean
passage called "Beis" which had another name by the sailors as
"Ship Cemetery". The night we were passing by that spot we
were caught in a storm that raged for hours. The waves covered the boat and we cried incessantly in the cabin because we
thought that we would never see our families again.
From what I understood after my apprenticeship since this
ocean passage swallowed large boats as our colleagues had
told us we were miraculously saved. After 6 months of disembarking because the captain did not pay us at all to send money to our families in the ports, we accidentally read in the
driver's office where my friend's father was reading the newspaper, that the ship “Ypapantis” of the ship owner Katsoulakos
sank. After many years I connected it with the literal deaths
that he saved me and the ship sank after our departure.
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Salvation of the 3rd death in Australia
Then I embarked on the Transatlantic “Australis” as a steward assistant so as to flee to Australia because I had no money
to leave as an immigrant, something which I did on our first
trip. And there I had another experience of salvation!
In a park in Melbourne where my girlfriend and I happened to be at that night, we heard a commotion and screams
as if they were drunk. She knew about the unpleasant incidents of hooligans in Australia and immigrants from other
countries, about whom the newspapers wrote for serious offenses and crimes.
She panicked and told me, “Noti run because they will kill
us”. I did not take it seriously but she pulled me violently and
very scared and we ran quickly to get away from the hunt and
the screams we heard behind us when they realized that we
were running. It was incredible Blessing when we arrived at
the exit of the park looking to find help from anything. As we
looked at the left we saw a taxi coming and it stopped to pick
us up since we had raised our hand. The cannibals reached us
on the rear of the taxi while the taxi driver was starting to
move screaming to eat us. The driver reassured us telling us
that fortunately we were very lucky that it happened to pass
by, because in the parks there are also crimes.
Salvation of the 4th death also in Australia
Another experience of salvation! In another park in Melbourne, I went with a friend and two Australian girlfriends for
a walk before noon and we did not manage to go around it at
all when some other cannibals appeared in front of us and
surrounded us as wolves do in order to eat the sheep. Maybe
they distinguished us as immigrants from our poor English
and the accent of the Australian girls, and because that was
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the time of immigration there was intense racism among
young people with savage beatings. And unfortunately we got
to know personally what we heard from former immigrants
who had been there for a long time. The beating we had from
about a dozen hooligans with kicks, punches and sticks is indescribable.
Luckily, our girlfriends got away screaming or they let
them go, and we were very pleased that they did not suffer the
same torment as us. We were both with our face on the
ground completely dizzy and in terrible pain from the blows
to the head and body and the cannibals ran away when they
saw a crowd gathering hearing their screams. We went out of
the park folded from the beating and we found a taxi that took
us to the cafe where our friends and my friend's brother were
so as to take care of us. I avoided hospital treatment because I
was illegal since they would definitely send me back and it
was too early. A conclusion of my gratitude, if some reason inside them had not stopped them, they would have killed us;
our faces were deformed and repulsive, that is why I mention
it as salvation!
Salvation of the 5th death
in Saint Panteleimon in Vouliagmeni
Another experience of salvation! When I got married after
the army, I was working and for a period of time I worked with
two different taxis; as soon as I finished with the one I caught the
other one for some service. One night at the New Airport in
Vouliagmeni Avenue as soon as I disembarked the customers I
felt a great need for sleep and I heard my thoughts telling me to
go to sleep at home and I replied, “Let me sleep here in the
square and when the plane comes and my turn comes my colleagues will wake me up.” I remember my thoughts persisting,
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urging me, “Come on, in 15 minutes you will be at home and
you will sleep comfortably setting the alarm clock whenever you
want to go to work.” I was affected and left because I was very
sleepy, whereas in previous times I stayed and slept at the airport
until the plane and my turn came. Leaving the airport, nearby on
the left it was the American Base and I quickly fell asleep and I
went up to the dividing islet of the road and hearing the bang on
the sidewalk I woke up and instinctively I pushed the brake and
turned on the right and went down on the road again towards
“Neos Kosmos”; otherwise I would have gone to the opposite
side of the road and the drivers going down to “Glyfada” with
high speed, we might have had some more dead people because
of me.
I remember that while driving I cried out of gratitude because I realized that I was saved and I continued with steady
hands on the steering wheel to get home as fast as possible before I fell asleep again at the wheel. Just before the traffic light
of “Agios Panteleimon” I had fallen asleep and I got up on the
right sidewalk, I crashed sideways on the walls of Vouliagmeni Avenue between the columns of Electric Supply and
hearing the noise I woke up tightening the steering wheel with
all my might shouting “my Madonna” with terror. I crashed
into the pillar, of course the car stopped, the steering wheel
was bent towards the dashboard by the terrifying force I had
put, the upper half of the pillar broke and sank the upper part
of the car, the lower part of the pillar sank the front part and
the upper part of the hood about half meter.
A car that saw the incident stopped and the couple in it
were immediately interested in taking me to the hospital but
fortunately I did not have a single scratch. I thanked them
very much for their humanity and I called the Glyfada traffic
police. From the condition they saw the car their first question was, “Do we have dead?” I answered them, “No.” Fortu90

nately, I was alone and they did their bureaucratic duty and
left. I called my boss and my brother at the same time to come
and go to the first aid. Maybe I had suffered something internally from the concussion in the car crash because it was an
unprecedented serious experience.
After the first aid that everything was ok, my brother and I
went to my house and when my wife opened the door she immediately asked me, “Noti, what happened? I saw you a while
ago in my sleep and I dressed you in white to put you in the coffin.” Of course, I told her that I had a serious accident but thank
God I escaped a certain death because if I had hit the pillar first,
the steering wheel would have entered my abdomen.
I remember the other week I read on the front page of a
newspaper that the poor guy Papaioannou, the bouzouki
player, after his work he too crashed while sleeping on the
coastal road at Moschato area in a pillar and the steering
wheel went into his abdomen. After a period of apprenticeship with our Salutary Self-Knowledge God inside me showed
me that the thoughts that sent me to sleep had “prescribed me
as dead” and sent an ethereal telephoto to my wife but my soul
led the steering wheel to crash between the pillars; otherwise
if I had crashed into the first pillar, I would not have written
to you what I write now.
The Blessed Church Saint Panteleimon for remembrance
I will be as brief as I can, but I feel like telling you this because what I am writing to you is not a novel to have a good
time but they are all different pieces of an inner human puzzle
completed by our Master which He has begun allowing me to
witness, moving as a different piece of the puzzle. When I was
betting at horse racing, —before I met our Master— I won
with 20 drachmas 80,000 drachmas (10 drachmas gave
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40,000) with two outsiders that were recorded in my mind because it is connected with the story of Knowledge until today.
Since I was extreme in gambling I knew that I would lose
again the money I won and the next day I went to Vari area to
a real estate agency to buy a plot of land because I was working as a taxi driver on the Varkiza-Athens route with a fare,
taking people from the starting point at Zappeion and I had
met a lot of people. But unfortunately for that time, the agent
was missing and they told me from the store next door that he
would come in a week or so. And until the agent came back I
lost the money because I bet a lot so that I might multiply it
thinking that this sum has already been won. I remember that
in my unscrupulousness I was not very upset because I was
integrated with gambling as long as I bet on horse racing or
cards or dice.
In 1990, of course, I had acquired Knowledge and I had detached myself from everything because in 1980, on my birthday, as I mentioned before, I had my voluntary inner marriage
with our Master and in order to reach this decision it took
some continuous purification discipline and the gradual disposal of much garbage in the mind and body. In the Bible, To
the ROMANS letter, Chapter S΄ and verse 6 it says, “Knowing

this, that our old man was crucified, so that the body of sin
might be abolished, so that we should no longer be slaves to sin.”

And my heart inspired me —because I had become conscious
and a housekeeper— to go and buy land to put the caravan I
had bought for our children and to be close to the sea because
then we were being chased for free camping near the sea. And
I looked for land in Anavyssos area because when I had races
to Saronida and Anavyssos I liked it more because it was less
crowded and it was further away because it was very crowded
in Saronida.
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After years of learning from the Salutary Knowledge I
heard the voice of my heart telling me, “I prevented you from
buying a plot of land because the money was without any effort of working but of gambling, “wind picking and scattering.” Look now, how much you enjoy and appreciate the purchase of your plot out of your work.” and I felt so relieved and
happy, despite the many bills I paid to pay it off. This purchase
in Anavyssos had two lessons because in the imposed insidious robotization of technology and the wheel I had forgotten
the deaths that the Grace of our Master had saved me because
we attribute everything to luck!
And I found two plots in Anavyssos because we had three
children, thinking also our grandchildren when they would be
born to enjoy the summer season. So with an advance payment
and affordable monthly bills, five minutes’ drive from the plots
to the best beach of the Saronic Gulf and a characteristic neighboring sign and a small church. Unbelievable but true, they
called it Saint Panteleimon. Years later, the instant death that
awaited me in Agios Panteleimon at the traffic light of Vouliagmeni Avenue appeared in my memory. Immediately I realized
that it was a reminder sign to continually increase my Gratitude
and Absolute Devotion to my Beloved Master!
Salvation of the 6th death going to meet our Master
for the first time
At the age of 33, before my voluntary marriage from which
I abstained for 4 years, I started exercising and disciplining for
purification because I had a feeling of who I was going to see.
Therefore, I had to feel clean inside like the smudged mechanic who washes his body and changes his clothes to go to his
wedding. So, I too washed my mind every day and rejected
the hedonistic habits of my body and went by my taxi to see
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our Master for the first time in Italy. In the Bible in PETER’S
letter Α΄ in Chapter B΄ and verse 11 it says, “Beloved, I beseech

you as strangers and wanderers, to abstain from carnal desires,
which are fighting against the soul.” We went 5 mates because

we did not have the plane fare and we paid for the fuel and
tolls at 1/5 each. I remember getting up at 6.00 in the morning
taking each of my knowledge-mates from their homes, loaded
with the essentials for such a long and first-made journey.
There it was another experience of Salvation from certain
death. I fell asleep in the taxi after a 20-hour journey with unprecedented experiences of fog, storms and straight long distances with a 180-200 km run to catch up with our Master's
program. A moment later I realized that my soul woke me up
and I realized that I was not controlling the car and immediately I saw an exit and when I went out I immediately saw a
recess for sleep, in which as soon as I stopped I fell asleep
immediately because the brain energy was exhausted and we
escaped all the 5 of us from certain death. I did not tell them
anything about the fact because they asked to drive my taxi
while they did not have an international license and they were
also amateurs in driving and I could not give it to them in order to have some rest. We started in the morning when the
battery of my mind was charged and in the evening we arrived
in Rome in the middle of a terrible storm and we all immediately fell asleep because we were exhausted. In the morning we
set out for the program full of joy that we would see our Master!
My first meeting with our Master
As soon as we entered a large room in which the program
would take place I met the most Incredible but Unbelievable
and True Surprise! I saw the students-premies in front of me
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walking in the corridor on the left in queues and I looked to
see where our Master was who would give us Darshan (that is,
to see him all by contact). As soon as I turned our Master
turned his head and looked at me in the eyes allowing me to
acknowledge that he was our Lord who “I had announced his
Second Coming in the army” and I felt that he was waiting for
me. Until I reached about 30 meters in front of him, I thought
of kissing his feet as a sign of recognition.
The armchair he was sitting on was higher than our heads
and his feet reached our chests so that those who would feel it
they could touch or kiss his feet. As I was approaching as the 5th
in the queue I saw that opposite our Master there were two students who gently touched on the backs those who were passing
by so that they could move quickly so that there would be no delay because we were thousands of students. The miracle for me
was that I kissed his Divine feet 4 times crossed —symbolic of
the Holy Cross that crucified him to humanize and perpetuate
the Salvation of the human race— and they did not touch me to
move on but waited for me to finish and for our Beloved Master
to fulfill the wish of my heart!
Then when his contact presence ended and he spoke to us
from the stage, as soon as I heard His Divine Voice I burst into unrestrained tears “like the little child who finds his Beloved Parents again after many years of loss”! After his speech
ended I asked myself, where and how these loud and unstoppable sobs manifested because it was something incredible
and unprecedented! And I received an answer from my heart,
that my tears were mixed with various feelings and contained
the deepest Shame, the deepest Repentance, the deepest Gratitude, the deepest Respect, the deepest Love and the deepest
Happiness because I experienced the Supreme Divine Parable
of our Christ the “Return of the Prodigal Son” that I saw with
my own eyes the Love and Compassion of our Master who ac95

cepted me after such a long shameful abstention! Since then,
the intuition of my Soul that he was our Lord whom I was
waiting for since I was in the army where I had announced
him became more and more established!
After many years of learning I fully realized that, because
he gave me the feeling that he was waiting for me when he
looked at me in the eyes. When I was purifying myself in the
gym to go for the first time to meet him clean, after my 4-year
abstinence, since God is in us, did not our Master know for
whom I was preparing my purification? These are mysterious
and unbelievable for the people who do not deal with the Supreme Knowledge of Ourselves. However, they are Divine
Words of our Christ in his then Divine Era, which I experience in our present time from our Master! “That which is impossible for men is possible for God!”
Infinity has no limits and it is beyond the laws of nature
because Infinity has made everything!
Public outcry to our Master
Another Divine Experience, fulfillment of a wish of my
heart! In another program again in Italy in a majestic amphitheater in Palatino in Milan I felt myself to get up when he
came on stage before he started talking and I shouted with all
my passion “Boley Sri Sat Gurudev Maharaji Jay” and everyone immediately got up and we shouted it three times and
when I stopped and sat down they all stopped and sat in the
blink of an eye like one body all of us.
In the evening he invited those of us who wanted to go out
to dinner together to a wonderful restaurant and when we finished dinner he had a Supreme Surprise for us. He showed us
in a special room of the restaurant a wonderful video in which
descending from the glider he humbly told us that “I am the
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True Representative of Knowledge!” Another Divine Gift to
consolidate our souls, remembering the Divine Words of our
Christ who had said to his disciples, ACCORDING TO JOHN
Chapter 14΄ and verse 6 Jesus answered, “I am the way, the

truth, and the life; no one goes to the Father unless he goes
through me.”

At the beginning of our dinner in the restaurant, it came to
my mind that I had read in the Bible about the Last Supper
but then after the Inner Divine Learning it increased my understanding. In the Apocalypse of evangelist JOHN in Chapter
D΄ and verse 20 it says, “Behold, I stand at the door and knock,

if someone hears my voice, and open the door, I will come in to
him, and I will dine with him and he with me.” In Chapter C΄
and verse 6 it says, “These are the words of the Holy One, the
True One, who has the key of David who opens and no one closes, and closes and no one opens.” “The Last Supper” then, is the

most Sacred Moment of Self-Concentration when the student
connects with God within us to express Gratitude and Learn
about the Inner Evolution of our Soul! I feel like to express to
you that the “internal evolution” is indiscernible and has absolutely nothing to do with the need for demonstration and
recognition such as the “competitive external evolution of
vanity!” And no one can stop the student from having contact
with God within us!
The Given Visions of the heart in the army
Then the Incredible Visions of the heart that were given to
me in the army continue to be fulfilled at different times beyond any imagination and expectation. I am experiencing today his Divine Second Coming which my heart was shouting
then in the army because our Lord revealed to me that he is
the One I was waiting for! In the Bible in PETER B Chapter B΄
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and verse 21 it says, “For prophecy never came by the will of

man, but under the Spirit of the Holy Ghost the holy people of
God cried out.”

For God’s sake, I do not pretend to be a saint but he urges
me to become one. Because it is written in PETER A Chapter
A΄ and verse 16, “You become holy, for I am holy.” According to
MATTHEW Chapter S΄ and verse 48 it says, “So you are perfect, for your Father in heaven is perfect.” The Second Coming
is a personal revelation of God within us from our God Himself when you are devoted! It is not collective as religions have
told us. According to LUCAS Chapter IF΄ and verse 20 when
he was asked by the Pharisees when the Kingdom of God was
coming, he answered and said to them, “The Kingdom of God
does not come to be observed.” And in verse 21 it says, “They

will not say, behold, here it is or there it is, because look, The
Kingdom of God is within you.”

Is our religion waiting for the Second Coming of the Messiah and the coming of the antichrist as well? Who rules for so
many centuries? Christ or the antichrist? The antichrist lives
in the minds of the world and his disciples have surpassed
him; what reason is there for him to come? He will surely be
ashamed because he has nothing more to do than what is
happening today, so do not wait for him because he is present
in every mind that has no contact in its heart with our God!
The antichrist is the ignorance of our self and from there arises “myriads of one evil follow.” And our Christ is the
Knowledge of Ourselves; he is “the Omnipresent and everything fulfills!” What else do you think God is apart from our
Divine Breath? Since without It absolutely nothing works? According to MARK Chapter IB΄ and verse 27 it says, “He is not

the God of the dead, but the God of the living. So you are very
misled.”
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By what characteristics will we recognize our Christ?
Question: “By what characteristics will we recognize our
Christ” since each people has its own characteristic? Imagine
now if we ask 7 billion people about identification features,
seeing that we each have different perceptions. Some have
painted him with blond hair and others brunette and in the
works of his Resurrection also the actors perform him to be in
some films dark-hair and in some others blonde. Will he dye
his hair to satisfy the different perceptions of his followers? Or
will he come to us again in the manger and go on a donkey to
give his speeches? Then they went to put out the fire definitely
with a container, today they go with seaplanes. God, my dear
friends, is not perceptions and ideas; He is only Higher Inner
Experience with the Grace of the Living Master as the Only
Mediator of every age! In the Bible to the JEWS letter Chapter
IC΄ and verse 8 it says, “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and

today, and forever.”

Worker (promoter) in the Exciting Work of our Master
I have also been offered the incredible honor of experiencing the recruitment as a worker (promoter) in the Exciting
Work of our Master which allowed me to give this title that I
feel, and which I longed for in the army, to serve him in a similar field “Universal Organization for the Prevention of Crime
and the Salvation of Souls.” In the Bible PETER Α Chapter A΄
and verse 9 it says, “Enjoying the end of your faith, the salvation of souls.” Why do I mention “Salvation of Souls”? Because
many prisoners around the world who were transformed by
His High Message, besides the fact that they became fervent
promoters to their inmates, they confessed that if they had
known our Master before, they would never have gone to
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prison and now they will properly admonish their children for
the message so that they too do not end up in prison.
And so the lifelong prisoners who were in “high security
prisons” saved their souls and when they come out they will
not commit crimes again. And their children, too, will not fall
into the unconscious for crimes and prisons because they will
not be trapped like their fathers and they too will save their
souls. How Incredible Divine Blessing from our Lord who has
been to so many prisons around the world and they saw him
deliver his Hopeful and Salvation Message!
Washing his car
And what I was given in the army, to envision for our Christ
“that it would be enough for me to wash the floor that his Divine
feet would have touched”, he fulfilled it in my favor.
In a program at the Intercontinental Hotel, before it started, a Knowledge-mate of mine George Hatzigiannis asked me,
“Noti, do you want to wash Master's car?” I said, “With great
pleasure” with indescribable joy! He said that also to two other mates so as to do it faster and more relaxed and after we
started washing the outside, it was time for the inside, and
when I leaned back to wash the floor the vision I had been
given about 15 years ago in the army emerged and I was filled
with awe.
I was saying to myself, my God and my Lord I cannot believe what is happening now. What can I say to them now?
They will laugh at me or they will call me imaginative. The
children didn’t know what had happened to me in my personal story of My Life in the Army! And I have not told them
about it yet. I may give them the book if it comes out and
reading my unknown story of the past, perhaps they will understand.
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And I say to myself, not only has my vision been fulfilled,
but it is beyond all imagination and expectation. Because I
experienced not only the vision but also to have an absolute
student-Master relationship, and not only that, but he has revealed to me that he is our Lord which is something much
more than a Master! And not only that, but he has allowed me
to kiss his lively feet in the Darshan he gave us. Then I realized the incredible fact, that without George knowing that he
told me to wash the car, our Master spoke through him to fulfill the unimaginable and unfulfilled wish of my heart because
this vision of mine was completely out of time and place.
Pay attention now, how this can happen, since I experienced it! First, God (never forget) is “Omnipresent and everything fulfills!” Therefore, he is in all of us! Since God gave me
these visions in the army, how else could I have envisioned
them if I did not know of his Coming or if I had not read the
Bible? So since He gave them to me, only He could fulfill them
for me because only then could I Recognize Him! Confirming
also his Divine Words which are said according to LUKE in
verses 18:27. And he answered them, “What is impossible for

men is possible for God.”

Farewell at the airport
When the program ended, I asked my Knowledge-mate
George —who was the mean of these incredible events to
happen, without knowing anything yet; only when he too receives the book will understand— from which airport will he
leave? Can I say goodbye to him? He appreciates me very
much because he knew the true devotion and Love I have for
our Master, and he told me: “From the New Airport in the
private departures and I beg you to do it very discreetly.” I got
into my taxi and waited outside the parking lot for him to
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come out with his driver to follow him. The first traffic light
made us stop and I went next to him in the back seat who was
sitting and he turned and saw me and I bowed deeply to him
with my two palms joined in my Divine Breath!
With great discretion, I did not approach him next to him
and I was constantly behind him until we arrived and the
Master's car entered the entrance to pick up his plane, but
they did not let me in and I asked the guard at the bar which
opened for the pilots, “how will I be able to say goodbye to
him?” And he suggested me going down to the golf course
and I could see his plane. Fortunately, I saw it because my
heart was pounding with anguish to greet him and from the
gate I was shouting, crying, my Master, my Master, my Maharaji —like the little child when his parents are leaving— and
the incredible miracle happened.
Looking at the plane, he greeted me from the cockpit with
his left hand and I went crazy for a moment from the joy of
seeing me! And when he took off, happy and sad at the same
time that he was leaving, I was offered the Incredible Supreme
Experience of all, listening to the Divine Indiscernible Silent
Voice in me telling me. The Invisible Threads of Love, Respect, Gratitude and Devotion are inseparable and annihilate
all distances and time, and since then for about 38 years the
sadness and crying that happened to me when he left the programs where I went to visit him have disappeared! I also remembered the words that our Christ had said then! Apocalypse JOHN Chapter H΄ and verse 17: “For the Lamb in the

midst of the throne will feed them in a living fountain of waters
and God will wipe away every tear from their eyes.” This para-

ble for me means: When we are thirsty we look for water everywhere because it is a basic need.
However, when someone has given you the tools to dig to
find water in your own plot, you will always have your own
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water and you will not try to find it elsewhere. So, the absence
of joy that we feel inside of us makes us run everywhere to feel
happy because it is a basic need like water. But when our Master reveals to us the Divine Source of True Joy within us and
he gives us the way —the techniques— to always rejoice, the
hunt ceases for good and all deception and wandering. That is
why I call it also one of the many Supreme Experiences! When
you are not hunting, you are Full and Free! When the innumerable false needs of the acquired external joy, which have
been created for us, submit you to chase them, you are completely empty and a slave.
Our Master's Holy water
Here is another Sweet Divine Experience full of learning!
My Knowledge-mate Hatzikos —his sweet soul may rest in
Peace— had given me a very large photograph of Sri Hans
Maharaji, Former Master and Father of our Successor Master,
who sprayed them with large pumps of colorful water in a
program called “Holy” (: a traditional celebration in India for
the sanctification of people). I was amazed by the photo with
the incredibly smiling faces of his students who were at this
Magnificent Feast with their also very smiling Master and I
wished I was there too. Guess what, this wish of my heart was
fulfilled as well! The first time I went to India with my
Knowledge-mates for a 3-day program, we were told when we
arrived that our Master would do “Holy” and the next day I
experienced this miracle of miracles which I had seen in the
photo of his Father with his students!
Experiencing the indescribable joy that our Master sprayed
us with the colorful water and he was playing on stage as a
child plays “water-war” with his students, I realized the incredible difference that the foolish premature undertakers, the
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false leaders of the peoples, put the poor people in wars with
bullets, mortars, grenades, bombers, missiles, chemical and
electronic weapons with the horrific result of global assassinations until today. So obvious: With the “ignorance of ourselves” the hell inside and outside of us with death, horror and
pain manifestly painted on the face of all involved with moral
perpetrators the puppets of political governments because
their big bosses are invisible.
With the “Divine Knowledge of Ourselves” the Paradise is
inside us and outside us with smiles and dances together with
our Beloved Master! When you find within yourself the
source of the Supreme Joy that is our Mother Life, you do not
need to chase outside any joys of this world. Like when you
are full you are not looking for food in the fast food restaurants that are vestibules of hospitals.
My written contract for the relief of the sufferers
Another indelible experience was offered to me at the age
of 45, on 22/2/1992 an unforgettable date that has been recorded in my heart with the characteristics of (2) I made also a
written contract “Dedicating my life for the relief of the suffering”, having my daughter who spoke English translate it for
me and I sent it to our Master's house by post. My Indescribable Joy cannot be expressed in words, except with the constant
effort of focus that fulfills me every moment when I am one
with our Sweetest Divine Breath, in the way shown to me by
our Beloved Master!
My first expression in public in the Intercontinental Hotel
When he came to the Intercontinental Hotel again, at the
end of his joyful and hopeful speech he gave us the opportunity for questions and expressions.
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When I raised my hand, after 17 years of apprenticeship, he
gave me the chance to speak as he always does with all of us
with so much politeness and kindness! I expressed to him my
Deepest Love, my Deepest Gratitude and my Deepest Respect,
for the Supreme Divine Gift of Life that he revealed to me inside me and allow me to enjoy it at all times! He answered me,
“Knowledge is like the seed. When the seed of Knowledge
grows, it fills you with Gratitude, and you continue to enjoy
it!” And he gave the chance to another to speak. At the end,
when we left and I was left alone, I answered to my Master inside of me, since I could not answer to him there due to the
number of other students who waited to express themselves.
“I thank you so much since with the Truth of your words you
confirm to me your sweetest Divine experience! And it inspired me explaining within me "the seed of Knowledge" in
the material field with our Mother Nature in action!”
When I bought the plots in Anavyssos and transformed the
barren area into a beautiful tree-planted area, I watched every
seed I had planted with care and love become a sprout, then a
small tree, then slowly branches came out of the body of the
small sapling as hands, then smaller branches embedded in
the large branches of the small tree just as the Indiscernible
Divine Energy (Life) weaved our hands on our body and wove
our fingers embedded in our hands in our Mother's belly. And
now the Divine Magic is in a complete Miracle!
In the small integrated branches the fruit was made to be offered to us by our Mother Life through our Mother Nature and
in us she has woven the integrated fingers in our hands to receive
the fruit from the Blessed seed that was transformed into a tree,
giving our fruits to grow, live and be delighted! Can you imagine? If she had not woven hands with fingers, how would we cut
the fruit from its Blessed Trees? And how could we have made
what we see on its Divine Planet that has been offered to us?
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Doesn't this thought fill us with incredible Awe, Admiration, unceasing thanks and continuous Gratitude?
Like us from sperm-seed it transforms us in the womb of our
biological Mother into a body and all the other organs and limbs
in order to grow to make our fruits-descendants for the perpetuation of our species. Like every seed Life has taken care to perpetuate its species with other seeds in the fruits it produces, in
order to preserve us in Life with its nutrients in incredible varieties. And when man is pleased and aware of what is offered to
him our hearts are filled with Divine Gratitude!
And so the words of our Master “When the seed of
Knowledge grows, it fills me with Gratitude” made sense
completely, which he confirmed to me empirically from the
apprenticeship of our Sweetest Mother Nature when I cut the
lemons in our plot! When our grandchildren grew up, I made
them cut the lemons explaining to them the miracle of that
moment, that our Creator offers us his fruits and nuts with
the branches as his hands through his tree and he has made in
us hands on our body in the womb of our Mother in order to
cut them full of Gratitude so as to live with Divine Health and
Indescribable Joy!
Australia, the two extremely different
Supreme Experiences at the same time
In another invitation which he offered us for Australia —
where I had migrated from the age of 17 until 19— I went to
visit our Beloved Master in a beautiful 5-day program that he
does every year until now. When we were in the restaurants he
came to see us up close giving us a short talk outside in the area of the walkers as an additional gift of the program. I realized that, as if it were the same time of our Christ —although
in a way different— that I had seen every year in the movies
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of our Christ at Easter offering his disciples his Teaching in
the countryside. Except that today our Master as a pilot crossing the clouds makes programs continually all over the world
and indoors in theaters, hotels, schools, universities, parliaments, prisons, radio stations, television, and so much more
because of the technology which he uses to accelerate his Noble Message for all humanity to know!
In Apocalypse of JOHN Chapter A΄ and verse 7 it says, “Be-

hold, he cometh with the clouds, and every eye will see him, and
those who pricked him and all the tribes of the earth will mourn
for him, yes, Amen.” In Chapter IS΄ and verse 4 it says, “Who is
not going to be afraid of you [for me] respect you Lord and glorify your name? Because you are the only saint because, all the
nations will come and worship before you because your judgments have been revealed.” In Chapter KB΄ and verse 4 it says,
“And they shall see his face, and his name shall be on their foreheads.” During the self-concentration (practice) of
Knowledge, since he is our True Master, we have his form and
his name on our foreheads.
In the middle of the 5-day event he gave us the “Divine
Darshan” again to enjoy him face to face. And there again, approaching to kiss his Divine feet that he allowed me, I experienced the Supreme Experience of Bliss feeling that I am in the
Presence of our Lord (Living Paradise) and at the same time I
experienced the Supreme Sadness thinking in my heart that
now I am experiencing this Miracle of Miracles somewhere
far away from me other people are experiencing hell dying
prematurely of lack of food and water and due to paranoid
wars.
Two totally different Supreme experiences of paradise inside me and the manifested hell outside me which kept me in
a perfect balance of Understanding, Recognition, Appreciation, Respect, Dedication, Gratitude, and hope that our Mas107

ter will turn the tragedy of humanity into Peace, Freedom,
Love and in global cooperation for the General Good! On the
last day we were in a special row with some people for questions, or expressions of Gratitude and Love to our Master!
There were 5-6 of us left but with the previous ones who got
up to speak the time passed and the program ended with
songs of Love and cries of Happiness!
Another additional wonderful indelible event in my Divine
Story with the Divine Grace of our Master!
Second public expression of a poem to our Master
After a few months he visited us in Greece again at the Intercontinental Hotel. I remembered that I had not had time in
Australia to express to him what I wanted, yet now my expression was different and much more essential. I finally raised
my hand and he gave me the chance again with so much Love
and Kindness, to encourage you in your expression! I remember every word, “My warm good evening! Welcome and thank
you very much for honoring us with your Sweetest “Divine”
Presence!” I wanted to express what I was feeling but I held on
and I did not say the word “Divine” because there were new
people who came for the first time so as not to create comments and questions.
I asked him, “Can I tell you a poem from the bottom of my
heart?” and he allowed me politely! When I started to turn
this Supreme Experience into a poem —which he himself had
offered me to write in my taxi in squares and on the streets at
the traffic jams and at the traffic lights about 500 poems— after a while, because I knew who I was addressing to while no
one knew how I was feeling, my head started shaking and I
did not control it at all. I realized this when I was stopped by
the applause of some who thought that I had finished the po108

em but I had not said two more turns and I looked at them in
amazement because they interrupted me. Then I realized that
maybe it was in the program because my head was shaking a
lot. I remember my son-in-law and my daughter were in the
chairs next to me and he told me when we saw each other in
their house, “I could see your head shaking so much and I felt
like crying or laughing; I did not know what to do.” I explained to him that it would be from the indescribable Awe
since I knew who I was addressing to and my body could not
bear it at the moment.
This is the most Supreme Experience of all that he offered
me and I wrote it with his Grace in a poem asking him to express it so that in the right time it can be sung from the hearts
of our fellow human beings.
The noblest effort
that makes me Happy,
is to think constantly
my Master the Beloved!
There is no higher honor
on the Blessed Planet Earth,
for Man to become a disciple
of the True Master of the time!
You are my Savior
and my Liberator
because you resuscitate
my dead soul.
You are my Savior and Redeemer,
I will chant it everywhere with the trumpet of the voice
and through writing
and in my silence, in my Divine Breath
I feel it is not enough
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to praise you every minute
that you showed me how to unite
inside me with the Creator
to experience Peace Freedom
and daily Divine Bliss!
The Most Adorable Pilgrimage
happens in the Divine foot-kissing of the Master
and in my Divine Breath
where my Divine Life pulsates!
It would be foolish to hide what I experienced so many
times and I feel like writing about our Master's Divine footkissing! Because when I was little my parents taught me to
kiss the icons of our Christ, our Virgin Mary and all our
Saints and without shame I believed them and kissed them
with true inner Reverence! Until our Master found me and revealed God to me in me, and now it comes as natural to kiss
his Living Divine Feet, who revealed to me that he is the True
representative of God!
The beginning of empowerment
of the wingless wings of my soul
In a program we did about every 20 days at a hotel to invite
new guests to see our Master's videos, we received translated
videos of his incessant speeches inviting him to all continents.
I began to record in the depths of my heart some of his words
which seemed to speak to me personally and concerned me
very much. It would be very joyful for me if they concerned
many others, if not many, even a few, if not a few or no one
that did not mean that it would not concern me as well. Because in each of his speeches, no matter how large his audience is, he addresses individually to each person.
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I heard him say, “Knowledge has no limits; everything is
possible!” I remembered the Divine Words of our Christ
which he had said! “What is impossible for men is possible for
God!” And in another of his speeches he confirmed it to me
by saying. “Everything is possible; dreams do exist!” He reminded me of all the visions I had in the army and he fulfilled
them beyond any imagination. As if he was inviting me to
start! His words gave me the power of a lion in the inner
wings of my heart!
TO EPHESIANS Chapter S΄ and verse 17 says, “And receive

the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God!” When I heard him say to me, “Go ahead and

roar as a lion in the midst of so much trouble, darkness and
doubt.” I answered in my inner conversation: How much I
thank you for claiming me to climb the stairs of the "devil's
temple — in Parliament" where people of ignorance, darkness,
selfish, hypocrites and deceivers come and go hoping to be inspired by us to be transformed into Self-Knowing, selfless, unfeigned, genuine and enlightened!
The Luminous Indiscernible Armor
of the student of Knowledge

One of his speeches in Australia was also so motivating
that it gave me the impetus of preparing to put into practice
word by word of what he tells me! “This is not the time for
explanations; this is the time for action. Take out your inner
warrior wearing your indiscernible armor, kill all the dragons
of doubt and triumph over all those you cannot tolerate.” TO
EPHESIANS Chapter ST΄ and verse 11 says, “Put on the armor

of God, so that you may be able to stand against the ways of the
devil.” He added, “The point is not to be sacrificed in the bat-

tle; the point is to win the war so as to experience your victory
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in your inner kingdom of the heart, Bliss, Peace, Wisdom,
Gratitude, Freedom, Evolution and the absolute Divine Dedication!” After realizing these words of his so deeply, his encouraging speeches kept coming to my heart and I could not
believe in my ears that it was for me, but because I had inner
guiding experiences, therefore the confirmation of his words
for the intuition that I had during my preparation process increased.
In his next speech I listen and I fly inside me with incredible joy! He mentioned that “I have come to offer you my Wisdom which is like a sharp sword and an incredibly strong arrow. And you can use my Wisdom whenever you want! Be
very well prepared; be ready to receive the weapons of my
Wisdom.” This suggests that our Master has something to
send me since he tells me to be ready to receive the weapons
of his Wisdom. And he added, “I can ask him for any weapon
I want.” And he reminded me to urge me what has been said.
“Ask and you will find.” Remembering the words of our
Christ! According to JOHN Gospel 15: 7, “If you remain with

me and my words stay alive in you, ask whatever you want and
it will be given to you.” My heart was dancing unbelievably

from Divine Joy —without anyone knowing what was happening inside me— listening to the words I longed for! I immediately did it, writing a letter to his house to ask him for the
Divine Gift and the healer's Super-weapon. You will tell me, is
the Gift requested? Yes, since He urged me! Of course, there
would be some reason for his exhortation!
The first attempt to heal our blind “brother” Stavros
I received an answer that his secretary received the letter
and I was incredibly happy that it would reach his Divine
Hands! After some time thinking that since I do not have a
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negative or positive answer he lets me act alone as a child
growing up and his father lets him take the initiative to make
his own destiny! So, I went to Crete to my close friend Stavros
and my Knowledge-mate after I had informed him about it
because he is still blind. “Stavros, do you want to make an effort so if we are lucky the Miracle to see your Light can happen?” He said, “Yes, my dear Notis, I look forward to meeting
you.” He loved me and respected me a lot because we had
been true friends for some time when he did not have the
Knowledge, and my feelings were mutual and multiplied and
he felt that strongly!
Our Lord allowed me and I went. We had not seen each
other for many years because he had moved to Crete. After a
prayer of mine with tears of supplication for our “Brother”
Stavros to see, it was time to pause waiting for the desired result but unfortunately it did not happen. Our situation of both
was very good regardless of the result because due to the Selfless and True effort on my part we were satisfied only with our
effort. Discussing afterwards that we would try again hoping
for the result we desire! And so the next day came for me to
leave without having any sorrow both of us, because all our
sincere effort came from our hearts.
I had left lying to my wife —because this effort was of the
highest priority— that I would go with my friend Vassilis to
Molos to water the olive trees that I have in a few acres, because we would definitely have big fuss and she would call me,
natural for her, crazy. And in that way I avoided the fuss and
without upsetting her because she is very negative towards
our Master. She does not want to hear even his name, she is
freaked out, and through it I learned the art of patience and
the development of understanding and respect for the other
that has not been touched, because each person has his time
and his choices. So when I lie, it is only when I want to do
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something or a trip for our Master because she becomes unimaginably sad. So, “white lies” without doing any harm to the
other and so as not to upset him since he does not want the
Truth!
The personal delivery of my letter
about the request of the Therapist's Supreme Weapon
After a few months I wondered if I should give our Master
my letter personally and not through a third person since I
can go and give it to him. And I found out when our Master
would have a short program nearby so I could go and give it
to him. I went to Barcelona, I copied my letter at the hotel by
hand because I had photocopied it to keep it as a souvenir and
on the first day of his program I took it.
My Knowledge-mate George who had suggested washing
the car also came and because he had contacts with those
closest to our Master I asked him, “My dear George, do you
know who is closer to our Master to give him a very serious
letter to give it to him?” And he answered me, “Notis, when
the program ends go down in front of the stage where those
closest to him are sitting and you will find someone.”
As soon as the program was over, descending from the
height of the seats to the stage down to find someone, an instructor Peter was going up the stairs to find a way to leave,
who knew me and we greeted warmly! I asked him if he could
give my letter to our Master and he told me, “I cannot but I
know who will get it”. And he took me to the nearest of our
Master Alfredo, introduced me and without any hesitation
gladly he accepted my letter to give it. I said goodbye to them
with unimaginable joy and love for mediating for my letter to
reach our Lord!
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The other day in the program he reported that preachers and
representatives of religions degrade people's intelligence because
they interpret the scriptures and do not let the scholar give his
own interpretation. And he gave an example that was relevant to
my case, “As if someone wants to read me a letter that a friend
sent me and he loves me, I love him and he respects me and I tell
him, no I will read the letter.” I could not believe that he said it
for me, to make me happy from the longing I had that my letter
would be given to him. And at the end of the program two of my
Knowledge-mates who knew that I wanted to give it to him, told
me, “Noti, the Master received your letter.” and "clicked" me that
yes, maybe he said that for me, why not? And I was incredibly
happy just to accept it to read it. It was as if he fulfilled the wish
of my heart! However, I was also waiting for an answer with anxiety and patience so that I would not go to Stavros again without
his order!
The second attempt to heal our blind “brother” Stavros
A few months passed and I wondered again, what should I
do? Should I wait or go again on my own initiative to my
“brother” Stavros in Crete? Since I did not have a negative answer and our Master knew in me how much I wanted it for
very serious and joyful results not only for the sufferer but also for the sufferers all over the world! I decided to go again.
My heart did not feel even the slightest disobedience and disrespect because I had the basis that the Lord knows in me
what I want and why I want it, and since my intention is clearly PURE I will try again. I called him, “Stavros, do you want
me to see you again to make another attempt?” “With great
joy, to see you again my dear Notis.” he answered me. And the
day came when we met again in Crete and tried again, now
observing myself without any sobs but invoking within me the
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help in order for him to see again touching gently and with
Love his eyes. After feeling that I had done my duty I withdrew my fingers from my “Brother's” eyes with a little sorrow
that we did not have the desired result especially for the sufferer who was waiting for the Miracle to happen to him! I was
not affected at all because I felt that if something does not
happen, it simply does not happen because it is not the time
to be done.
My hope was not diminished at all or that of Stavros. “If it
is to be done my dear Notis, it will be done, and if it is not
done, we cannot have a demand” he told me “we are trying!”
We talked, inspired one another for our constant devotion to
our Master and practicing and the next day it was time for me
to leave wishing again to wait for the next meeting! As I was
thinking on the ship, why the desired result is not achieved
since it is in the category of good thoughts and deeds I cried a
little and the thought of the feat of Theseus in Crete came to
me as a consolation. I asked inside me with a slight complaint
like a small child, “My God, Theseus also came to Crete and
achieved his feat killing the Minotaur and saving the others
who were given to the mythical monster for food every year.
To me, how is our good deed not achieved, which is unimaginably beneficial for everyone? And I was reassured with much
relief and joy that I came to this reasonable and noble question and waited patiently, also always having the candle of
hope lit, that perhaps the right time would come, if it is in the
plan of our Master!
Request for a hearing for the Supreme Weapon
urged by our Master
After a few months my heart tells me that the time has
come for me to personally ask our Master for a hearing since
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the subject is of great importance for the Highest Gift and the
Supreme Weapon and I must address to our Supreme Lord!
Additionally, the thoughts of my heart urged me that since
our Master enables me within me to have an inner hearing at
any time, why not ask him for an external hearing as well? I
decided to do it, something that would never come to my
mind, to ask for a hearing from our Lord since he always provides me with Divine Peace, Divine Gratitude and Divine
Wisdom; why should I ask him for an external hearing?
You will wonder, as I write to you what my heart speaks to
me. Even this is an Incredibly Privileged and Indiscernible
Supreme Weapon, knowing when your mind speaks to you
and not listen to it and knowing the Divine speech of your
heart and obey it! If I did not know when my heart speaks to
me, now I would not write to you what I write to you, and if I
lived, I would not be one of the most devoted students of our
Master!
What I mention as devoted among the few is not at all selfish that your mind may whisper to you but an incredible Pride
of Gratitude because I know that it is not my achievement but
it is His Supreme Gift to those who obey him completely! So,
I'm writing this to you in order to inspire you to invest you
too, so as to become more and more the ones Super Dedicated
to him and I do not need to show off.
So, as soon as it was announced again for an one-day program in Barcelona —the nearest place I could go— I booked a
seat feeling indescribably happy only because our Master allowed me to get there to ask him for a personal hearing about
the Therapist's super-weapon; it is an inconceivable honor for
a human being and I am going crazy from Awe now that I am
writing to you. It is like an impossible, elusive dream but his
words which knocked on the door of my heart to prepare and
ask him for any weapon I want made it completely normal!
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Believing in the Divine Words of our Christ too, I did it. According to the evangelist JOHN Chapter ID΄ and verse 12,

“Verily, verily I say to you, whoever believes in me, the works
that I do he shall do as well, and he will do greater than these
because I go to the Father.”
The delivery of a hearing letter to our Master
When I arrived at the hall of the event I had also prepared
a letter to our Master. I wrote to him because it was one-day
program that I felt the time had come to approach You, but of
course I feel that the right time must come from You to me.
And so, if it were not yet the time of our Master for me, I informed him that I am waiting like the seed with patience and
readiness. And if you wish to invite me to see you, because I
am leaving tomorrow morning, let me know in advance so
that I do not leave. And so I was calm that I was fulfilling my
duty. I asked the person closest to him to give him the letter
but now it was very different from the previous times. Because
I was not only asking for his Grace for the Therapist's Superweapon but I was asking him to see him personally to ask for
his Grace! The difference is incredible!
Before the doors opened I went and said that I wanted to
give a letter to our Master and they went to ask who could
pick it up. The answer came that now everyone is very busy
because the preparation is made to serve everything for thousands of people. But they let me in to wait for someone when
the opportunity arose. And politely with understanding and
patience, with incredible joy that I had reached this state, I
waited for about an hour and the time was approaching for
the doors to open. I turned to some at a reception desk to tell
the closest person to the Master that I had something for him
which he is waiting to receive.
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Before the doors opened a lady came and asked at the reception desk, who I was, and they introduced me to her. She
told that her name was Hillary and asked what she could do
for me. I replied with my poor English that was enough for
this case that I beg you to give this letter to our Master! I did
not know that the rules had changed. And she answered to me
that unfortunately I cannot receive anything at all for him; it is
our Master's order! I almost got a little shocked but I did not
let it happen because only I and our Master knew the process
of this preparation and He urged me to get to where I was present. And I opened the letter to her to read it, that he is waiting for this personal hearing that I ask for on such a very serious issue. She was in a very difficult position to go beyond his
mandate and I added to reassure her. “Don’t worry, I would
not insist but our Master is waiting for me to bring him this
letter personally, but he may not be able to see me but you
must deliver it to him.”
I was so sure because absolutely no one can know the personal relationship that a student has with his Master unless
the student himself makes it known, as I do now to you; otherwise, if I did not write to you my inner story, how would
you know what happened? And she answers to me, “Ok. I
have a way to do it. I will take a photograph of it and I will
send it to his email.” I handed it to her and this effort and desire of my heart was completed. I greeted her with a lot of
Pleasure and Respect since she was for me the mediator so as
for my letter to reach our Master!
Returning incredibly happy that I did the duty of my heart
I waited without any anxiety in the hotel until I fell asleep,
lest an answer come but deep down in me I knew that the
right time must come for our Master to me when he judges
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when I am internally ready for this Highest Moment which
has indescribable global significance. And so, I left in the
morning for Greece full of relief that I did the Supreme duty
of my heart!
This happened in 2017 and I am writing this to you in August 2020. I am still in a constant study of inner development,
self-discipline, patience and readiness at all times, with his
Divine Grace! I have constant telephone contact with my
“brother” Stavros and he knows that I have made a request for
a personal hearing to ask for the Divine Gift and the Therapist's Super-weapon and he is waiting without any anxiety.
I was given an answer inside me for the feat of Theseus
During this period of waiting, I remembered of the incident when I cried on the boat on my second attempt, thinking
of Theseus' feat, in which we did not have the desired result. I
was given the answer inside me that Theseus did not go alone
and that was why he succeeded. He was given a practical way,
a simple skein of thread and was shown a simple way out of
the maze when he killed the mythical monster, the Minotaur.
To tie the end of the thread to the end of the entrance. And so
he defeated the Minotaur and came out of the labyrinth that
no one could ever get out of. So, I too need the practical simple way, the Grace of our Master, to accomplish this feat. And
it was explained to me from the Inner Ocean of Answers and
the decoding of allegories and parables, what the labyrinth is
and the Minotaur.
The labyrinth is our mind and the Minotaur is our
thought. The beginning of the skein of the thread is our Divine Breath which is the Beginning of everything because
through it we think and act. When you are constantly connected to the beginning of the thread, your Breath, you are the
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master of your thoughts and since the Minotaur is the thought
of the mind you eliminate it immediately, before it gives birth
to others and dominate you, because when the first thought
dominates you which gives birth quickly to its offspring like
the Lernea Hydra that when they killed one head, two were
born, the thoughts then have you as their executive body in
everything: In evil, in the dark, in ignorance. You are nonexistent in the Good, in the Light, in the Knowledge! So, now
that I am as much as I can in constant patience and readiness,
I feel as if our Master is training me to respond appropriately
when the right time comes according to his Divine Plan! As
an Excellent coach he wishes to make his student excellent in
order to experience his excellent Victory worthy of his Excellent coach!
I observe my preparation as a player of a team-country and
the coach of the National team chooses some from each teamcountry so as the universal match of the national teamscountries between Light and Dark to take place. I try to become as I heard him say to me: The more flawless, the clearer,
the brighter and the more serene I can be. And rejection of
the horrible qualities of the mind, lust, anger, attachment,
greed and selfishness, which have turned humanity upside
down and they live in the darkness and slavery of their minds
for centuries, because they do not know how to replace them
or they do not want to, and so these qualities have become the
inseparable tyrant companions of their mind.
Donation of an unexpected and incredible Super-weapon
during my preparation
This letter which follows below I had written as a question
to our Master and I had not sent it to him, and when he gave
me at some point the practical answer which revealed to me
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inwardly how to eradicate the dark and demonized thoughts,
my heart pushed me to find it without looking for it and reading it, I was surprised and understood that the Incredible Gift
and Super-weapon he had given me was the answer to my letter. Another Divine Confirmation of our Master that the Indiscernible Divine Energy (Life) is within us, and since it listens to us, it fulfills our desires, seeing that they come from
the same Divine Source and it fulfills them for us!
The Indiscernible Simple Automatic
Practical Luminous Super-weapon
• Learning to overcome fear while focus and trust must be
integrated into the Divine Breath! Where only our Mother
Life is responsible for her Creation!
• How long, our Beloved Master, will innocent people depend on the paranoid warlords who are constantly committing world murders with their pre-planned sick wars?
• And at the individual level, why should an unscrupulous
criminal have the ability to abuse, or kill defenseless and
kind people of any age with his hands or weapons?
• Why should evil have the power over Life and take it away
from humans and animals, and not the Good have the ability to prevent the criminal acts of the dark?
• Why does the Highest, the most Precious, the so Irreplaceable Gift of Life depend on every unconscious to be removed and turn it into the silence of death?
• By what means will we protect our Life when someone crazy
has planned or without plans wants to take it away from us?
• You have a precious treasure and you hide it in your house
with locks so that the thief does not take it. But his audacity takes your keys and the material treasure by looting your
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house and takes the most valuable treasure, your Life, since
he kills you.
• Why should a criminal force every human being to buy a
weapon to protect his life in a country house or in a city
house or anywhere fearing of criminals invading?
• Why should Life, which is Almighty, not have the ability to
defend itself so that the criminal does not reach his goal?
• Is it time for the conscious as well to learn to defend and
protect his Life from the unconscious in some secret way of
the Life itself so that he neutralizes the invisible dark
thought beforehand so as the criminal does not get to his
act?
• I find it completely inappropriate for the unconscious and
evil to dominate the conscious and kind man.
• Why Life, which is Almighty, should be defeated in an individual level by a criminal mind?
These questions that have been born represent billions of
our fellow human beings, and yet we can experience the answers within ourselves when we invest in the Salutary
Knowledge of ourselves and learn, invoking more and more
from our hearts, the disappearance of the dark and demonpossessed thoughts which happens inside and outside of us at
the same time.
Then, after a while, I was given the answer to my very serious question by the Ocean of Answers of our Salutary SelfKnowledge! Not a theory for my mind but as an act from my
heart which of course is indiscernible and I experience it personally because it is not tangible and does not need applause
and recognition from people. It is absolutely an inner practical experience of the Soul from the Divine within us that our
Beloved Master revealed to me!
Inside us we need to understand as quickly as possible that
we have two different transceivers: our heart with the indis123

cernible positive weapons and our mind with the also indiscernible negative weapons of this world. So, we have the opposites in everything so as to have the chance to choose. We
have Knowledge and Ignorance, Love and Hate, Light and
Darkness, Kindness and Evil, Clarity and Confusion, Courage
and Fear, Joy and Sorrow, Authenticity and Hypocrisy, Selflessness and selfishness, Generosity and stinginess and so on
and so forth, and when we engage with our Self-Knowledge
and invest sincerely as its disciples it teaches us how to use the
weapons of our heart to have an incredibly beautiful daily destiny!
Is there anything more important than Light that removes
any kind of darkness for you to see? Is there anything more
precious than the Divine Knowledge of ourselves that reveals
to us the Indescribable wealth within us of Eternity and its Infinite Wisdom? Is there something else that completely erases
ignorance from us?
We have these Positive Super-weapons innate in our heart
and we have been taught to use the negative weapons of our
mind for our self-destruction and self-extermination. So today, we have the Incredible Unexpected Highest Opportunity
of CHOICE through the Sweetest Knowledge of Ourselves!
How indescribably I thank you incessantly My Beloved Master for revealing to me your Indiscernible, Automatic, Simplest, and Practical Illuminating Super-weapon! The Lit Lamp
in my heart to eradicate the invisible dark and demonized
thoughts before they materialize wherever I am, and with the
ever-increasing range of action against them.
Like the manufacturer of filaments and incandescent bulbs
manufactures any range of light he wants, from small onewatt bulbs to thousands of watts for evening sports stadiums,
seeing that, man and his work are limited. So, imagine our Infinite Creator who has constructed us with trillions of cells
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within us and electromagnetic waves everywhere, what scope
he can give to his devoted students for the disappearance of
dark and demonized thoughts, for the expansion and consolidation of Peace, Dignity and Prosperity!
Let us not forget that any action arises from indiscernible
thought. And as we have the opposites everywhere, so within
us we have the dark thoughts of this world and the luminous
thoughts of our God! Now I ask you, can darkness make Light
disappear? Never, only Light can eradicate any darkness. In
this way the luminous thoughts can eliminate the dark ones
but the dark ones never the luminous ones! So, whatever bad
or good manifests outside, it comes from thinking.
Consequently, no matter how many human bodies that are
workers of evil we kill, we make a hole in the water because
the thoughts of evil as invisible, they remain and penetrate
other minds and through the writing of countless books they
affect them. Therefore, you multiply and perpetuate the bad
because there is ignorance of its disappearance. Yes, the invisible thought has the ability to manifest itself in a written act,
in an oral act —sound— in a semantic act and in a practical
form. Either it kills with hands or with weapons or it operates
and heals with hands. Dark thoughts are dominated by the existence of matter.
If there is no matter, it cannot manifest because weapons
are made by hands and if there are no hands, there are no
weapons. Therefore, the dark thoughts of the mind without
matter are non-existent in the luminous thoughts of the heart;
as we have the law darkness is non-existent in the Light. Consequently, when we get to know God (Light) within us, dark
thoughts can never affect the Enlightened One due to their
non-existence.
Fortunately today with the Supreme Knowledge darkness
will be increasingly repelled. So, in order to eliminate any ob125

ject we also need an object. But to eliminate an invisible one
you cannot do it with an object but only with an invisible one.
As a result, the invisible dark thoughts, only by invoking the
Indiscernible Luminous thoughts of God within us can we
eliminate them so as not realize the evil in the material field.
When we learn to eradicate them we escape and we also save
our possible victims. Therefore, our dark thoughts and victims will continue to diminish. So, this is the most Essential
Service for the Good of humanity. Whoever wants can practice at any time as our Divine Breath works at all times, which
keeps us alive! So, we too will maintain our Brightness!
The more we desire to participate in our Master's Incomparable Divine Work with this Indiscernible, Automatic, Simple and Practical Illuminating Super-weapon within us we can
Experience the Unbelievable and Unexpected Revolution of
Peace, Kindness and Love without any drop of blood. Why do
I mention Automatic? Because I remind you that without our
Divine Breath absolutely nothing works. It is Eternal, Uncreated, Indiscernible, Automatic, Simple; it brings life and Preserves everyone and everything. We do not need to throw a
coin to make it work, as we do in the machines of Coca Cola
in order to drink their insidious poison. You see, without any
effort at all it offers us the Supreme Gift of Life every moment!
Even when we sleep it pulsates nonstop; if it is interrupted
that is the end. This transcends all imagination and all human
logic.
The Indiscernible Super-weapon of the disappearance of dark
and demonized thoughts, I experience only myself in me since it
is invisible to others. The Visible Practical Healing Superweapon is more important for other people because they will also have practical experience from their treatment and visual experience, those who do not need physical therapy.
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Our Mother Life has endowed us all within us in our weaving
with Incredible Innate Gifts and Weapons which unfortunately
ignorance has buried and tyrannizes all of humanity beyond any
imagination. And fortunately, today we are alive our Current
True Living Master has come and offers us to those we want his
Divine and Salutary Knowledge so as to eliminate our ignorance
—our darkness— our tyranny. It is impossible to describe in
words, the indescribable Divine Gratitude and the Absolute Divine Devotion to our Blessed Mother Life (God) and to her True
Representative Prem Rawat, who sent Him to us in order to introduce her to us and to set us free!
Today is the time of Christ!
Today is the time of Buddha!
In another speech he told us! Today is the time of Christ,
today is the time of Buddha! Because the Teaching of our
Buddha is also the same! Divine Love, Light and Peace! And
he strengthened my inner experience more and more, that he
is our Lord! Do not find what I will explain to you paradoxical. It does not follow that if you have a Supreme experience
from your Master that is enough for the rest of your Life and
you will be ok. No, you have to make “Renewal Commitment”
every day because you are constantly living in an incredibly
big ocean of delusion with countless sirens next to you. And
especially in your mind with incessant borrowed thoughts,
and obsolete perceptions acquired, nurtured throughout your
life by a system of complete ignorance — darkness, whose
purpose is to constantly disconnect us from the Divine within
us!
That is why we must be constantly focused on the present
in order to realize to whom we are students. The evangelist
JOHN in Chapter A΄ and verse 1 says, “In the beginning there
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was the Word, and the Word was with God, and God was the
Word.” And in 14 he says, “And the Word became flesh, and
dwelt among us, (and we saw his glory, glory of the onlybegotten apart the Father,) full of Grace and Truth.” Also in
Chapter D΄ and verse 35 he says, “The Father loves the Son,
and he gave everything into his hands.” And in 36 he says, “He
that believes in the Son has everlasting life.” Then for the world,

if they had not received the Knowledge, “to believe” was
enough, which is also good for today's people who have not
received the Knowledge, but today the “believe” has been replaced by the Knowledge of our Master with “I know”, something that is much stronger than believe. This is what I wish
you, from “I believe” to go to “I know”.
The Weapons of our Consciousness
are Incredibly more Powerful
In a five-day event in Brighton that I was honored to go, he
touched me very deeply when he told us that the weapons of
our Consciousness are incredibly more powerful than the laser and X-ray weapons that humans have found. In the Gospel
in the Letter to Corinthians B Chapter I΄ and verse 4 it says,

“For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty
with God to cast down fortifications.” And in verse 5 it says,
“For we cast out thoughts, and every elevation that stands
against the KNOWLEDGE OF GOD, and we captivate every
meaning in the obedience of Christ!”
Years later I realized empirically that all the words of our
Master are so, so absolute and the unbelievable for me is that
he allows me to experience them internally and simply I fly
every day in my inner Freedom and Joy!
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A letter from our Master
A letter from our Master which he wrote of course to all of
us was given to me by a Knowledge-mate on my return from
an event in Italy on the bus. As soon as I started reading it
with great interest the thoughts of my mind whispered to me,
“it is impossible, it is a fantasy” and in the following lines I
read the thoughts of my soul whispered to me, “what if what
you are reading is real and it is that what you expect?” Of
course I was won over by the words of our Master because below he wrote to us things that completely touched the deepest
being of mine and confirmed the intuition of my heart that he
is our Lord! All his words, he allowed me after years of apprenticeship to experience them, and they push me to make
you happy since it can happen for each one of us. Especially
these words had nailed me down and my eyes could not believe it, “Neither birth nor death can affect my relationship
with you” and it was confirmed greatly since today I have
been a student of his for 45 years.
Although we were born very far from each other due to
technology and as a pilot it made it possible! We could never
have met in 7 billion people without technology if he had not
become a pilot to reach each one of us. Even this is the Supreme of the Supreme Miracles, to have written it to us as a
young child without knowing him and as his students now to
Experience it! Unbelievable beyond imagination but our Master made it True! He inspired me to penetrate with the
thought of my heart into an indisputable event which I was
not conscious of while weaving in my mother's womb, but
now being conscious I can realize that I was woven by the Indiscernible Divine Energy like all of us and it weaves us to the
end of our carnal Life! And so, being born, my relationship
was not affected in the slightest. Since it was not affected as he
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said at my birth and it was done, so it cannot be affected at my
death because death is the absence of Life just as darkness is
the absence of Light!
When our Breath leaves our body our soul is with it because we are already united in our present incarnation with
the Mother of Life! How will Mother Life leave her creation
when the Divine Breath leaves? (Life) from the body? There is
no death in Life or in the soul as invisible beings, and because
of its absence from our body there is death — as a destroyer of
matter.
He let me realize that I will incarnate with each successive
incarnation of our Master to serve him, as long as he had told
us so. I remember when he was 18 years old he had said in a
telephone speech worldwide to his students —there were no
videos then— that whoever dedicates mind, soul and body
then he can have the Grace of his Master! According to MARK
Gospel Chapter IB΄ and verse 30, “And you will love the Lord

your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with
your entire mind, and with all your strength, this is the first
commandment.” According to PETER, Chapter B΄ and verse
18, “Increase in Grace and in the Knowledge of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ.” And at another time he stated that “the
devoted student receives an Eternal Inseparable Union”! According to JOHN A, Chapter B΄ and verse 25, “And this is the
promise which he promised to us, the Eternal Life.” And I am a

witness, I repeat, that all the words of our Master are absolute
because I experience them completely!
And in one of his events he also said globally that his devoted souls are constantly in his events and do not need a seat
number —and this is my realization— to give the opportunity
to incarnate souls like us to recognize him in the events! According to JOHN Chapter I΄ and verse 28, “And I give unto
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them eternal life, and they will not perish forever, and no man
will take them from my hand.”
Heirs of Divine Eternity and not heirs of death
I feel from the bottom of my heart to express to you this
Supreme Experience which allowed me to realize that we are
“Heirs of Divine Eternity” and not “heirs of death.” In the
Revelation of JOHN Chapter KA΄ and verse 7 says, “And the

winner shall inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he
shall be my Son.” When Sri Hans, the Father of our current

Master, died and left as his successor his youngest 8-year-old
Son Prem Rawat all of Sri Hans' older students became students of our 8-year-old Master Prem Rawat. The children of
Sri Hans's students who were young also became students of
Prem Rawat. So that parents and children were found to be
students of the Successor our Today Master. Then when the
parents of the students of Prem Rawat passed away, as Sri
Hans left his Son Prem Rawat as Successor-Master to receive
his disciples so that they would not be orphaned, as our Christ
had said in JOHN Chapter ID΄ and verse 18 “I do not want to
leave you orphans, I come to you”, so our current Master Prem
Rawat when he leaves he will leave his successor so that his
current new students will become students of his successor directly because of their parents that we are already students of
our True Living Master! And so from their birth the students
of their True Master will never be lost by their respective Successor-Master! This is the “Eternal Inseparable Union” which
our Master had declared when he was young to his devoted
students! According to evangelist JOHN Chapter IC΄ and verse
13 “You call me, the Master and the Lord and it is well said, for

I am.”
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My Supreme Property (Essence) is our Master
For me, my “Supreme Property (Essence)” is our Master!
Above and beyond Life itself because He revealed it to me and
gave me the practical way to enjoy and fulfill every Blessed
Day! According to JOHN Chapter ID΄ “Jesus says to him, I am

the Way and the Truth and Life. No one comes to the Father except through me.”

Without Him my Life was an ungifted gift since I could not
enjoy and appreciate it wasting it in the garbage of this world
of misery. According to the evangelist JOHN Chapter ID΄ and
verse 16 “And I will beg the Father, and he will give you another
Comforter, to stay with you forever.” According to JOHN Chapter ID΄ and verse 26 “The Comforter the Holy Ghost, whom the

Father will send in my name, will teach you everything, and he
will remind you all I have spoken unto you.” The sequence I

mention above. This is completely established by my current
relationship with the letter of our Master that I received 40
years ago that he wrote to us. Neither birth nor death can affect my relationship with him, and this is an absolute fact and
not a fantasy!
According to JOHN Chapter C΄ and verse 16 “For God

loved the world so much that he gave his only begotten Son, so
that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.” What is your doubt, my dear friends? Can't the

Indiscernible Divine Energy that created me recreate me?
How could it create me? Who can stop it? For me, there is no
more solid proof because I experience all the Blessed words of
our Master and our Christ and I do not need confirmation
from anyone, as if we have an exam and wait for the reward
from the Rector to give us their university degree. It is like a
“material property” which is passed on to the alternate de132

scendants of the same family except that This is Eternal and
not subject to the wear and tear of time!
He let me realize that just as this Divine Superpower wove
me in my mother's womb, He will again weave me into His
Pious Disciples to serve each of my Successor Masters! Because it is not possible for all humanity to change at the same
time; there are no automatic buttons. The today's devotees of
his who will incarnate with him who will be the each time
successor, we will continue our apprenticeship and work from
where we were before we retire from this body —as one withdraws his old car and continues with a new— to inspire humanity to elevate. In one of his speeches he told us: “The outside traveling will one day stop. Know the universe within you
to travel forever.” We will not seek to find the True Master
wandering as we were before our Lord found us in this Incredible Time and Age!
In this way the dark ones, unfortunately for them, perpetuate their most hated world dark work. They educate their
children and the children of their children in the universities
of the “elite” and put them in all the key positions of every
state circuit and with their pseudo-leaders and journalists
perpetuate the divisions with their ill political parties with artificial poverty, organized chaos, alcohol, prostitution, gambling, drugs, crime and wars.
Fortunately today, our Master has come to eliminate darkness as the sun eliminates it with its coming! And in order to
participate in the Supreme Joy in this incredible change of the
Magnificent Age, it presupposes that we also become workers
of his Fascinating Work starting first to work with the Divine
Knowledge of ourselves which provides us with the practical
way! That is why he invites us all on Earth to participate in
achieving Peace and eradicating the misery of humanity!
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Separation of Infinite with the finite
My dear friends try to understand the separation of Infinite
with the finite. The Supreme Inner learning of Our SelfKnowledge has no limits; it is Eternal! It is completely personal
and silent —dumb— because it is done with the inner indiscernible transceiver, our soul, which is taught and guided by the
Eternal —the Divine— the Timeless! It does not need notebooks, books, penholders, exams, degrees and postgraduate
studies like the external learning for external knowledge which
has an end because it is taken by the mortal mind that is limited
by death and it is recycled, no one knows in what kind.
Unfortunately, as soon as we enter this world, kindergartens
are set up for us and even in universities they teach us things only for our minds and bodies for production units, exploiters and
robots. These are the structures of this world from the depths of
centuries and the tragic darkness is perpetuated increasing more
and more. And fortunately, the Divine Superpower sends us Saviors to get to know our Immortal soul through the Divine
Knowledge of ourselves so as to stop our personal tragedy whoever wants it. Whoever does not, it is his choice to recycle the ingredients from where we came from because we were indifferent
to the Supreme Invitation and Opportunity to know our Creator
and the purpose that he gave birth to us as humans! I am not
writing these to scare you or to applaud me, nor am I seeking
degrees in this world, but to urge you because each one of us can
experience it if we invest with thirst and sincerity in the Divine
Knowledge of ourselves!
The Age of Peace and Light
is becoming more and more established
I feel that things are boiling and that incredible developments of destruction and at the same time Creation will
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overflow in humanity! Gradually the range of Light increases
and darkness will disappear more and more for the consolidation of Light and Peace! That is why I am writing my story
to you today, because I will not have time to write later because I will be in the practical service of the Divine Work of
our Beloved Master all the time! According to MARK Gospel
Chapter IC΄ and verse 20 “And if the Lord did not shorten
those days, no flesh would be saved.” But for the elected,
whom he chose he abbreviated the days. Don’t you feel that
today we have the absolute exaltation of the writings of the
disciples of our Christ?
TO CORINTHIANS LETTER Α΄ 6: 9-10 “Or do you not know

that unrighteous people will have no place in the kingdom of
God? Do not be deceived; in the kingdom of God there will be
no prostitutes, no idolaters, no adulterers, no womanish, no
sodomite, no greedy, no thieves, no drunkards, no revilers, nor
plunderers.” Because unfortunately all of them are so attached

to the pleasures of the flesh that they do not give any time for
their transformation, and so they lose the Supreme Opportunity to turn within them to know the Kingdom of our God!
Purification and transformation are necessary to approach
the Divine! How can you be in the company of purebred children with such qualities? Isn't it a shame to infect them with
these diseases of ours? Our Creator does not drive us away but
he gives us the opportunity with the Knowledge of ourselves
to become children again!
We would kill each other
if the Living Masters of Every Era did not come
I wonder now that I have withdrawn from any discussions
without substance, why not just talk about our Master, our
Creator and his Magnificent Creation which has created for
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us, who sustains us and transforms us, to be filled with Divine
Gratitude and to evolve collectively inspiring each other and
realizing that we are all creatures, without any exception, we
are creatures of our One Creator! Why steal, rape and kill each
other? I believe that no kind of creation from the innumerable
forms of Life experiences what we experience as the crown of
Creation, and we would exterminate each other to extinction
if the Living Masters of each time did not come.
Let us learn from our Mother Nature which has created the
flocks of birds which fly and dance in the incredible joy of
their Freedom playing around to inspire and charm us for the
Highest Divine Gift of Life which has been offered to us and
to admire our deep blue sky because our eyes were so attached
to the ground in our dead games! If you do not find your True
Inner Source of Supreme Joy and Serenity, you will be constantly chasing the countless substitutes of this world's garbage dump and you will go mad like so many.
Man who will not recognize in himself his Creator, how
will he know the purpose of his Life since he has come as different from the blessed animals and has consciousness as the
crown of Creation?
The Supreme Blessing is to be constantly Grateful and Focused on our Divine Breath which allows us to live, and for
everything that is offered to us every new Blessed Day!
The Age of the Indiscernible Highest Technology has come
The time has come for the “Indiscernible Highest Technology” which is beyond any imagination of human technology.
If we invest in the “Divine Knowledge of Ourselves” those of
us who desire an incredibly beautiful world, we will be able to
experience it first inside us and then we will manifest it outside us. We will be able to be trained with the Bright Thoughts
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of our Heart, to eliminate the dark and demonized thoughts
first inside us and at the same time outside us just as Light
eliminates darkness.
Let us not forget that we are surrounded inside and outside
by our Mother Life that pulsates every moment in our Divine
Breath — The Indiscernible Divine Energy which is “Omnipresent and Everything Fulfills” written by the Divine Experience that had been given to his disciples in the time of our
Christ! And today as human beings, as they then invested in
their True Master and Lord, so can we experience THESE DIVINE WORDS spoken then, if we invest in our True Master
and Lord of this age! Ordinary people then, ordinary people
today as well. People today simply count themselves and others with their false fortunes and frame-degrees seeking recognition from each other. When you are recognized as a disciple
by the True Living Master and you recognize him too, only
then the tragic hedonistic pursuit of recognition from the
world of ignorance —darkness— ceases.
We all know that our Christ at that time did not pay attention to the education of the outside world and to the heads of
religions but he chose the simplest ones without competitions
and degrees and revealed to them His Divinity! He allowed
them to become bearers of the Noblest Message of his Divine
Teaching and his Divine Presence! This is exactly how it is today, just in another era. As they were in previous times for me,
our pre-Christ Socrates, Buddha, Krishna and other Enlightened Masters!
Our True Living Master perpetuates the Supreme Message
Let me tell you, because you may not have read this verse
in the Bible, LUKE Chapter IA΄ verse 52 “Woe to you lawyers

for you have taken away the key of Knowledge: you did not en137

ter in, and you prevented those who came in.” As you can see,

the teaching of our Christ was not just a theory but it gave the
key to Knowledge so that those who invested could be set free.
With his words he perpetuated the Noble Message of our Socrates “Know Thyself ”! This is exactly what is happening in
our time. Our True Living Master perpetuates the Supreme
Message offering the key of our Salutary Self-Knowledge! The
same thing is happening today, some accept his message some
do not some sneer it and some fight it. Why is there a doubt?
People with Living Masters in the past, for those who recognized them it was their Incredible Present Inner Golden Age.
And for us today, people with a Living Master, it is our Incredible Present Inner Golden Age that we are living NOW with
him!
If those who copied the scriptures many years ago had deliberately or incomprehensibly removed the important and
obvious verse about the key to the Knowledge mentioned by
our Christ, how would I validate what I am writing to you? To
what does our Christ refer in the verse according to MATTHEW Chapter S΄ and verse 6? “But when you pray you enter

into your treasury and close your door, pray to your Father who
is in secret and your Father who sees in secret, he will return to
you in the obvious.” With the practice of Self-Knowledge we

close the outer door of the world and we come in secret contact within ourselves with our God! And “Love your neighbor
as yourself.” The Knowledge of Ourselves reveals to us the Divine Love of God and after we begin to love Him we love everyone like Him! According to MATTHEW Chapter IA΄ and
verse 27 “And no one knows the Son except the Father and no

one knows the Father except the Son and to whomever the Son
wants to reveal Him!” What do we recognize the good or the

rotten tree from? From the fruits it offers us! According to
MATTHEW 6: 18 “a healthy tree cannot bring forth rotten fruit,
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neither can a rotten tree bring forth healthy fruit.” Only in this

way can we recognize the True Master, from the fruits of his
Today Fascinating Universal Human Work!
The words of our Master are the food for the fulfillment
and inner evolution of my soul.
According to MATTHEW Chapter D΄ and verse 4, “Man

will not live only with bread but with every word that comes out
through the mouth of God!”

What else could Socrates have been, other than the True
Representative of God urging humanity with its Noble Timeless Message to Know God within us!
What else could our Christ have been, other than the True
Representative of God, who offered the key of Knowledge and
declared According to LUKE 16:20, “the Kingdom of God is

within you”!

And what else can our Today Living Master be, other than
the True Representative of God, who has begun his Universal
Human Work locally in his country since he was a 9-year-old
child and from the age of 13 constantly travels around our
planet for 50 years until now, to offer to those who desire the
Knowledge of Ourselves which is our Indiscernible Eternal
Inner Treasury! In the LETTER TO THE COLOSSES Chapter B΄
and verse 2, “To comfort their hearts, united together in love

and in all the richness of the information of prudence, so that
we may know the mystery of God and Father and of Christ!” In
verse 3 it continues, “In which are hidden all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge.”

The literal meaning of the word relative
We are all related to the Supreme Divine Energy which has
woven us into the womb of our Biological Mother and always
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accompanies us until our last Breath! Consequently, we are all
brothers!
However, due to ignorance of this indisputable fundamental Truth, the cunning manipulators from the depths of centuries have mediated and divided us since we were children in
schools with the rank of superior and inferior in sports teams,
in sects, in religions, in parties, in homelands and they have
turned us with competition and sick fanaticism from brothers
to fierce enemies. With this criminal trick of the divisions that
they have incorporated in us as children, they perpetuate in
every Blessed generation the organized chaos and darkness on
the unfortunate peoples. Once we realize that, is it time to
wake up; to turn our inner wheel discarding our mutated configuration? I hope that we will make an inner turn to discover
our Divine Nature through the Divine Knowledge of Ourselves in order to be liberated!
Divine learning is offered every moment
in the form of the Indiscernible Breath!
So that even if you cannot see your Master live, the contact
takes place with his Divine Gift of Knowledge! Whatever realizations the practice of Knowledge offers you, when you hear
the Master's speeches he confirms them. This is an unshakable confirmation that our heart is in touch with the frequency
of our Master's heart wherever he is; just as wireless communicates with electromagnetic waves that must have the
same frequency. How grateful I am to you for showing me to
be a part of your Divine Magic wherever I am. My indiscernible attention is focused on my invisible soul in my Divine
Breath! When this Supreme Union happens my heart dances
to the rhythm of Bliss for its Eternity with our Beloved Mother Life (our God) who has no gender!
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The inner development of the devoted student
The inner development of the devoted student is achieved if
he obeys the recommendations of his Master who says, “Daily
Renewal Commitment to Ensure the Victory of our Soul!” My
answer internally to my Beloved Master I am writing to you, because how will you know my inner conversation if I do not write
it to you? How indescribably I thank you that you have honored
me to experience the Divine Words of our Socrates: “Sovereignty
of mind and body and de-identification of soul from matter.”
And the Divine Words of our Aristotle: “The Victory over our
passions constitutes our first and most essential Victory!” And
the Divine Words of our Christ: “Do not do what you do not
want to be done to you!”
I could not even approach the meaning of these not even by
imagination and yet, our Master has accomplished for me the
unfulfilled with his Divine Grace! Experiencing the absolute
statement of our Christ: According to LUKE Chapter IH΄ verse
27, “He said, The impossible for man is possible for God!”
We have 3 Homes 3 Mothers 3 Fathers
and we are innumerable brothers and sisters
Eventually, I realized with the Supreme Knowledge that we
all have 3 homes: One is our Magnificent and Blessed Planet
Earth which is the Magnificent home of all creatures! Our
second small home that we build and are all housed separately
like a large department store space which houses everyone's
shop. The third portable home is our body —as the turtle carries its shell— which is, by the way, our True home! Why is it
our True Home? The reason is because the Eternal Truth resides in our hearts for as long as we have this body. And when
our Divine Breath leaves for the last time It exists as Eternal
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but our perishable body goes where we came from, dust to
dust! When we recognize our Mother Life now that we live
and are worthy of Her, only then does she inform us that she
will give birth to us again as she wove us again in our Mother's
womb. It is in her design and not in our design.
3 Mothers: Our first Mother is Life: the Indiscernible Divine Energy that has woven us-given birth to us in the womb
of our biological mother without any intervention at all in her
womb. The second is our Mother Nature —our Beloved
Mother Life— manifested in matter which sustains us all and
everything with its Beautiful Innumerable Goods for centuries and centuries. And with Unparalleled Generosity with inconceivable varied foods with the nutrients of her Divine Love
in order all her living Blessed Creatures to live happily! And
the third is our biological mother who gave birth to us as her
Divine mediator!
3 Fathers: Our First Father is God (The Divine Energy that is
Omnipresent) (our Breath) because it has no gender; the gender
came after GOD. Our Second Father is our True Master who reveals to us our Mother Life within us with his Divine
Knowledge, and the third is our biological father who our Mother Life uses as her mediator for the perpetuation of our species.
And we are innumerable brothers and sisters but we have not realized it because we live unconsciously. And how will we realize
it if we have no contact with our Sweetest Consciousness as an
Inner Master? We are all innumerable brothers and sisters because simply we are all of the Same Divine Substance that we all
have within us and share the Same Breath and the exact same
conservative elements of our Mother Nature, the Sun, the Air,
the Earth and the Water. And also, all and everything are made
up of 6 elements: Nitrogen, Carbon, Calcium, Oxygen, Hydrogen and Phosphorus.
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Aren't these indisputable proofs enough? When will we
wake up? Now is the time to make a difference. Awakening
and Consciousness are needed so as to send away ignorancedarkness with the Knowledge (Divine Light). We have to become conscious in order to activate the buried and wonderful
qualities of our heart: Recognition, Understanding, Appreciation, Respect, Clarity and Admiration to fill the cup of our
heart with Divine Peace, Divine Love and Divine Gratitude
because without these Inner Miracles we are empty like the tin
without oil.
The destructive weapons of the mind
and the Salutary weapons of our heart
My dear friends, finally, the Divine Knowledge of the Self
teaches us how to discard the garbage that our predecessors
have given us and ours that we have created as an extension of
them. The weapons they have made for our minds are simply
destructive and that is why we perpetuate our mutual destruction. And with the weapons that are creative and are revealed
to us by the Knowledge of our Self and are innate in our heart,
if we want we can replace them so as not to destroy ourselves
and as a consequence those around us. Consequently, there is
a reversal for individual and collective creation stopping our
individual and collective destruction which we also experience from our sufferings. In the Bible to the ROMANS LETTER Chapter ID΄ and verse 12 it says, “The night has passed

and the day is approaching so let us reject the works of darkness, and let us put on the weapons of Light.” This simple pro-

cess is the Supreme Learning of Knowledge which removes
the darkness of ignorance, not something complicated that
our minds think.
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Let us try to understand the weapons of our mind that are
our destruction. Naturally, whatever you hold in your hand,
you will give to your fellow man. You hold cigarettes, you will
give cigarettes. You hold drugs, you will give drugs. You hold
alcohol, you will give alcohol. You have a surplus of ignorance,
ignorance you will give. You have a surplus of hate, hate you
will give. You have a surplus of exploitation, exploitation you
will give. You have a surplus of cheating, cheating you will
give. You have a surplus of crime, crime you will give. Thus,
whatever destructive you carry inside and outside of you, you
will transmit destructive behavior first to yourself and consequently to those around you.
And the weapons of our heart which are our Salvation: You
hold food, you will give food. You hold fruit, you will give fruit.
You hold flowers, you will give flowers. You have a surplus of
Knowledge of the Self, Knowledge you will give. You have a surplus of Love, Love you will give. You have a surplus of service,
you will provide service. You have surplus of authenticity, you
will give authenticity. You have a surplus of cure, you will give
cure. Therefore, whatever Salutary you carry within you and
outside you, you will transmit Salutary behavior first to yourself
and consequently to those around you.
Just as our Divine Breath is so absolutely necessary which
offers us Life and sustains us all and everything, so is the Divine Knowledge of Ourselves necessary because it offers us
the Absolute Harmony of Soul, Mind and Body and we are
Super Fulfilled!
Without our Self-Knowledge it is as if we are hungry and have
no food to eat resulting in a very bad condition. And our soul is
also hungry from lack of Fulfillment resulting in schizophrenia
of the mind which prevails today in all of humanity, of course for
those who do not deal with the Salutary Knowledge of Ourselves! It is an inner natural law. An unfulfilled person cannot
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function properly. And an indisputable proof to this day is the
Global Chaos and Perpetuation of Babel.
The saying “one evil and myriads of evil are coming” is the
“ignorance of Ourselves” since we have established the deep
darkness for centuries. And the saying “one good myriads of
good are coming” is the “Knowledge of Ourselves!” When one
by one begins to realize it, his inner evolution has begun too!
So that the more we realize it, the faster we will achieve the
consolidation of a Global Healthy Society — “Peace, Dignity
and Prosperity!”
Two unbelievable events correlated at different times
I distinguish two events: the one event that I experienced
in the first meeting with the students of our Master in the cinema with the movie “the exorcist-therapist” and the other
event that I am expecting: the “Therapist's Super-weapon”
with the Grace of our Master to experience it, after encouragement and inspiration from his Divine Words! I say to myself, my God, what an incredible circumstance that the two
most important events of the Magnificent story that our Beloved Master wove for me are absolutely correlated! My beginning with the movie I went to see of “the exorcist-therapist” to lead me to my inner development 45 years in the same
title as “student-therapist” in the Supreme Divine Work of our
Lord!
The Divine Gift and Super-weapon of the healer, I take it as
the beginning of the breaking down of the impenetrable door
of the “temple of the devil.” Just like my own beginning of
tearing down my old self to pick up the Healer's Superweapon to tear down the giant door of “dragons of doubt and
outdated perceptions.” To support the achievement of the
cures, another “Indiscernible and Automatic Lighting Super145

weapon” is offered, the “disappearance of dark and demonized
thoughts.” Because they will seek to distort and imitate the
Divine facts of healing in order to keep their established deep
darkness, where the actors of this dark work of deceiving peoples have been innumerable for centuries.
The Destruction of Destroyers
A very special message for the advanced and Absolutely
Dedicated for the Good of Humanity!
Humanity, unfortunately, is possessed and guided from the
depths of centuries by complex, crazy, and rotten circuits with
covers of the “rulers” and their syndicates who suffer unimaginably within them. And this complexity, the madness and
their inner pain, they spread to the people and infect them as
well, as a result of which the complexity, madness and crime
multiplies by leaps and bounds.
Whatever you feel inside you will manifest outside of you.
Therefore, since they feel this tragic situation inside them,
having power over the unfortunate peoples, they want to
make them suffer worse than them. Like many like Hitler who
were sick in their minds of their internal division and war,
they were planning in their minds how to kill as many as they
could. They channeled criminal fanaticism from the schools
to the young children as if it was for their love of their homeland and managed to commit global disabilities and murders
of millions of our fellow human beings. They continue getting
up to these until today in various countries on our planet with
civil, religious and national wars. I feel that we must stop
these criminal global calamities and I hope today with the Divine Presence of our Beloved Master that he will help us by
participating to make a difference to stop them, so that they
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do not commit the same paranoid crimes in the blessed ones
to come our generations that are not guilty for anything.
The time has come for the destroyers of our fellow human
beings to be destroyed by those whom we do not want to be
destroyed. Within us we have the Secret, Practical, Invisible,
luminous and Automatic Super-weapon just as our Divine
Breath is Automatic. We invoke with the electromagnetic
waves of the inner invisible silent words of our hearts, “the
disappearance of the dark and demon-possessed thoughts of
the destroyers” for the expansion and consolidation of the
Salutary Most-All-Human Divine Work of our True Living
Master Prem Rawat.
He has finally brought us the unbelievable age when the
dark will no longer be able to kill those who will shout the
Truth and Peace! Therefore, their death will be caused —from
their exhalation that will not return— as their Exhalation
from God Himself that is the Divine Breath of us all because
they are destructive for the humanity. Do not forget that the
“Omnipresent” is our Divine Breath! This is from the mouth
of our Master and it is my offered realization. “To always remember that only our Divine Breath keeps death at bay.” As
soon as the Breath is gone, it gives him the right to come; as
long as it is in us it never allows him because death is absence
and not presence.
The True Master (God's Representative)
with his Luminous Powers
The True Master has come as the Representative of our
God with his Luminous Powers to consolidate his Divine
Peace in his home = Planet and the war for the disappearance
of the dark forces-criminals against humanity who hinder the
Divine Plan for the Good of humanity will intensify! Mini147

mize now on an individual level so as to chase away your imagination that my reference is a fantasy.
When an insane criminal constantly kills people for his
sexual or financial desires, what does justice do? Doesn't it
send authorized police officers to catch him to stop him? Do
they not put him to jail for life or even to death penalty, since
he would continue to kill his fellow human beings? Would
they keep letting him kill? Is not the intervention of the state
necessary? How does this differ on a large scale from many
rulers-criminals against the peoples? Should not Divine Justice intervene to protect the rest of the world?
So, my words are not fantasy but it is a very necessary fact
to stop the destroyers and any victims, because our Mother
Life who constantly gives birth to her new blessed creatures
does not give birth to them to be killed by insane misanthropes. Otherwise, if it were not for this version of the destruction of the destroyers, they would have wiped out Life itself! There would then be no hope for the salvation of the
human race. But our Mother Life (Creator of everything) possesses all three qualities: Creator, Conservator and Destroyer.
She manifests it to us every moment with our Mother Nature
with her silent teaching that is her True representative together with our True Master with his verbal teaching.
The relentless regression for my Salutary Metamorphosis
Our Beloved Master has given me a practical way which he
calls KNOWLEDGE to come in contact with the Divine Core
of my Existence. Since then I entered the process of my transformation with a relentless regression of who would win me
over; our God or the devil. Of course I had the Strongest Innate Gift and Weapon from our Creator like all of us: My
CHOICE. To whom would I hand over my destiny, and be148

cause I had great adoration for our Christ from some of his
quotes that had touched my soul, one of the most important
“Do not do what you do not want to be done to you” I chose
our Christ! And with His Supreme Grace he accepted me as
his Prodigal Son!
I experienced this most Supreme Parable of all in my first
meeting I had with him. That is why I know that he is our
Lord, who most people in the Universe are waiting for! If we
do not discover the Creator of our house-body, we will not
feel well inside. Not even in our built house. Not even at
home-our planet and our Life without Pleasure and Gratitude
will be empty, a constant tragedy.
This is the reason why it is our primary basic need to know
the Host of our home-body, because our hearts will be filled
with Divine Gratitude and the tragedy will disappear from
within us. This is why I recommend to you the Supreme Donor of the Supreme Gift, the Liberating Knowledge of Ourselves, which eliminates ignorance as the Brilliant Sun eliminates all kinds of darkness.
Omnipresent and Everything Fulfills
I have recorded in the palette of my heart his Words and
experiences offered by our Master who emphasized to us!
Without the Master we are too fragile. Together with the Master we become very strong, too much strong! But where is our
Master, and how will we be each one alone and at the same
time all together with him all the time? It is like our Divine
Breath which is separate to each one of us and at the same
time to all of us and offers us the Divine Gift of Life! His Divine Teaching takes place in the form of our Divine Breath
when we are not physically with him! Even this is INEXPLI-

CABLE FOR THE MINDS, THE SUPREME MIRACLE OF MIR-
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ACLES! Let us not forget the saying “Omnipresent and Every-

thing Fulfills!” This is inconceivable to our limited minds, it is
beyond our senses. Only to the devoted hearts these Supreme
Experiences of the Eternal are offered! I do not mention it
selfishly but to encourage research and learning.
All the external knowledge of the innumerable teachers of
this world is competitive and revising for their own earning a
living.
The Knowledge of Ourselves offered by the few PERFECT
MASTERS of different eras is for everyone without competition and revisions in order to experience the ETERNAL WITHIN US!
That is why it is called
THE QUEEN OF ALL KNOWLEDGE!

If the Current True Representative of God had not come
I wonder if the True Representative of God on our Planet
had not come to reveal to us the Life within us and to enable
us to be transformed we would be living in darkness without
any meaning like the blessed animals. So, really, is there a Supreme Purpose for which he did not create us as animals but
humans? This secret is revealed to us by our True Master
within us in order to recognize, if we want, our Creator and
our highest purpose! Imagine, in 7 billion people with millions of “teachers” to find the One True Master (representative
of God)! My God, what an Unbelievable Supreme Privilege!
Today you can experience it if you search with honesty and
thirst. Do it, seize the Rare Highest Opportunity!
The big fights with my wife
When I started practicing in Knowledge after my four-year
abstinence in order to get acquainted with the Divine which
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our Master showed us in a practical way how to get in touch
within us, the great fights with my wife began. These fights, at
least, were much more important than the ones we had during
my prodigal life before our Master found me!
Feeling more and more my inner fullness, as a natural consequence I gradually reject the substitutes of any form in
which humanity is trapped. Rightly so, my wife thought I
would become like a monk or a plant and she reacted with a
lot of anger which drove me out of Myself. I was growing
more and more in patience and understanding and this disturbed her even more until the big moment came after many
quarrels and she made a psychological blackmail on me: me
or your Master, knowing the unlimited love I have for my
family she hoped I would give up.
But my answer was instantaneous choosing my Master and
that crushed her, seeing that I did not give in to anything. She
even reached such a blur that she took a large knife telling me
that I will kill you. The fights increased with hysterical voices
because she thought that our Master was motivating me and I
did what he told me to do. Especially when we were at a banquet of relatives and friends I could not help but inform them
that someone offered a practical way to get to know God
within us to escape from the will, will, will, will of priests and
preachers. There were times when I couldn't stand it and I
broke up 3-4 times but after about two months I came back
because I knew that my whole family suffered as well as me,
hoping for our best communication.
What I write has been going on for 45 years. It may not
concern someone but it can benefit someone when he comes
to my shoes so that he can be inspired and not to compromise
and be deprived which is above all. And what is it above all?
Our Indiscernible Mother Life (God) (Breath) since without
Life we would not exist nor would we have a family. Now I
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have learned to maneuver so as not to be upset and we have
found some harmony. Our wife seeing our two children who
have received Knowledge and the third who has not yet received it that they fully respect our Master, and thus her anger
has somewhat calmed down!
I know that her heart recognizes the right thing that I do
but her mind possesses her and it does not allow her to see
clearly to accept it because it is the selfishness that she will be
ashamed of her surroundings that her conflict was wrong.
Otherwise, as a wife, as a Mother, as a Grandmother, as a human being, I thank our Creator very much for the additional
Divine Gift he offered me in my Life.
I become a witness
53 years ago while I was reading the Bible I put marks by
folding the edges of the pages which had touched me. And
who could have imagined that now at the age of 73 I turned
back to the Bible to write to you what had touched me in the
army which I experience NOW with his Knowledge and
Grace!
A Life of 73 years, I unfold it with my writing as a writer
and on a day in the breaks of your study I show you a silent
indiscernible work in your indiscernible heart. The story of a
mortal visitor to our Incredibly Blessed Planet testifying to the
Advent of our Lord who revealed to me the Eternity of the
Generator, Conservator and Destroyer who transforms his
Eternal creature into a mortal and again into Eternal! This is
beyond, but beyond, the sweetest unimaginable fantasies like
an INCREDIBLE MAGIC FAIRY TALE that charms children,
and yet totally, absolutely TRUE!
I become a witness of our Master and of the Divine Eternity and I wholeheartedly wish you to pursue it, for all to expe152

rience This Most Magnificent and Salutary Divine Eternity
within us! I shared with you the most important that has been
offered to me with the Grace of our Beloved Master as far as
realizations and experience are concerned. I hope some heart
will be touched and this one will touch others and the others
will touch other hearts so that we can return to the Divine
Paradise within us. So that we can re-establish the outer Paradise on our Thousand times Blessed Planet Earth which hosts
us with Indescribable Magic and Incredible Generosity!
This is the True Indestructible Timeless Legacy which our
Lord offered me in this Life and in my turn I hand it over as a
baton to my Beloved Family and to all our fellow human beings! No matter how much material inheritance I would leave,
it belongs to the wear and tear of time —to delusion— and its
definition is: they did not exist, they exist and they will not
exist, like our body. While for incorruptible legacies, their definition is: they existed, they exist and they will exist! Let us
take full advantage of the Incredible Visits of our Beloved
Masters who come to lead us to their Divine Eternity; to the
Divine Light of the Sweetest Divine Love and the Divine Peace
of our Creator!
The revelation of “the lost treasure”!
The beginning of my Incredible Story with its successive
battles, regressions, realizations and Supreme Experiences inevitably led me to ask for a hearing from our Beloved Master
to ask him for the “Weapon” for which He encouraged me in
one of his speeches. “You can ask me for any weapon you
want.” and “There are no limits to Knowledge; everything is
Possible.” and “Everything is possible; the Dream Exists.” and
“Ask and you will find.” So, I have done this because of his
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words, nothing less and nothing more and it looks like a fairy
tale. The revelation of “the lost treasure!” by our Master!
With indescribable pride
I answer from the bottom of my heart
Now, with indescribable pride I answer from the bottom of
my heart as if responding to the Divine Presence of our Beloved Socrates then! That I am indescribably grateful to You
for preparing me with your Noble timeless message “Know
Thyself ” to recognize our Current Master with his Devine
Knowledge who revealed God to me inside me so as to have
contact whenever I want and fulfills me perfectly!
And to our Beloved Christ also from the bottom of my
heart to his then Divine Presence! That I thank you indescribably for preparing me by saying that “The Kingdom of God is
within you!” and I experience it every day through the
Knowledge of our Beloved Master! In the LETTER TO TIMOTHY Chapter Β΄ and verse 4 it says, “The one who wants all

men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth.”
And in verse 5 it says, “Because it is one God, one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus.”

This is also true for our time: One mediator between God
and men, the man Prem Rawat. In the LETTER A΄ TO THE CORINTHIANS Chapter C΄ and verse 16 it says, “Do you not know

that you are a temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwells in
you?” the words of our Master and offered experience to me. The

Holiest Temple of God is the kingdom of our hearts! Our body is
the sheet of the soul and the door to our Salvation. How can I
not testify about our Master as my former mates testified about
our Socrates and our Christ? Since it is exactly the same Teaching of Divine Peace, Love and Enlightenment? And of course,
with different bodies in different eras!
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Do not be deceived by your mind, expect Supreme experiences from the practice of Knowledge because you will be disappointed and frustration is a very unpleasant feeling that can
put you down. Only God who is within us knows when the
right time will be to inspire us for further evolution. Do not
forget that we are learners of the Highest Apprenticeship for
Eternity and not for degrees of limited learning, all of which
result in death. The student's progress depends on his true
thirst for learning.
So, we are responsible for our own progress, not our SelfKnowledge! Let's put a DVD player in our homes to watch our
Master's video to activate the buried transceiver of our heartsoul to discover our Mother Life within us and invest in the
Supreme Apprenticeship of our Self-Knowledge!
Another Supreme Gift
This is another Supreme Gift as well and confirmation of
guidance from our Beloved Master! In August I heard the silent words of my heart: “Write your story” and I obeyed starting immediately on the same day and towards the end of the
book I called a Knowledge-mate if she can translate it into
English to send it to our Master but she did not know how to
do it well. And the other day, October 17, she sent me one of
his latest videos, which was translated into Greek, and what title do you think it has? “Write your own story!”
Who can imagine now this Indescribable Joy and Divine
Gratitude that my whole existence feels incessantly? What are
these words you are reading now apart from the silent words
of my heart which I transmit to you through writing to your
hearts? What are the thoughts except for silent words which
come from two different sources of inspiration of our heart
and mind? Our mind inspires us for insignificant and de155

structive acts, e.g. frauds, crimes, make alcohol, drugs, guns,
and kill each other. Our Sweet Heart always inspires us for
important and creative actions, for our General Good! Therefore, let us seize today the Highest opportunity to receive the
Salutary Knowledge of ourselves in order to eliminate the
dark ignorance of our mind so as to Enlighten it with the Divine qualities of our heart!
I understand you that you read me and it is like a fantasy in
your mind but the practical experience is indescribably different.
It is one thing to see a cruise-ship in a photo and another to travel in it to different places as much as Life allows you!
I visited some that make up the pyramid of darkness
From the bottom of the pyramid I have informed the
most “top considered by the world” journalists, actors, singers, composers, athletes, but I do not name them out of tact.
And if they invested and wanted, our whole country would
have known it many years ago. I hoped that if someone started the research and invested, they would inform the whole
art scene and all the artists would inform all people, since
they have been made their idols and they follow them, to
suck a two-hour acquired joy of the mind from their songs
and from their theaters. But unfortunately they invest in delusion, stuck in the pleasure of fame, vanity and false wealth,
forgetting that their curtain will one day close. And at the
top of the pyramid, I personally went to the “rulers of the
world” to Tsipras and Mitsotakis and gave them the book I
have written about the SOLUTION “How to get rid of the
global financial mafia” and the video with the message of our
Master as “Global Ambassador of Peace!” I also wrote a book
“The time has come for us to feel Ambassadors of Peace”
which is addressed especially to Mitsotakis as the current
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“governor”, to all pseudo-governors and to the citizens,
which I handed to him at the Prime Minister's General Secretariat in Maximou 5/6/2020.
I name them anyway, because I write and talk about them
on YouTube as well, so that they stop making fun of the people and tyrannizing them with their whole syndicate. I understand that they have been nurtured by their predecessors,
and the previous ones by their predecessors, and today they
will nurture their children with the same ideas of deception
and exploitation. Somewhere, however, this criminal work of
these destructive actors must stop and I feel that their time
has come. No matter how indifferent they are, now that they
have received such a serious message, they are much more
responsible for their hypocritical behavior and the misery of
the people.
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REMINDER TO MY KNOWLEDGE-MATES

I feel to remind you, first of all my Knowledge-mates, hoping
to be inspired by the Supreme Event that is happening to us
now. As much as we can, to remember more and more every
new day that we are students of the most Honorable and most
Respected Man on our Planet in the Present Age that we live in
too. And only by touching with the Idea of the Heart that he allowed us to become his disciples and participate in his Magnificent Work which unfolds in the current history of the Most Glorious Age on our Planet, will we grow in Consciousness, Responsibility and Dignity. Because this is happening live for each
one of us on a global scale for the first time; that our Master
travels incessantly all over the Planet from the age of 13 for 50
years to approach every Human Being without exception.
So, I wish you to experience and realize deeply that we are
the luckiest and most honored people since we are students of
the Most Respected and Most Honorable Man on our Planet at
this time. Then let future interested people be inspired by my
writings or my recitation. What Privilege and What Unbelievable Luck awaits us.
I wholeheartedly wish the unceasing multiplication of the
Super Lucky and the Privileged for your Supreme Success and
Your Supreme Experience!
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Our Master Has declared that we are the Luckiest People
Our Master has stated that we are the luckiest people as we
were born in this incredible time! Some have experienced it
for years now as his students and some others who do not
know him or do not accept him they do not experience it.
Some experience the Blessing of the Supreme Gift of Life and
some others do not experience it due to unconsciousness. Fortunately today, we are offered the Incredible Possibility, to all
humanity, to become aware with the most Powerful Practical
Gift: the CHOICE!
Two things happen to man: fact and imagination. The fact
happens in the present, right now, whereas the imagination
happens in the past and in the future. Imagination steals you
from the present and distracts you from the future and the
past and so you live unconsciously — a robot in conjecture
and in individualism. While the Divine Present makes you
clear, conscious and a servant of the General Good!
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MY REPLY TO THE LET TER I RECEIVED
FROM OUR BELOVED MASTER!

Let me express to YOU my Infinite Gratitude, the one that
you inspire me, for your Sweetest Letter that I received years ago
and through the passage of many hands. And I answer to your
SUPREME letter, which for me then, what you wrote was an elusive dream. And today with YOUR SUPREME GRACE I am in
the incredible situation of experiencing them every Blessed day
consciously!
I am indescribably grateful to you for teaching me how to become unlimited in the receptivity of the SWEETEST SUPREME
GIFTS OF YOUR HIGHEST TEACHING! These words that follow
below are all from our Master and I answer as a devoted recipient of his Divine words!
I LISTEN TO YOU MY BELOVED LORD... through my DIVINE BREATH!
For example, here he writes, “I am always with you.” and I
answer empirically: YOU ARE ALWAYS WITH ME! This is since
he showed me the way how to get in touch with God, who he revealed Him to me. “Wherever you go, I'm already there.” and I
reply: Wherever I go, YOU are already there! The “Omnipresent” was experience of the disciples of our Christ too when they
wrote it to us.
I LIVE FOR YOU! I am infinitely grateful to you that YOU allow me to realize the HOLY FRUITS OF YOUR HOLY WISDOM
which is the food for the Fulfillment and Evolution of my Soul!
How much I Thank You that you offer me every day the sweetest natural fruits for the pleasure of my whole existence and for
the maintenance of my health, so that as long as I can keep
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YOUR Divine edifice healthy for any of your extensions! YOU

are the treasure of my heart and the shape of my eyes!
I feel ONE WITH YOU... and the ultimate purpose of my Life
IS FIRST AND FOREMOST YOU! I feel united WITH YOU to such
an extent that I am not afraid to go to the desert of the world
and the forests of delusion. It is because I have INFINITE TRUST
IN YOU and because you allow me to feel YOUR UNIMAGINED
SUPREME LOVE, BEAUTY AND YOUR STRENGTH which is
DIFFUSED EVERYWHERE inside me and outside me!
You sent me to the world to get to know my Supreme Purpose
recognizing our Mother Life (my Creator) which you revealed to
me within me! And to learn through experiences and experiences and always with YOUR DIVINE PRESENCE you followed me
wherever I went. When I sinned I sinned under YOUR DIVINE
PRESENCE. When I performed an act of Virtue you could see
them all. YOU KNEW all my way, and all my weaknesses.
Through all kinds of my experiences and thoughts you were
preparing your SUPREME PRACTICAL DIVINE WORK that I
joined WITH YOU! Nothing would matter in my Life if you did
not find me and did not allow me to become a “part” of YOUR
DIVINE WORK! I never gave up the hope of joining YOU and I
benefited unimaginably from YOUR SUPREME WORK which
YOU BUILT in order to attract me! YOU ARE IN my figure, YOU
ARE THE MEANING OF MY EXISTENCE and THE CREATOR OF
ALL CREATION! Neither birth nor death can affect YOUR DIVINE RELATIONSHIP with me! How clear and absolute is that
you offered it to me so that I would realize it!
YOU ARE my Unimagined Happiness, MY TRUE LOVE!
Wherever I was born, wherever I had seen YOUR PHYSICAL
FORM, I am above everything YOURS! I remember that the one
who has seen YOUR PHYSICAL FORM is not a true pious person
until he understands to obey YOUR HOLY WILL!
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I am indescribably grateful to you that you caught me in the
GREATEST DIVINE NET OF YOUR LOVE and what Incredible
Blessing and Bliss surrounds me that has no holes so that I do
not escape and get lost!
I am Indescribably Ecstatic feeling YOUR SUPREME GRACE
that you caught me too in your MOST HOLY DIVINE NET!
Please, accept the deepest bows of my every Breath from the
sanctuaries of my heart! Your eternally humble student who
constantly needs YOUR SUPREME SWEETEST DIVINE GRACE!
With the deepest LOVE, RESPECT, GRATEFULNESS
and ABSOLUTE DEDICATION!
Always Devoted to the Extreme,
YOUR student
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MY PRAYER

(After the request to my Lord to put his words
in my heart to pray daily!)
My Lord, please, let you become the Inner Magnet of all my
thoughts because only in Your Inner Divine Magnet of your divine Breath I do exist. Every thought that comes to take me out
of Your Inner Divine Shelter of Your divine Breath, please, turn
it into an inner bow of the deepest Love, Devotion, Gratitude
and Respect expressing all the giving of my existence to your Divine Feet because I am yours! Let my every word convey to your
souls Your divine Message and let my every deed express Your
Pure Love!
Make me Eternally devoted to do whatever you want! May
my attention and my thoughts become one with You and as
Eternally devoted to you, may I always serve you! To exist first
and foremost for my Sat Guru Maharaji, the Creator of Everything! Because when I first exist for my Sat Guru Maharaji, only
then can I serve my fellow human beings! Because within all of
us dwells the same Divine Essence which also dwells within our
Sat Guru Maharaji! No mortal knows what True Service to
Mankind is, except the True Living Masters of every different
age who come to serve us, the elements of the Divine Nature
and their devoted disciples, who allow us to follow them.
Oh! How deeply I thank you for everything, our Beloved
Lord!
Now… “Peace on Earth and Prosperity in People”, as stated
by our Beloved Jesus Christ!
* SAT = Truth, GOU = darkness, ROU = Light, MAHA = Supreme, RAJI = King. These are complex Sanskrit words, the True
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Master who takes you out of the darkness of ignorance outside
you and leads you to the Light of Knowledge inside you. And of
course, we have countless self-titled “gurus” due to overcrowding
in every corner of India who mislead humanity into blah, blah,
blah, in little prayers and rosaries as in other religions.
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THANKS

How grateful I am to you, our Beloved Master, because you
came to my Life 45 years ago and found me through two of your
disciples and Freed me completely from the artificial paradises
of this world, which are like swamps of decay in relation to the
Supreme Divine Paradise which you revealed to me inside me,
my Mother Life in my Divine Breath! And you showed me that
in every moment of my day I can enjoy it so as to be filled with
Divine Fullness, Divine Truth, Divine Absolute Trust, Divine
Love, Divine Gratitude, Divine Kindness, Divine Compassion,
Divine Generosity, Divine Patience, Divine Courage, Divine Respect, Divine Admiration, Divine Acceptance, Divine Awakening, Divine Consciousness, Divine Determination, Divine Clarity, Divine Recognition, Divine Understanding, Divine Appreciation, Divine Consistency, Divine Discipline, Divine Passion, Divine Simplicity, Divine Purity, Divine Humility, Divine Selflessness, Divine Sincerity, Divine Dignity, Divine Justice, Divine
Hope, Divine Peace, Divine Freedom, Divine Bliss, Divine Evolution and Divine Absolute Devotion!
Of course, none of his students know that the Divine within
them led them to the Cinema to find me and to find them, and
that it was a pre-arranged appointment by my Beloved Master,
something which he revealed to me during my apprenticeship.

***
My daily thanks to our Mother Life (God) and to our Master
seems to be addressed to two separate Persons but in fact for me
it is the same: The One and Only.
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How much I Thank you my Beloved Mother Life for Your
Present Blessed Day too, for giving birth to me and for hosting
me in your Infinite Majestic Divine Kingdom with all your
blessed Divine Goods for my maintenance and with your Revealing Sweetest Love Beauty and Power which is diffused everywhere inside me and outside me!
How much I Thank you my Beloved Master for revealing to
me inside me my Sweetest Divine LIFE in my Divine Breath and
showing me how to Enjoy my every moment so as to be filled
with Divine Wisdom, Divine Fullness, Divine Truth, Divine
Peace, Divine Love, Divine Gratitude, Divine Respect and Divine Absolute Dedication!
And how much I thank you my Holy Sweetest Divine LIFE
for revealing to me that outside of me You are the Supreme Divine Power Incarnated in the Divine Body of our Sat-Guru Maharaji and that the Today Living Master You are the one and
only Real Representative of this Incredibly Brilliant Age!
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THE EXPRESSION OF
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT
UNCEASING GRATITUDE
TO MY BELOVED LORD

Please, Accept the Unceasing Magnificent Gratitude of My
Heart, which is offered to me Your Most Majestic Honor and
Divine Grace, to Experience All Your Divine Words, which is
your Divine Food for My Fulfillment and Eternal Evolution of
my soul!
I could never have imagined, that this little existence of
mine, that sailed before you found me in the mud of this
world, that I would experience every day the Inexhaustible
Wealth of Your Divine Love, Your Divine Peace, Your Divine
Kindness, Your Divine Freedom, Your Divine Bliss, Your Divine Wisdom, Your Divine Clarity, Your Divine Respect, Your
Divine Courage and the Absolute Divine Dedication that You
have given me Forever! My tongue cannot express the Divine
Feeling of my Heart, how rich I feel every day of your Blessed
Day, that You have revealed to me that You are our Lord The Invisible Supreme Divine Energy Incarnate, Who came
to Save Humanity!
How deeply I thank you for allowing me to feel like Hanuman becoming a better and better person and You are my RAMA! And like Arjuna, who literally saved me from death so
many times and You are my KRISNA! And in your Usage
season, I feel like one of your most devoted 12 students, and You
are my CHRIST!
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How deeply I thank you, that you have allowed me to experience the words of Kabir, that you told us that, “everyone will die
but I will not die, because you have shown me to Unite Now
with the Eternal who never dies”!
Your Supreme Blessing Has Been Given!
Your Supreme Blessing Has Been Received!
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THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE

The important difference with this book is that you do not just
read a book to spend your time, nor to acquire literary or encyclopedic knowledge for your mind; I do not have degrees in this
world. But, I inform you that we are in the most incredible era.
We have the True Living Master with us and he offers the unimaginable possibility to every human being to be fulfilled by Peace,
Love, Wisdom, Bliss, Freedom, and to overflow the cup of our
heart with unceasing Gratitude for the Supreme Gift of his
KNOWLEDGE which gives us the Highest opportunity to come in
contact with GOD within us!
If you are touched by this True Message and want to participate, I consider that this is the most useful and wonderful GIFT
for your acquaintances on their celebration or birthday instead
of sweets or whiskey. You may offer them this book which they
will have as their eternal companion in their home from generation to generation because it reminds us of the timeless quest for
the fulfillment of man! One by one, let us make an effort to
come together, to multiply, to share our Inner wealth of Divine
Love and Wonderful Respect, to prepare an unimaginable new
PATH with the most dignified traces for the blessed future generations! This I feel is the innermost obligation of every human
heart. The inspiration for exaltation, worthy of OUR DIVINE
NATURE!
I am not a person-lover since I am fully aware of the perishable matter, but I am a Proud Lover of the DIVINE HIGHEST
TEACHING that is perpetuated by THE HOLY PERFECT MASTERS of every different era with different Bodies! Either from an
ant, or from a man white, black, yellow, English, French, Portuguese I learn This Supreme Teaching; it is acceptable to me be169

cause it shows me in me the DIVINE LOVE, the DIVINE PEACE
and the DIVINE FREEDOM!
He dignified me to write 8 books
Our Master dignified me to write 8 Books on the most important events:
1. “The Ultimate Message — The testimony of a devoted
student of Today's Living Master Prem Rawat”,
2. “The Ultimate Message for the Noblest Undertaking”
(for the Existence of the Coming of our Master),
3. “How to get rid of the global financial mafia”,
4. “Our differences and similarities”,
5. “The Visualizers of the General Good!”,
6. “The time has come for us to experience Ambassadors
of Peace”,
7. “The ideal society”
and the last one which you are reading now
8. “The Predetermined Unexpected Encounter”.
They are not speculative books. All the proceeds of the
books that he offered me with his Divine Grace to write are
exclusively for the spreading of the MOST-HUMAN WORK of
our Master!

H
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Epilogue

I

n beautiful simplicity there is everything but due to ignorance we made it all so complicated and humanity
suffers. It would be foolish and sad to mention volumes of the
dark history of wars and atrocities. Let us make an effort of
inner turn, towards the noblest advice of our Beloved Socrates
“Know Thyself ” so that we can now experience the Divine
Magic and hope for an Incredibly Better World! Proof of what
our Beloved Master says today let us turn our attention a little
to the children and we will not doubt at all!
What I lived and live and I am writing to you now, everything happened in the present. So, let us invest in the Salutary
Knowledge of Ourselves because only It can teach us to live in
its Divine Presence because only in the Present there is Life
(God)! Everything takes place in the Divine Present! The past
is recorded in our memory from the Present in order to learn
from our mistakes so that we do not repeat the same and
worse mistakes, so that we can evolve. The Present also creates
the future and when you are fully conscious every future moment is the result of your previous present conscious moment
so that you live in a Blessed Paradise in the moment called
NOW. And not in the paradise after your death, which the religions promise you with the will, will, will, like the politicians
with the will, will, will. That is, if you do not know how to
manage today in your inner and outer paradise, how will you
manage tomorrow, since when it comes it will be like today?
So, you will experience an inner hell —which is nothing compared to the hell described by religions— always waiting for a
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better tomorrow that you will lose through your fingers like
water.
I realized in the journey of my Life that the dark thoughts
knew which shore I wanted to go to and tried in every way to
push me to swim in their dirty waters —which have trapped
billions of our fellow human beings— so that I would never
reach my Creator who besides being Omnipresent fortunately
he is in all of us! Our Master, however, with his Divine Grace
saved me from all the battles that the negative had set for me
and won my war. My Salvation was impossible because where
I was it was like quicksand where absolutely none of us can be
saved. But he came from God and invites us to know God
within us and when we recognize him then and only then, will
we understand our True Master, that he is the Only Representative of God in this glorious age!
Trying and constantly travelling around the world since he
was a 13-year-old child for 50 years until today he changed
the flow of the wheel of the darkest history of mankind to an
Incredibly Brilliant History at first individually to each one of
us and growing more and more it will be experienced by all
humanity!
I feel like I have to stop writing because the momentary
weaving of our story has no end and if I continue, of course
my message will never reach those who are about to reach. As
a result, today on 23/10 at 13:30 I finish the book with an additional Highest Experience which our Lord offered me in a
whisper in my heart!
Since our Divine Breath allows me to function, therefore, It
offers me everything, realizations and experiences which are
so Respected that evoke Indescribable Awe of Gratitude and
Indescribable Honor that allows me to experience what I write
to you.
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After the end of this book I try to be as much as I can in
constant focus with unimaginable impatience and unimaginable patience for the request of the therapist that I have
asked a hearing from our Master (our Lord)! In the LETTER
TO THE THESSALONIANS A΄ Chapter Ε΄ and verse 17 it says,
“Pray unceasingly”; in other words: continuous focus on the
Knowledge of Our Self, Our Divine Breath!
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HOW YOU CAN RECEIVE KNOWLEDGE

Our Master has prepared for those interested 5 DVDs for
about 8 hours in a cassette which he named “KEYS” and you
can borrow them free of charge and in the 6th KEY the
Knowledge is presented and offered by our Master!
Information about Knowledge
1. on the tel. 210-7488650,
2. in www.wopg.org in English,
3. in www.theartoflife.gr in Greek and
4. from your smartphone you can download the TimelessToday application.
If you wish, you can study in www.ogek.gr in the BOOKS section the principles of our socio-political movement that we have
created and whenever you have time you can study all the
books.
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Without Kindness, without Love, without Understanding, logic
is useless.
PREM RAWAT
And my own response to these words:
When we learn through Self-Knowledge to live in full consciousness in the Divine Presence —focused on our Divine
Breath— we have achieved the Supreme Success.

***
A 7-minute video of our Master confirms his global invitation to those who wish to feel “Ambassadors of Peace”, which
we already have inside us, to manifest it also outside us! In the
Youtube search, type Empowering People Prem Rawat.
Thank you very much, and I hope that the time you spent
reading this, it was really constructive for your hearts!
With deepest Love, Appreciation and Respect!
Your fellow traveler, your friend and your brother,
I am looking forward to meeting you soon!

***
With Infinite Divine Love, Divine Respect, Divine Gratitude
and Divine Absolute Dedication! To our Beloved Master!
Your Devoted and Liberated with your Grace student!
Notis Kontomichalos
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The most destructive and perpetuating
pandemic in humanity so far is the
ignorance of our Self which drags us into
the unconscious and the unconscious
pushes us into mad-ness and crime. All
other pandemics are nothing compared
to the ignorance of our Self. This is the
cause of the one side of the coin. The other side of the
coin is “no evil unmingled with Good” left to us by our
Enlightened Ancestors. It brings us back to the hope
that there is in us the antidote to ignorance which is
the Healing Knowledge of ourselves! Only It offers us
the Fulfillment and Clarity in order to feel Peaceful and
Pious like worthy creatures of our Creator. People nurture the child with a plastic pistol in his hand and when
he grows up they give him the real one so as to kill,
whereas God nurtures it as Incarnated Divine Purity.
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I was born in a slum in the old
vegetable market of Athens. My
Father was deprived of me in the
fabricated civil war of unconscious
politicians.
I tried a variety of jobs looking
for a better wage such as sailor and
immigrant at the age of 18, and
my last job was a taxi driver for 38
years gaining experiences from my
contact with people of different
psychosyntheses.
I considered the lessons at school
hollow because they do not contain
true love, respect and dignity. I am
like a free bird and I do not fit in
any of the countless cages of this
world of ignorance and illusion.
However, I have absolute respect
and obedience to the inner laws of
ourselves and to the healthy laws of
world society.
I feel indescribably grateful to
my Beloved Master, who showed
me how to study at the Higher
University of Self-Knowledge, and
helped me to graduate intact from
the University of the Street. That is
why Knowledge for me was and is
the unshakable foundation and my
inseparable compass.

